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PREFACE.

This volume is written chiefly for the instruc-

tion of the instructed classes. The conclusions

reached respecting the present distribution of

property and incomes are in the main those

which common observation has forced upon

thoughtful men and women in the ordinary walks

of life. The writer has learned^ and hopes to

teach) that^jipon matters comingijw2tjiin_Jts_jfTe]d,

the comnion observation of common people is more^

trustworthy than the statistical investigations of

the most unprejudiced experts . Indeed he has

come to believe that social statistics are only

trustworthy when they show to the world at large

what common observation shows to those per-

sonally familiar with the conditions described.

CHARLES B. SPAHR.
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PART I.

THE DISTRIBUTION OF PROPERTY.

CHAPTER I.

ENGLISH RETROSPECT, —THE TENDENCY TOWARD
CONCENTRATION.

There has been a strong tendency toward the

concentration of wealth. This tendency, however,

has had nothing of the nature of natural

law. There is no more evidence of an National

Conscience

"iron law of wages," keeping the labor- not Natural

ere down to an " existence minimum," ^^"^ ^
' Control.

than there is of a pampering providence

reducing the wages of capital and increasing the

wages of labor, no matter what the endeavor of cap-

italists or the listlessness of laborei"S. The distribu-

tion of wealth is under the direct control of laws for

which the national conscience is responsible ; and the

distribution of wealth has become better or worse

precisel}' as the national conscience has been directed

to, or directed from, the laws controlling it.^

1 Mill is hanlly overstating the case when he declares (Bk. II.,

chap, i., sec. 1) that tlie distribution of wealth is "a matter of

human institution solely."

3.
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In every age conflicting forces are at work.

That those making for a greater inequality of

fortunes have, on the whole, been domi-

Forces n^^nt IS accepteu. by the general public

Always at bccausc it couforuis with the common
observation respecting the present, and

the common sense that the inequalities were less

"when Adam delved and Eve span." Neverthe-

less, tills generalization has been vehemently as-

sailed ever since the question of the distribution

of wealth began to weigh upon the public con-

science. Conservative statesmen, and even statis-

ticians, have stoutly maintained that the tendency

of modern times has been toward greater indus-

trial equality as well as greater political equality.

The briefest possible examination of this question,

though it lies beyond the field of the present inves-

tigation, forms the natural introduction to it.

The course of history respecting the distribution

of wealth has been marked by its unevenness. In

the country whose history is really our
The rater

^^ development of the later Mid-
Middle Ages. ' •'

die Ages was distinctly toward equality

of property. The dominant aristocracy of birth—
to its own injury as well as that of this nation—
did not accumulate capital ; and even its overlord-

ship of the soil, down to the very end of the INIid-

dle Ages, was productive of astonishingly small

rents. Competitive rents were not introduced
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until the seventeenth century.^ During the six-

teenth, when the inflow of the precious metals

more than trebled the price of wheat, raising it to

the modern level, rents remained relatively sta-

tionary, to the great enrichment of the middle

classes, and the comparative embarrassment of the

nobility.2

Even the law of primogeniture, which during

modern times has worked so powerfully for the

concentration of wealth, was during the

Middle Ages comparatively ineffective.
^'i™°ef«°i-

o L J ture.

The striking feature of mediaeval econ-

omy was the comparatively small value of real

estate. As Garnier observes, " The intrinsic value

of the flocks and herds exceeded that of the j)as-

tures which contained them almost as much as

the value of banker's bullion exceeds that of the

strong room which holds it,"^ As the custom of

primogeniture seldom extended to personalty, it

did not seriously stand in the way of the wider

distribution of wealth. Even as regards realty,

1 Thorold Rogers's History of Rent in England, Contemporary
Eevieio, April, 1880.

2 It is worthy of note, however, that landless laborers also were
injured at this i^eriod

;
partly because the widespread conversion

of farms into sheep pastures threw laborers out of employment,
but chiefly because the Acts of Parliament repressing wages, es-

pecially the statute of Elizabeth allowing justices to fix the

rates, kept wages from rising as rapidly as prices. See Scrutton's

"Commons and Common Fields," jip. 97-100, and Prothero's

"Pioneers and Progress of English Farming," p. 26.

8 " History of the English Lauded Interest," p. 154.
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it did not effectually bar the way to a wider dis-

tribution of ownership; for the oldest son could

still alienate the fee-simple to creditors, or sell it

to purchasers. The number of landowners seems

to have increased until the middle of the seven-

teenth century. Not until after the Restoration

was the land of England effectually placed under

the dead hand of family settlements.^

In a similar way, taxation in England during

the latter part of the Middle Ages was rarely

oppressive. Not only was it light, but

T^aTiIn ^^ ^^'^^ direct ; and direct taxation al-

ways conforms in some measure to the

public sense of justice, since the whole public

sees how each class is taxed. England success-

fully resisted the excises by which public revenues

were raised upon the Continent, until the Parlia-

ment of the Restoration, relieving the landlords

of their ancient dues to the crown, transferred

the burden to the shoulders of the relatively poor.

For the distinctively modern era on which we
now enter we possess at the very be-

Engiand
gi^j^ijig a reliable estimate of the

amount and the distribution of Eng-

lish wealth. Gregory King's table of the com-

parative incomes of the various classes in 1688 ^

1 Brodrick's "Euglisli Land and Eiiglisli Landlords," px>.

42 and 43.

2 See Appendix I.
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proves indisputably that England at the close of

the Middle Ages was pre-eminently a nation of

small proprietors. As Prothero remarks ^ concern-

ing it, "whatever allowance is made for errors,

the contrast is startling enough " between the

England in which " three-fifths of the agriculturists

enjoyed proprietary interests in the soil," and

the England of to-da}^, in which four-fifths of the

agriculturists are hired laborers. This contrast is

heightened when King's table is compared with

the returns in the New Domesday Book of 1875.^

King placed the total rent of agricultural land at

X10,000,000, yet estimated the aggregate income

of fifteen hundred lords, baronets, and knights

at less than one-fifth of that sum. In our day

Arthur Arnold estimates that four-fifths of the

United Kingdom belongs to a smaller proportion

of the population.^

These startling changes in the distribution of

the ownership of agricultural land in England

have been chiefly the work of the eigh-

teenth century, or, more exactly, of the The Reign

reign of George III. This reign (1760- George m.
1820) covers the one period in English

history of which it is strictly true that the poor

grew poorer and the rich grew richer. During

1 " The Pioneers and Progress of English Farming," p. 158.

2 See Appendix II.

8 Arthur Arnold, " Free Land," p. 7.
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the earlier part of the eighteenth century the con-

dition of the working-classes seems to have im-

proved.^ It was a time of peace, and the interest

on capital fell as low as three per cent.^ Taxation

was still light, the public debt was practically nil,

and the passage of acts enclosing commons was

hardly well under way. With the outbreak of

the Seven Years' "War in 1756, however, taxa-

tion and the public debt became simultaneously a

source of impoverishment to the rank and file of

the people, and a source of enrichment to the

large landowners and the capitalists.

At the same time Parliament began the whole-

sale enactment of bills for the enclosure

^ ,^* , of commons. Had this legislation been
Enclosure ot o
Commons, framed in the spirit of humanity, it

would have enriched all classes, for

the land brought under private ownership yielded

far more produce than ever before. The total

amount enclosed from 1710 to 1843 was over

7,000,000 acres, or nearly one-third the present

cultivated area of England and Wales.^ The

increase in national wealth would have been

enormous had the increase been made, national.

There were, indeed, a few parishes in which the

poor were allotted sufficient land to pasture their

1 Lecky, "England in the Eighteenth Century," vol. i., p. 610.

2 Leroy-Beaulieu, " Essai sur la Ilepartitiou des Kichosses,"

p. 218.

3 Brodrick, p. 55.
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COWS ; but in general only the interests of the

freeholdei-s and copyholders who could prove their

legal rights received any consideration. The

great mass of agricultural laborers lost their pro-

prietary interests in the soil, and were reduced to

mere wage-earners.

The further reduction of a considerable portion

of the wage-earnei-s to the rank of paupei-s was

largely the work of the Napoleonic

wars. At the middle of the eighteenth

century the annual cost of poor relief had been

£690,000. At the close of the wai-s it had risen

to ten times that sum. This appalling tax, paid

by the occupiei-s of houses and lands, was nearly

equal to two months' rent.^ Upon the indepen-

dent working-classes it was a well-nigh intolerable

burden. It was, however, light compared with

the burden of national taxation. The extent to

which indirect taxes, resting chiefly upon the

poorer classes, were developed seems almost in-

credible. During the civil ware of the preceding

century, public sentiment had refused to tolerate a

salt tax of fourpence a bushel. During the Napo-

leonic ware Pitt raised the salt tax to fifteen shil-

lings a bushel,^ but the public made no outcry

against it. Taxes like this on salt, which took the

1 Blunden's "Local Taxation and Finance," Appendix I,

2 Three thousand per cent ad valorem on the natural price of

salt. (Dowell, " History of Taxation and Taxes in England," vol.

iv., p. 4.)
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same amount from the poorest families as from the

richest, were by no means the most oppressive now
levied. The protective taxes on corn, which plun-

dered the rank and file of the people, enriched the

landlords. This class desired the war to continue

as a matter of personal profit.^ When it ended

they made the tax system worse by repealing the

income tax, whose burden fell on themselves, and

by exacting new tariffs to keep the price of wheat

at war figures. When we realize that the class

best able to bear taxation was enriched by the

war, we are in a position to understand what its

burdens were to the middle and working classes.

In 1815 national taxation reached ,£68,000,000 for

Great Britain alone .^ Excluding the income tax

and the succession tax, which rested almost exclu-

sively on the rich, there remained £51,000,000, or

an average burden of f100 a year for every family

at a time when the total yearly earnings of the

great majority of English families were less than

i300.^ Arnold Toynbee did not greatly exagger-

ate when he wrote that during this period, and

1 George Eliot's country squire in " Silas Marncr " expressed a

popular sentiment among the landed gentry when he ridiculed

the demands for peace, and declared that if peace came " the

country would not have a leg to stand on."

2 Dowell, "History of Taxation and Taxes in England," vol.

ii., p. 249.

8 Leone Levi "On Taxation," p. 24. For lower estimates of

earnings during the war, see Thorold Kogers's "Work and

Wages," pp. 487 and 488.
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even down to 1834, "one-half of the laborers' wages

went in taxes." ^

These crushing burdens upon the working-classes

were, of course, comparatively little felt by the

farmers and small freeholders. During

the war these classes were prosperous.

The issue of paper money by England and France

enormously reduced the demand for gold and sil-

ver. The value of both fell nearly one-half ;
^

in other words, prices measured in gold nearly

doubled. Agricultural products whose supply

could not be materially increased rose much more

i*apidly than commodities in general. Farmere were

intoxicated by their sudden prosperity, which w^as

almost as marked as during the rise of prices in

the Elizabethan era. When leases fell in, renting

farmei"s consented to double rents, and continued

to prosper even then. Freeholders changed their

scale of living. ]Many of them mortgaged their

estates to buy more land, to improve their prop-

erty, to make extravagant provision for their chil-

dren. All this continued until the process of

resuming specie payments w^as inaugurated. When
this was completed the value of specie had risen,

and prices had fallen to their old level. In the

case of agricultural products the attempt was made

1 Arnold Toynbee, "The Industrial Revolution," p. 125.

2 See Jevoiis's Essay in the Journal Stafistical SocioUj of Lon-

don, 18()5. The exact fall in the value of gold from 1789 to 1809

was 46 per cent.
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to prevent tlie fall by means of exorbitant tariffs.

But the supply of such products could not be ma-

terially reduced by the stoppage of production.

Despite the tariffs, therefore, their prices fell

almost as rapidly as they had risen. Farmers,

unable to meet their doubled rents, were thrown

into insolvency ; and freeholders who had mort-

gaged their estates were forced to give them up.

The landlord and lending classes alone did not

suffer. "Everywhere," says Prothero, "large

landed properties were built upon the ruin of

small freeholders." ^

But private debtoi-s were not the principal

losere, nor private creditore the principal gainere,

by the fall of prices which came with the return

of specie payments. During the war the national

debt was increased more than three thousand mil-

lion dollars. This new debt — contracted during

the period of inflation— was not even then paid

for pound for pound. The war, like all wars, had

created not a demand for labor, but a demand for

capital. The government's demands for money

nearly doubled the current rate of interest. Pitt,

at the advice of the loan contractoi-s, instead of

issuing bonds bearing the current rate of interest,

to be refunded at lower rates when the war was

over and capital again seeking investment, con-

tinued to issue three per cents, selling them at an

1 "Euglisli Farming," p. 84.
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average discount of one-third. The result was

that the nation from the beginning paid nearly

five per cent interest on what it borrowed, and in

the end paid an additional fifty per cent on the

principal. The public debt, increased in this way
to X 860,000,000, represented an average burden

of one thousand dollai-s for every family. Here

was an estate created equal in value to the land

of Great Britain.^ To its possessors it was worth

as much, but to the nation at large it was worth

nil, and to the working-classes it was a mortgage

upon future wages.

Tliis ends the record of disastrous measures by

which the wealth of England, so widely distrib-

uted in the days of Elizabeth and the

Commonwealth, became concentrated ^^® ^^^
of

in the hands of the new aristocracy. Reforms.

With the passage of the Reform Bill

in 1832 a democratic spirit began to influence

English legislation ; and if old laws working for

the concentration of wealth have not been greatly

altered, at least no new law has been enacted work-

ing seriously for evil. Since that date the great

body of the people have again shared in the in-

creasing wealth of the nation. The reform of the

Poor Laws in 1831 put an end to the growth of

1 Beeke's estimates for Great Britain, 1800, — £720,000,000

;

Lowe's estimate for Great Britain and Ireland iu 18'^, — £1,200,-

000,000. (Giffeu's " Growtli of Capital," pp. 95-105.)
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pauperism ; ^ the repeal of the corn, laws, beginning

in 1842, put an end to the taxation of the work-

ing-classes for the enrichment of the landowners.

The restoration of the income tax in the same

year made the richer classes again feel something

of the burden of imperial taxation ; while factory

Acts have added to the physical strength of the

working-classes, and educational Acts have in-

creased their intellectual capacity to better their

condition. So great is the change in the spirit

of legislation, and so considerable have been the

advances of the working-classes, that conservative

statisticians have seriously questioned whether the

last fifty years have not witnessed in England a

greater increase in the property and incomes of

the poor than in the property and incomes of the

rich. On this point common observation is not

entirely to be trusted, for the public conscience

to-day is shocked by inequalities to which it was

indifferent half a century ago. We must there-

fore examine the conservative argument, not to

determine whether other reforms are needed, but

to ascertain whether the resultant of present laws,

good and bad, is already toward lessened inequali-

ties of wealth.

1 The number of paupers at this period cannot be stated ; but

the expenditure for poor relief in England and Wales for 1833

was almost exactly the same as in 1891, when the population had

doubled. (Expenditure, 1833, — £8,000,000 ; 1891, — £8,643,000;

population, 1833, — 14,500,000 ; 1891, — 29,000,000. Edward Porritt,

" The Englishman at Home," p. 37.)
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Upon this question Mr. Giffeii, in his inaugu-

ral address as president of the Statistical Society

in 1883, has made incomparably the

strongest statement of the conserva- t^at inequaii-

tive position.! Only that part of his "^« *'"«

•,.,-,• . , -,. . Lessening:.

argument which deals with tlie distri-

bution of property can be discussed in this chap-

ter. It deals only, it must first be observed, with

the distribution of personal property. The com-

prehensive evidence submitted is a comparison

between the distribution of estates admitted to

probate in 1838, as described in Porter's "Prog-

ress of the Nation," and the distribution of such

estates to-day. ]\Ir. Giffen contends that during

the era of savings-banks the number of estates

less than one thousand i)ounds has increased more

than the number of larger estates. This, how-

ever, is a point that was never questioned. Quite

apart from the beneficent influence of the savings-

banks in extending the ownei"ship of I'cgistercd

property among the working-classes, the period

has been one in which small property owners

1 The evidence submitted by ^Ir. Giffen -will be found in Ap-
pendix III. Mr. Gosclicn's inaugural address before the same
society in 1887 follows similar lines, and is made less strong, I

think, by the argument that the remarkable increase in the

rentals paid by the middle and working classes indicates a rela-

tive bettering of their condition. Mr. Giffen more sensibly

confines himself to urging that the increased rents paid by
the working-classes do not indicate new hardships in their

position.
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have largely transferred their savings from the un-

registered stock of farms and shops to the regis-

tered stock of corporations. Respecting the estates

larger than one thousand pounds, no one has ever

contended that the number of medium holdings

had greatly increased. The question at issue has

always been the relative holdings of the rich, and

no one is anywhere considered rich who cannot

live comfortably without labor. Respecting this

question, Mr. Giffen's classification merely conceals

the truth.

The facts which Mr. Giffen at first could not,

and at last did not, state, are the facts

that tell the situation. Printed at some

length, the comparative tables for 1838

and the present time run as follows :
—

The Probate

Records

Examined.

ESTATES IN 1838.1

Between £20 and £100 . . .

Between £100 and £1,000 . .

Between £1,000 and £10,000 .

Between £10,000 and £100,000

Above £100,000

ESTATES IN 18911

Below £100, and not taxed

Between £100 and £1,000 . .

Between £1,000 and £10,000 .

Between £10,000 and £100,000

Above £100,000

HUIIBEK. AMOUNT.
3,945 £ 214,0(;0

14,391 5,330,000

0,006 18,284,000

984 23,253,000

39 7,912,000

25,305 £54,993,660

18911

NUMBEK. AMOUNT.
18,063 £ 1,060,000

34,213 11,579,000

12,203 39,957,000

2,598 70,471,000

170 4.3,328,000

67,247 £166,896,000

1 Porter's " Progress of the Nation," pp. 609, et seq.
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In other words, the exceptionally great increase

in the number of estates under X 1,000 was en-

tirely in the savings-bank depositor class, and the

increase here was in part due to the fact that in

1838 estates under £20 were not recorded. In

1838 the eighteen thousand estates less than

XI,000 held 10 per cent of the personal property

admitted to probate, while in 1891 the fifty-two

thousand estates of this character held less than

8 per cent. On the other hand, the smallest

increase in the number of estates above XI,000

was in the class of medium holdings. In 1838

the estates with more than X10,000 held 57 per

cent of the wealth, while in 1891 the estates of

tills character held 67 per cent. If we consider

the comparative gains of the very rich, the con-

trast is still more striking. In 1838 the pereonal

estates worth over X100,000 aggregated but one

and a half times as much wealth as the estates

less than XI,000 ; in 1891 they aggregated three

and a half times as much. Common observation

has not exaggerated the relative gains of the

richer classes.

These figures, it must be recalled, relate only

to personal property, where the law and cus-

toms of primogeniture do not seriously impede the

division of estates. They therefore reveal only

the brighter part of the histor}-. The number of

owners of real estate has been artificially kept
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from increasing with the increase of the popula-

tion. New buildings have been erected by new
owners, but the ownership of the land remains

in as few hands as it did half a century ago.

Indeed, the ablest authority upon this subject

maintains that the number of landowners is still

diminishing.^

No one, I think, has attempted to indicate that

the ownership of real estate in England is becom-

ing more widely distributed, but othei-s beside JNIr.

Giffen have made this claim respecting the owner-

ship of personalty. Mr. Goschen, when Chancel-

lor of the Exchequer, made it in his inaugural

address as president of the Statistical Society in

1887 ; and Mr. Porter, the author of the " Progress

of the Nation," made it before the same society

as far back as 1851. Mr. Goschen prudently gave

no statistics except for the number of estates large

and small ; but Mr. Porter discussed aggregate

values, and seemed at the time to have made a

conclusive argument. He showed that in 1848

the aggregate value of the great estates,— those

over .£30,000,— was relatively less than in 1833.

At the present time, however, his evidence has

become an incontrovertible argument against his

contention. In 1833 the estates over £30,000

aggregated but 28 per cent of those taxed, while

^ Hon. George C. Brodrick, " English Land and English Land-

lords," chapter iii. (Published by the Cobdeu Club.)
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half a centuiy later (1883) estates over X50,000

aggregated 38 per cent.

Having thus stated in its broader outlines the

course of English history respecting the distri-

bution of property, there remains to be
Til £ J^^ 1. • ^ The Present

added a summary oi the present situa-
Distribution

tion. It is with some diffidence that of Personal

the writer constructs a table presenting Eneiald"

this, for he has learned to distrust the

statistical work of those not personally familiar

with the conditions discussed. Nevertheless, it is

only as regards real estate that complete official

data are wanting ; and England, unlike most coun-

tries,^ possesses much less reality than personalty.^

The distribution of pei'sonal estates admitted to

probate in 1891 has already been presented. (See

page 16.) The only question is. What multiple

shall we take to find the total number of families

having estates of each description? Upon this

point American official statistics are more instruc-

tive than any published in England. The inves-

tigation of farm and home ownerehip in this

country, so ably conducted by INIr. George K.

Holmes, has brought out the fact that the annual

1 See A. de Foville's essay on The "Wealth of France and
other Countries, Journal Statistical Society, December, 1893.

2 English investments abroad are worth nearly half as much
as the real estate of the United Kingdom. !Mr. Giffen in 1886

estimated England's income from foreign investments at $425,-

000,000. Giffen, "Growth of Capital," Appendix I.
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death rate among the owners of real estate is

approximately 1 in 36.^ The French official in-

quiry into the same subject showed the same death

rate. In order to find the number of personal

property- owners in Great Britain and Ireland,

we may therefore multiply by 36 the number of

estates admitted to probate in 1891. The follow-

ing table results :
—

Personal Property Owners.

( United Kinqdoni, 1891.)
PERSOXS OWNING.

Below £1,000 1,882,296

£1,000 to £10,000 439,308

£10,000 and over 99,f>48

2,421,252

But, as Mr. Giffen has pointed out, after reach-

ing a conclusion even less optimistic respecting

the number of persons holding personal

^, , .^ ,. estates, these records exclude the own-
Distnbution '

of Real ers of realty. Regarding the latter the

England Englisli official statistics are extremely

inadequate. The only table of scientific

value that can be constructed from them relates

to areas and not values. In a condensed form it

runs as follows :
—

NO. OWNERS. ACRES OWNED.

100 Acres and over , . . 42,515 28,840,000

100 Acres to 10 Acres . . 98,497 3,542,000

Below 10 Acres 825,272 630,000

1 See Mr. Holinos's article in the Quarterhj of the American
Statistical Society, and Extra Census Bulletin No. 98. In Massa-

chusetts, where lionics <;rcatly outnumber farms, the d<!ath rate

is somewhat ,i;reater, inasmucli as liomes are iteculiarly tlie prop-

erty of elderly people.
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The fact, however, tluit about forty thousand

owners hold over five-sixths of the area does not

prove that they hold over five-sixtlis of the value.

Their holdings are chiefly agricultural, and the

rentals returned simply prove that these ownei-s

hold about five-sixtlis of the agricultural property

and one-sixth of the urban. The most valuable

urban estates are nearly always less than one hun-

di"ed acres, and often less than ten acres, or even

one acre. The assumption of certain anti-reform

writei-s, that these smaller estates are the estates

of the relatively poor, is indescribably bad. It

is probable that the forty thousand richest land-

ownera in England own as large a proportion of

the value of English realty as the forty thousand

greatest landowners own of its area. This, how-

ever, cannot be demonstrated. Had we only Eng-

lish statistics to judge from, it would be difficult

to construct a table presenting the aggregate

holdings of both realty and personalty

in tlie hands of the different classes
Distribution

of society. Fortunately, however, we oi au

know from the ^^robate court records EngLId'^

for New York City (as well as from

common observation), that the number of estates

containing realty, but not personalty, is much less

than one-tenth the number of personal estates.

An addition of one-tenth to the number of per-

sonal property ownoi-s to lind the total number
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of property owners, is, therefore, a maximum ad-

dition. ^ We also know that the average value

of estates between £1,000 and X10,000 cannot

exceed £4,000, and that the average value of

estates between £1,000 and nothing cannot ex-

ceed £400.2 The table, therefore, for the prop-

erty owners of the United Kingdom would divide

the aggregate private wealth ^ approximately as

follows :
—

Distribution of Private Property.

{United Kingdom, 1891.)

PERSONS OWNING. AMOUNT OWNED.
Below £1,000 .... 2,000,000 £ 800,000,000

£1,000 to £10,000 . . . 500,000 2,000,000,000

£10,000 and over . . . 125,000 7,900,000,000

2,625,000 £10,700,000,000

The number of property-owning families would

be about one-third less than the number of prop-

erty owners.* There remain, therefore, nearly six

1 Very frequently, however, a person owning less than £10,000

in personalty alone, owns more than £10,000 in personalty and
realty comhined. The number of the richest class is thus dis-

proportionately increased.

2 See New York records, p. 56, and Maryland and Massachu-
setts records in Appendices IX. and X.

3 The aggregate amount of private property in the United
Kingdom, whether ascertained by Mr. Giffen's method from the

income tax returns, or by ]M. de Foville's method from the probate

records, is approximately £10,700,000,000. See Giffen's " Growth
of Capital," p. 11, and A. de Foville's essay on "The Wealth of

France and Other Countries," Journal Royal Statistical Society,

1893, p. 602.

^ In New York and Massachusetts more than one-third of the

estates ])robated belong to women. In relatively few cases do they

belong to families in which the other members are propertyless.
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million families, or more than three-fourths of the

people of Great Brittiin and Ireland, without any-

registered property whatever. They have, indeed,

their household goods, but the total value of these

can hardly exceed £100,000,000. If we sum up,

therefore, the results of our inquiry, we find that

less than tw(?_per cent of the families of the

United Kingdom hold about three times as much
private property as all the remainder, and that

ninety-three per cent of the people hold less than

eight per cent of the accumulated wealth.
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CHAPTER II.

AMERICAN RETROSPECT.— THE OIJ3 SECTIONALISM
AND THE NEW,

The histoiy of the forces powerfully affecting

the distribution of property in the United States

is a shorter and a brighter record. The

j^raiTrB^ts.
P^'^i'itau element in Old England, which

furnished the bulk of the early immi-

grants, consisted almost exclusively of small prop-

erty owners and the more sober and energetic

workmen.! Their republicanism in politics was

in part due to the essential equality of their

economic conditions, though doubtless their reli-

gious faith respecting the equality of men before

God was the supremely important factor.^ From

the beginning the institutions of New England

affecting the distribution of wealth were more

democratic than those of Old England to-day.

In the remaining colonies the larger jDtii't of the

immigration was similar in character, both as

respects religious faith and economic conditions.

What William Stoughton said primarily of New
England in his election sermon of 1688 was true

1 ]Macaulay's "History of Eiifilaiid," cliap. iii.

2 See Bourgeaud, " Iliso of Moduru Democracy."
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of the great body of the early colonists :
" God

sifted a whole nation that he might send choice

grain into the -wilderness." Except for the tiires

sown through tlie importation of slaves, the new

nation promised to be a nation of equals, — a

democratic commonwealtli. In New England the

democratic spirit was strongest. The government

affected the property of the citizen most directly

in the matter of taxation, and in New England

from the start the bulk of the taxes was placed

directly upon property .^

This system has been condemned as "mediaeval"

by those who do not distinguish between what

was good in the ]Middle Ages, and after-

wards overthrown by class greed, and jj^^ England

what w^as bad in the ]\Iiddle Aofes, Property

Tax.
and afterwards overthrown by the pub-

lic sense of justice. It was meditcval only in the

sense that direct taxation was mediaeval. It was

substantially the system of taxation on which the

English Commonwealth relied in the seventeenth

century, and toward which the new democracy

of England returned in the nineteenth, when the

stealthy plundering of the poor through indirect

taxation received its first blow. With the Revo-

lutionary War, and the quickened spirit and ex-

tended power of democracy which came with it,

the New England system of taxing citizens in

1 Douglas, " Finaucial History of Massachusetts," p. 17.
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proportion to their property swept westward and

southward ; ^ and in the new New England beyond

the AUeghanies, where, as Emereon sa3-s, " America

begins," no other system was ever known.

Second only in importance to the establishment

of a just system of taxation was the abolition of tlie

English rule of primogeniture. Even
other before the Revolution, in New England,

Reforms. Ncw Jcrscy, Penns}'lvania, and Dela-

ware, this rule had been modified to a

double portion for the oldest son ; after the Revo-

lution all traces of it were swept out of existence,

the custom hardly surviving the law.^ Simultane-

ously the feudal privileges of great landlords and

the old system of entailing estates were ever^'^svhere

practically abolished. The close of the eighteenth

century Avitnessed a democratic advance in matters

relating to the distribution of wealth, almost as

marked as in matters relating to the distribution

of political power.

But it is not the Divine order in the
Influence of o-ovemmcnt of society that forces work-
Centralized _

_

"^

Government, iug f(jr cvil shall ccasc to demand an

eternally awakened public conscience.

With the establishment of the federal Constitu-

1 See Scliwal)'.s "History of tlie Kew York Property Tax,"

l)p. 45 aud G7, and llii)k'y'.s "Financial History of Vir','iiiia,"

l)p. 25 and 45.

2 Fiske's " Critical I'criod of American History," p. 71 ; Morse's

"Life of Jeflerson," p. 41.
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tion, the classes in society ^ which had opposed the

Revolution took possession of the national govern-

ment, and shaped its financial legislation. The

old prejudice of the poorer voters ^ against central-

ized government is thoroughly intelligible to one

who regards politics from the standpoint of the

distribution of wealth. What Simon Sterne said

respecting railroad legislation holds true of all

economic legislation. The smaller the area, the

stronger the pressure of popular opinion. As a

rule, the middle classes can control the legisla-

tion enacted under their eyes by those whom they

know, but only the wealthier classes can act uni-

tedly and effectively upon legislation at the national

capital. In this country this has held true from

the beginning, and in conformity with this rule

we find the movement in the local governments to

place taxation directly upon property largely offset

by a movement in the national government to place

it indirectly upon the wages of labor.

Nevertheless, down to the opening ^°
.

Influence of

of the Civil War the financial legisla- slavery.

tion of the national government had

comparatively little influence upon the distribu-

1 General Greene tlioiifiht that at least twotliirds of the land

in New York was owned by Tories. (Wliitelock's "Life and
Times of Jaj%" p. 92.)

2 The poorer voters belonged to tlic middle classes. Property

qualifications to the suffrage were next to universal down to the

close of the century.
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tion of wealth throughout the cbuntry.i The
influence which iDowerfully affected it was the

institution of slavery. During the Revolution-

ary epoch a strong sentiment in favor of uni-

vei-sal liberty rapidly gathered headway.^ In all

the Northern commonwealths, except New Jersey,

constitutions were adopted, either gradually or im-

mediately emancipating the slaves ; while in the

excepted commonwealth, and in Delaware, Mary-

land, and Virginia, the further importation of

slaves was prohibited. With the close of the

Revolutionary struggles, there was a sensible

abatement in this spirit of liberty and equality

;

but the abolition movement remained powerful

as far south as North Carolina until the begin-

ning of the present century. The great Virgin-

ians were all in sympathy with it ; Jefferson more

than any one else being responsible for the ordi-

nance of 1787, forever prohibiting involuntary ser-

vitude in the North-west territory .^

1 In 18G0 the national taxes aggregated but $50,000,000 a year,

or less than ten dollars per family.

2 Tlie Massachusetts Constitution of 1780 declared the right to

liberty inalienable, and the Supreme Court decided tliat this dec-

laration worked tlie immediate abolition of slavery. In the re-

maining States of New England, and in Pennsylvania and New
York, the new constitutions enacted tliat all slaves born after

their adoption should be free. See John Fiske's " Critical Period

of American History," chap. ii.

3 For the subsequent evasion of this ordinance, and the attempt

to repeal it througli the efforts of tlie wealthier landowners in

Iiuliana, see J. P. Dunn's interesting history of that common-
wealtli.
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The change in the spirit of the South came

with the invention of the cotton-gin. It was to

this invention, accompanied by those

which built up the great cotton man- ^^^^,1°^^^^^

ufactories in England, that the subse-

quent rapid disappearance of the abolition societies

in Virginia was due. The rise of the abolitionist

agitation in the North had nothing to do with it.^

Slavery had become profitable, and the magnitude

of the propertied interests created chilled tlie feel-

ing and narrowed the conscience of the South,

which had threatened the extermination of the

evil. Von Hoist has brought out strikingly the

influence of slavery in checking the production of

wealth, and one might almost infer that it was

intellectual folly on the part of the South not to

rid its industry of the paralyzing load. But the

relatively rapid advance in the value of real es-

tate at the North tells but half the story, and the

Southerners know the whole. Powerful as was

the influence of slavery in checking the creation

of wealth, it was more powerful in fostering the

creation of property. The North became the land

1 Mr. Beecher hit off tlio situation pretty accurately wlien he
said in his Manchester address: " W^ith the invention of the

cotton-gin, slaves that had heen worth from $200 to ,^400 began to

be worth SOOO. That knocked away one-third of adlierence to the

moral law. Then they became worth .STOO, and half the law
went; then .$800 or .'gTOO, and there was no such thing as moral
law. And finally tlioy became worth .$1,000 or s$l,200, and slavery
became one of the beatitudes."
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of improved farms and better buildings ; its real

wealth was far greater than that of the South.

But the South was the land of the richest citizens,

for the withheld wages of the slaves were capital-

ized into the private property of their masters.

Before the invention of the cotton-gin the South

was poorer than the Xortli. In 1860 the South

was the richest section of the nation.

^

1 In 18G0 the average value of farm-land (improved and unim-
proved) per acre in the three sections of the nation ran as follows

:

Free States §25.30

Border States 15.60

Seceding States 9.28

(Seaman's "Progress of Nations," Second Series, p. 572.) Never-

theless, the amoujit of private property in the seceding States was
proportionately greater than in the other sections. The estimated

true value of property (for the entire population) per capita, ran

thus :
—

Free States §487

Border States 497

Seceding States 5G0

Even the eleven States east and north of the Potomac had less

property per family than the eleven States which seceded. (Tenth

Census, vol. vii., pp. 4, 8.)

How different the situation at the close of the last century, is

brought out strikingly hy the returns for tlie direct tax of 1708.

The population of the eight free States (New Hampshire to Now
Jersey) barely exceeded that of the eight slave States

;
yet the

value of lands, town and city lots, and dwelling-hovises in the

former, was assessed at $422,000,000, while the value of similar

I)roperty in the latter was assessed at only .5198,000,000. The
slaves in the Southern States were worth a little less than

$70,000,000. See Timothy Pitkin's "A Statistical View of the

Commerce of the U. S. of A." (ITartford, 181G), and Seaman's
" Progress of Nations," pp. (Jl." and 57.">. Tlie latter autliority

estimates tlio value of slaves, old and young, at $100 ajjicce in

17'JO, and $500 apiece in ISGO.
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But more than this, the Soutli was the only

section chiefly in the hands of the rich. The fact

that the average riclies of the white

families of the South were approx- siave

imately twice as great as that of the c^°^nCLd.
families of the North,^ only begins to

bring out the extent to which the South was the

section of the rich. The influence of slavery iv

creating property for the whites out of the robbery

of the blacks was hardly more marked than its in-

fluence in concentrating the property of the Avhitcs

in the hands of a comparatively few of their num-

ber.2 Even in the seceding States, two-thirds of

the white families held no slaves whatever, and

everywhere two-thirds of the slaveowners held

but one-fifth of the slaves.

Not only was property in slaves concentrated,

1 S4,770 for the seceding States, as against ^2,435 for the free

States.

2 The Census of 18G0 gave the following table, showing the dis-

tribution of slave property :
—

Persons with 1 Slave 77,333

Persons with 2 Slaves 4G,165

Persons with 3 to 5 Slaves S8,11G

Persons with G to 10 Slaves 65,278

Persons with 10 to 19 Slaves 01,710

Persons with 20 to 49 Slaves 35,023

Persons with 50 to 99 Slaves 8,307

Persons with 100 to 299 Slaves 2,208

Persons with 300 to 499 Slaves 74

Persons with 500 to 999 Shives 13

Persons with over 1,000 Slaves 1

Total Owners, 384,884 : Total Slaves, 3,953,742.

(Seaman's "Progress of Nations," Second Series, p. 573.)
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but all property at the South was concentrated

through the influence of slavery. As Mason of

Virginia pointed out in his eloquent
sectional

^^jj^-ggs l^QiorQ the Constitutional Con-
Contrasts.

vention of 1787, slavery degraded labor

in the eyes of the poor as well as the rich.

Few men can separate themselves from the feel-

ings of the society in which they live ; and the

scorn of manual labor bred by the institution of

slavery impoverished the middle classes, and made

it next to impossible for the poor to rise by in-

dustry. Property in land became almost as con-

centrated as property in slaves.^ The census of

1850 presented a most instructive table respecting

the ownerehip of real estate in certain counties in

seven different States.^ In a condensed form it

ran :
—

1 Ou this point, see Seaman's classification of farms in 1860.

("Progress of Nations," Second Series, p. 572.) In tlie secediii!?

States there were more farms above 1,000 acres than there wero
farms above 100 acres in the free States.

2 Tlio table in full was as follows :
—

Persons Owning Owning Owninp Owning Owni.ig' Owning
|

Owning S1,(KXI $j.000 $10,«K) $,50,000 $100,000 $.5(R1,000

o, 2 under to to to to to to

P-, $1,(J00. $5,000. $10,000. $50,000. $100,(XX). $.500,000. $1,000,000.1

Michigan . . 34,084 3,.5;n) 1,7S1 90 28 1

Pennsylvania, 11,929 8.S0 672 S.T 18

Rhode Island, sr.sifR 1,02.5 l,,'-w2 210 49 1

Ohio .... lS,.iG.S 82G 940 11.-; AC,

Kcntuckv . . 14,4C2 3,',)C0 .•542 ».-< 0-t 2 1

S.Carolina . S.^KLMO 3,0.-,0 3,.).S<i 878 sv. 20 1

Tjoiiifiiana . . b".VM 520 722 310 3(;8 78 2:;

WMl 9,.5S.j 1.777 1,428 159 44 1
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COUNTIKS rOPULA- OWNINO
IN TION. KEALTY.

OWNINO OWMXO OWNINO
UNUKU $5,001) TO sr)0,(jo()

§5,000. $50,000. A>U o\ KU.

Free States . 98,534 11,911 11,274 G45 2

Slave States . 299,094 11,404 8,042 2,500 202

In other words, while the population covered in

the slave States was three times as great as in the

free States, the number of real-estate ownei-s was

actually less. In the North about two-thirds of

the real estiite was in holdings worth less than

five thousand dollare. In the South about four-

fifths of the real estate was in the larger hold-

ings. The slave States contained four times as

many holdings worth over five thousand dollai-s

as did the free, and one hundred times as many
holdings worth over fifty thousand dollars.

It is true that the sho\ving for Northern cities

would already have been very different from that

for the Northern counties selected for the census.

The Boston tax-lists for 1845 show two huncb-ed

and seventeen holdings of more than one hundred

thousand dollare worth of property (real and per-

sonal). The same lists do, indeed, show that the

number of property owners in Boston wiis pro-

portionally much greater than in the Southern

States ; but they also show that quite as large a

proportion of the property was in the hands of

a wealthy class. The similarity in economic con-

ditions between the Nortliern cities and the South-

ern States was one of the reasons why public
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sentiment in these cities was on the side of slavery

lonsf after the rural districts were saturated with

abolitionism. As Bentham once said, " Wherever

there is an aristocracy, public sentiment is the child

of that aristocracy." The fact that a marked con-

centration of wealth already existed in our North-

ern cities does not seriously modify the contrast

between North and South set forth in the table.

Two-thirds of the nation's wealth in 1850 was on

the farms.

The rebellion of 1861 was a rebellion of the

richer classes in America against the rule of the

middle classes. The triumph of the lat-

^^ ter, however, and the utter overthrow
Present Era. <. i i i n i i

Taxes. of the old aristocracy at the South, did

not bring with it the extinction of plu-

tocracy in America. On the contrary, the war

itself created a new plutocracy. Step by step the

measures which made the Napoleonic wars so dis-

astrous to the middle and working classes in Great

Britain resulted in similar disastere to the same

classes in America. The disaster was less, only

in proportion as the war w"as less costly. Up to

this time, as has been said, the tariff policy of

the national government had mattered compara-

tively little to the well-being of the mass of our

citizens. With the war, however, federal taxa-

tion increased tenfold,^ and amounted at the close

1 Federal rcvcjiues, 18G0, $50,000,000; 18GG, $520,000,000 cur-

rency, or $420,000,000 in gold.
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to nearly one hundred dollai"S for every family in

the nation. Meanwhile, as in England, the capi-

talist class had so shaped the taxing-acts as not

only to shield, but actually to enrich, itself.

Burke once said : " To tax and to be loved is

not given to men." During our Civil War, to

refuse taxation and to be loved was not given to

men. Not only did manufacturers of every sort

demand that the tariff on their products be raised

to a point that cut down the public revenue by

restricting importation, but some of them sup-

ported increased internal revenue taxes on the

products they produced. The nation was con-

fronted with the curious spectacle of carriage

manufacturers benefited by an increased tax on

carriages, match manufacturers made rich by a

heavy tax on matches, and whiskey manufactur-

er realizing fortunes at each successive increase

in the tax on spirits.^

These taxes were placed, as a rule, not upon

products already produced and awaiting sale, but

upon those to be produced thereafter; and the

price of stocks on hand was advanced by the

1 The profits of distillers, dealers, and speculators out of the

liquor taxes legislation, between July 1, 18()2, and Jan. 1, 1865,

were estimated by David A. Wells at about $100,000,000. Con-

gressmen were among the speculators. Those who knew in

advance that the tax on whiskey was to he raised, had only to

speculate in whiskey certificates to turn their knowledge into gold.

See " Practical Economics," by David A. Wells, pp. 198-200.
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amount of the new tax. Then, too, wherever

possible, the internal revenue regulations were so

shaped that the small producer was placed at a

disadvantage compared with the large.^ In case

of the taxes on whiskey, both of these policies

were pursued, and distillers were actually given

several months in which to produce lightly taxed

whiskey before the higher rates went into effect.^

The way in which these new burdens were borne

by the mass of the people was an expression of

the highest patriotism, but the wa}^ in which they

were imposed by the powerful interests was the

most ignoble form of treason. If we except the

income tax, which never produced more than one-

eighth of the public revenues, the fearful burdens

of the war merely lent to the enrichment of the

class best able to bear their weight.

But the burdens of taxation were not, perhaps,

those which rested most heavily upon the middle

and working classes. The war of ne-

The cessity created an insatiable demand
Present Kra. ™ t • , -i rr-M i

Debt. ior moneyed capital. Ihe government

issued greenbacks in order to prevent

excessive issues of bonds, but artificially depre-

1 See Ely's "Taxcation in American States and Cities," pp. 83-

95. This was notably the case respecting tlie tax on matches.

If manufacturers furnished their own design for the internal

revenue stamp, they secured 5 per cent discount on purchases

from S50 to $500, and 10 per cent on purchases above $5,000.

2 Professor J. W. Jenks states that these taxing-acts were

the chief cause of the existence of over one hundred distilleries,
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ciated these greenbacks by making them non-

receivable for duties on imports, or interest on

the public debt. National banks were permitted

to make further issues of similar paper money,

with the avowed object of facilitating new issues

of bonds, but with the inevitable effect of further

depreciating the paper money already outstanding.

Whatever may have been the influence of this

legislation in preventing further bond issues, or fa-

cilitating further bond issues, or lowering the rate

of interest by creating an abundance of money,

there is no doubt that the depreciation of this

paper money during an era of debt-making added

enormously to the burden finally resting upon

both public and private debtors.

^

But the changes in the value of the currency

when less tlian twenty could produce all the whiskey consumed
in the country. See his article on The "Whiskey Trust, Political

Science Quarterly, 1889.

1 During the period in which the currency was being depre-

ciated, bankruptcies did indeed practically disappear ; but when
the appreciation of the currency was once well under way, the
ruin of business men was widespread.

FAILUBES IN NOBTUEBN STATES. FAILTIEES LN AU, STATES.

1860 2,733 3,676

1861 5,935 6,993

1862 1,652

1863 495

1864 520

1865 530

1866 632 1,503

1867 2,386 2,780

1873 5,183

1878 10,478

1880 4,735
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were not the most fruitful source of loss to the

masses while the war continued. This lay rather

in the very nature of a war carried on by the issue

of bonds. Just as happened in England during

the Napoleonic wars, the demand for money by

the public practically doubled the rate of interest

throughout the country. The rate of profit ne-

cessarily rose with the rate of interest, and those

who continued to invest their money in business re-

ceived almost as large a return relatively as those

who lent it to the government. As the product of

industry became no greater, the increase in the

share that went to capital necessitated a decrease

in the share that remained for labor. In some

industries the share that went to capital at this

time more than doubled, and the share that re-

mained to labor fell almost one-half.^ Despite

the inflation of the currency, the price of labor,^

like the price of real estate,'^ rose but little, be-

1 The Paper World in March, 1887, iiublished the returns for

nine New England jiaper factories in a form wliich brings out

graphically the relative rise of iirofits in this industry during the

period of high interest rates, and recently enacted high tariffs.

CAPITAL'S SlIAKK OF LAISOR'S SHARE OP
I'KOUUCT. I'KOUUCT.

1850 . . 7.4 per cent. G.67 per cent.

18C0 . . 4.42 " ri.lG "

1805 . . 29 " 7.12 "

1870 . . 5G " 15 "

1880 . . C.16 " 1G.15 "

2 For the rate of wages during the war, see the condensation

of the Senate lleport of 189.'5, on j>age 10'.).

2 The fact that the price of real estate did not materially rise
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cause the war no more created a demand for labor

than it created a demand for real estate. The

primary effect of a modern war is the destruction

of capital, and the destruction of capital means the

increased demand for capital and the decreased

demand for labor,— the increase of the rate of

interest and the decrease of the rate of wages.

The burdens of the war did not end with the

war. During its progress bonds had been issued

for nearly three thousand million dollars. These

bonds were aftcr\vards definitely made payable in

coin, and practically made payable in that coin

whose value has been almost doubled by the arti-

ficially increased demand for it. The legislation

which has led to an increase in the burden of

debt, both public and private, lies beyond the

scope of this essay. In this general summary of

the forces that have changed the distribution of

wealth, it only needs to be noted that the increase

in the nation's bonded debt during the war ex-

ceeded the value of the slaves who M'cre liber-

ated. Two thousand millions of property in the

earnings of slaves were destroyed by the war;

but two thousand six hundred millions of prop-

(lurins the "war is broii;;]it out clearly by the tax assessments.

The Ohio returus arc typical :
—

18C1 Keal . . ?G35,000,000 Persoiml . . $249,000,000

1862 " G1G,()00.(KK) "
. 244,0(.t0.000

1863 " C-/i,0(X).(KiO
"

. 2S7.0(X).lX)0

1864 "
G5,").000.000

"
. 351.(Xl0.f)00

1865 " GOl ,000,(XK)
"

. 409,000,000
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erty in the taxes of freemen were created.^ The
plutocracy at the South had been destroyed, but

a much richer capitalist class at the North had

been created.

The financial legislation and the tax legislation

of the national government have, however, been

but two of the three great causes which
"^° have operated for the concentration of

Present Era,

Railroads. Wealth during the present generation.

Prior to the Rebellion, the railroads

counted for next to notliing in the national stock-

taking. The greater part of the property of the

country was still upon the farms, and in the North

was as widely distributed as property upon farms

still is. To-day the railroads alone count for half

as much property as the farms, and their securities

are held exclusively in the cities.^ Did these secu-

rities represent only the capital actually invested,

no part of the country would have been enriched

at the expense of the other. But approximately

one-half of the present railroad capitalization rep-

resents no investment whatever.^

1 The estimate of the value of the slaves before the war is that

of Seaman, "Progress of Nations," Second Series, p. 573. The
national debt in 1800 was ,?60,000,000 ; 18(55, $2,674,000,000.

2 In so far as tliey are held in this country. See Ajipendix V.
8 The writer follows the conservative estimates of Poor's

Maniuil, 1884, and Van Oss's " American Railroads as Invest-

ments," (New York, G. P. Putnam's Sons; London, Effingham
and Wilson, 189.'?). For striking exami)les of our capitalization,

see Ex-Governor Larrabee's " The Railroad Question," p. 18G, and
Hudson's " Railways and the Republic," chap. vii.
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Poor's Manual, as is widely known, has put

the original cost of the railroads at aj)proximately

the present bonded indebtedness, Mr. Van Oss,

who is a defender of stock-watering on the ground

that it prevents legislative reductions of rates,

estimates that the bonds outstanding in 1890 cost

the original investors not more than sixty-seven

cents on the dollar, and that the stocks cost these

investoi-s not more than ten cents on the dollar.

According to this apj)roximation, the real invest-

ment contrasts with the nominal capitalization as

follows :
—

Krr\T TTWT r* nv
COST TO

8ECUUITIKS OUTSTAXDIXO. tjoatis avi> Sf>
OIHOINAL
INVESTORS.

NOT HELD BY
OTHEU KAIL-
KOADS AND SO
DUPLICATED.

Stocks $4,409,700,000 §3,445,800,000 S ^44,500,000

Bonds 4,123,900,000 3,080,900,000 2,4(i(;,200,000

Stocks and Bonds . S8,533,()00,000 37,120,700,000 §2,810,700,000

Other Obligations . 903,700,000 903,700,000

Total Capitalization, §9,437,300,000

Total investment i §3,714,400,000

It should be observed, however, that the sum

upon which the public is really papng interest

is not the total capitalization of the railroads, nor

1 The figures in the first two columns are from the report of

the Inter-State Commerce Commission for 1890 on the "Statistics

of Railways," pp. 46 and 48. Concerning stocks. Van Oss's state-

ment is verbatim, as follows: —
" But, for §4,050,000,000 shares now in existence, the original

investor certainly paid not more than §405,000,000, or 10 per

cent of their face value, and probably loss. Hence shares now
return at least 18 per cent ijcr annum on the actual investment "

(p. 139).
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even the stocks and bonds not held by other rail-

roads, but rather the sum upon which five per

cent net is realized by the roads. This sum in

1890 was 86,627,000,000.1 Not from the stand-

point of socialism, but from the standpoint of com-

mon morality, which condemns as robbery both

the refusal of the public to pay interest upon cap-

ital actually lent it, and tlie compelling of the

public to pay interest on capital never lent it, the

two thousand and odd millions of railroad cajDital

representing no investment is simply capitalized

extortion.

But not even have the fruits of this extortion

gone to the original investors. The expenditures

of railroads, and the dividends they declare, have

been so largely in the hands of loosely controlled

directors, that railroad construction, railroad pur-

chases, and railroad speculation have all served as

means to divert the property of the stockholders on

the outside, into the pockets of the managers on

the inside. Nearly all the profits of this extortion

from the public have passed into the hands of a

comparatively few men intrusted with the manage-

ment of the public highways.

But if the fruits of monopoly rates have been

most inequitably distributed, so also have their

burdens. The most disastrous influence exercised

by the mismanagement of railroads has been

1 " Statistics of llailways," 1890, ]}. 58.
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owing to tho discrimination practised between

localities and between individuals. Despite the

illegal agreements of railroad managera not to

compete with each other, the great cities have

enjoyed something approaching competitive rates
;

but tho smaller towns and the country districts

served by a single road have been charged all

the traffic would bear. AVherever in these dis-

tricts the fear of a neighboring road has led to

any concessions from monopoly rates, these con-

cessions have not been, as a rule, made openly

to the public, but secretly to certain individuals.^

In the great cities, also, these discriminations be-

tween individuals have been practised, and the

result of the whole policy has been not only

toward the building up of the great cities at the

expense of the country districts, but also toward

the concentration of business everywhere into the

hands of those able to secure the lowest rates.^

All the great forces that have been aifecting

the distribution of wealth have been working in

the same direction. The tax policy which has

1 On tliis point, see tho striking testimony of Ex-President

A. B. Sticknoy, in liis volume, " Tho liailroad Problem," cliaps.

iv. and xv.

2 Two of tho most powerful econoiiiic books written in this

country relate to the subject hero louched upon, "The Railway

and tho Republic," by J. F. Hudson; and "Wealth against

Commonwealth," by Henry D. Lloyd. These volumes abun-

dantly demonstrate the conservatism of the generalizations in

tho text.
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burdened consumer for the benefit of manufac-

turers, the currency policy, which has burdened

debtors for the benefit of creditors,

se^ioJIuIm. and the railroad policy just described,

have all worked for the impoverish-

ment of the rural districts and the enrichment

of the cities. When, therefore, we come to ex-

amine the present distribution of property, we
find that the contrast between the East on the

one side and the West and South on the other,

so frequently spoken of, only exists in so far as

the East is the section of the cities, while the

South and West are the sections containing the

great body of the farmers.^ The contrast between

the sections as regards the amount of property

located within their borders is, perhaps, less

marked than is commonly supposed. Indeed,

there would be no contrast were it not that the

South is now so pre-eminently the poor section of

the nation, that its comparative poverty stands

out even when one ignores the extent to which

its railroads, its mines, and its mortgages are

owned in the North. The amount of property

located in the seceding States is now but $2,600

per family, while it is |6,000 per family in the

1 In the East (the section north and east of the Potomac), only

ahout one person in five is engaged in agriculture, while in the

remainder of the country approximately one person in two is thus

engaged.
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remainder of the Union. ^ Did the property in tlie

South all belong there, the white families of that

section would still possess but half as nuich wealth

as the same number of families in the old free

States. The relative positions of the sections

before the war have been exactly reversed, and

to-day a sectional policy that injures the South is

a sectional policy that injures the poor.

Nevertheless, the popular belief respecting a

sharp contrast in wealth between the East as a

whole and the West as a whole has abundant

statistical justification, though no comprehensive

figures can be presented exactly portraying the

situation. The occasional statistics published re-

specting the ownership of public bonds, national

and State, the occasional statistics respecting the

ownership of railroads, the occasional statistics

respecting the ownership of mortgages, and com-

mon observation respecting the ownership of

mines, ranches, and city real estate, indicate,

though they do not prove, that three-fourths of

the public bonds, three-fourtlis of the railroads,

and at least one-tenth of the real estate and real-

estate mortgages located in the South and West,

are held in the East or in Euro^ie.^

1 Census Bulletin No. 379. The exact figures are §527 per
capita, as against Sl,2i;>.

2 As illustrations, may be cited the following: The United
States Census of 1880 .showed that S-550,000,000 out of §417,000,000

of registered bonds held by individuals were held in the Eastern
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If these suppositions be reasonable, then the

average wealth of the people living in the Eastern

States is just twice as great as that of those living

in the South and West.^

This division, however, is merely indicated,

and not demonstrated, by the official returns.

It does not, moreover, bring out the

<^"y real sectionalism that has grown up

Country, rcspectiug the distribution of wealth.

The people on the farms and in the

villages in the East have shared no more in the

States, and that the coupons for §405,000,000 out of $538,000,000

coupon bonds were caslied in New York, Boston, Philadelphia, or

Baltimore. $221,000,000 of these last were believed to be owned
abroad. Tlie Indiana auditor's report for 1894 shows that the

State's foreign debt is $7,4,'50,000, and its domestic debt but $484,

000. The latter is owed exclusively to the universities. The Iowa
Railroad Commissioner's report for 1888 shows that of 28,000

stockholders in Iowa roads, but 589 were residents in Iowa ; and
these held but one-ninetieth of the stock. The census investiga-

tion of mortgages shows that in the East nearly all the mortgages

are held by residents of the State, while in the West nearly one-

half are held beyond the States' borders. The percentage held

within the State varied on this wise :
—

Massachusetts .... 97 Ohio 42

Kew York 95 Indiana 73

Kew Jersey 85 Illinois 52

Peunsylvania .... 93 Iowa 54

Mr. J. P. Dunn, in an extremely able article on The Mortgage

Evil, in the Political Science Quarterhj, March, 1890, estimates

the Eastern holdings of "Western property at a larger figure than

that given in the text.

1 The exact figures would be as follows: The East and foreign

holdings, $31,500,000,000; the West and South, $33,500,000,000.

The East contains 30 per cent of the population ; the West and

Bouth, 70 per cent.
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advancing wealth of the past quarter of a century

than the people on the farms and in the villages

of the South and West. As late as 1880 the

census estimated the value of farms as equal to

the value of urban real estate,— ten billion dollai-s

for each. In 1800 the value of the farms is re-

turned as thirteen billions, and that of other real

estate— nearly all urban— as twenty-six billions.

In the Eastern States the farms had absolutely

fallen in aggregate value. The small towns and

villages have fared little better than the farms.

The increased value of non-agricultural real estate

is almost exclusively the increased value of city

real estate. Fortunately the Census Bulletins jire-

sent the data for a comprehensive contrast. The

cities of over four thousand people, with one-third

of the population, contain substantially as much
taxable real estate as the remainder of the country .^

This statement has no reference to where the

property is owned, and therefore involves no esti-

mated deductions from the property of the rural

population, and no estimated additions to the

property of residents in cities. It relates, further-

more, only to real estate. In the cities, as is gen-

^ The assessed value of the real estate in these cities is greater

than that of the rest of the country, — $9,'.X)0,000,000 as against

$9,300,000,000; but this excess is due to the fact that in New
England, where the city population is exceptionally large, the as-

sessed valuations are exceptionally high. (Extra Census Bulletin

No. 65.)
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erally known and can be proven, the net amount

of personalty owned fully equals the amount of

real estate. On the farms, on the other hand, the

tangible personalty held is almost offset by the

mortgages belonging in the towns and cities.^ In

the towns and villages the amount of personalty

is relatively somewhat less than in the cities. We
have thus the material for the construction of a

table sliowing approximately how the property of

the nation is divided between city and country :
—

POPULATION. REALTY.' PERSONALTY.'

Cities (4,000 and over), 20,!X)0,000 $19,000,000,000 §19,000,000,000

Rural districts . . . 41,580,000 20,500,000,000 6,500,000,000

AGGREGATE.
Cities $38,000,000,000

Rural Districts 27,000,000,000

1 Live stock on farms and ranches, and farm implements,

$2,703,000,000. Mortgages on acres, .$2,209,000,000. (Census Bul-

letin No. 379, and extra Census Bulletin No. 71.)

2 The suhstantial justice of these divisions is supported by the

consideration of the sei)arate items which go to make up the

national wealth. These, as presented in Census Bulletins 378

and 379, may be grouped as follows :
—

Farms §13,279,252,649

Other real estate 26,265,291,684

Total real estate $39,544,544,333

Live stock on farms and ranges, farm
implements, and machinery . . . $2,703,015,040

Mines and quarries, including product
on hand 1,291,201,579

Gold and silver coin and bullion . . 1,158,774,948

Machinery of mills and product on
hand, raw and manufactured . . 3,058,593,441

Railroads and equipments, including

$283,808,519 street railroads . . . 8,685,407,323

Telegraphs, telephones, shipping, and
canals 701,7.5,5,713

Miscellaneous 7,8i)3,708,821

Total personal property . . .
' 25,402,546,864

Grand Total §65,037,0)1,197
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In this estimate no allowance is made for foreign

holdings ; ^ but these hardly more than offset our

public indebtedness,^ which is property

to its possessors, though not to the na- ^«
StatlBtlcal

tion at large. If, therefore, we assume contrast,

the substantial correctness of the official

estimate of our aggregate wealth, we can hardly

escape the conclusion that the average wealth of

the families in the country districts does not

exceed $3,250, while tlie average wealth of the

families in the cities does exceed $9,000. When
American political parties shall again divide upon

issues vitiilly affecting the distribution of wealth,

the clearly marked line of division will not be

between East and West, but between city and

country. More than was the South before the

war, the cities are everj^vhere the strongholds

of the rich ; more than was the North before

the war, the country districts are everywhere the

strongholcLs of the middle classes. For, as will

be seen, not only is the wealth of the cities far

greater tlian the wealth of the country districts,

but that wealth is in far fewer hands.

1 See Appendix V. 2 gee Appendix IV.
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CHAPTEE III.

THE PBESENT SITUATION. — DISTRIBUTION OF
PKOPEBTY BY CLASSES.

That the cities to-day, like the Southern States

a generation ago, are the centres of extreme pov-

erty as well as of extreme wealth, is
Absence "^

of a matter of common observation. But
Conflicting

^Q determine the extent to which the
Testimony.

wealth of the cities is the wealth of

the few, and the wealth of the country the wealth

of the many, demands a careful investigation into

the distribution of property by classes. Very few

such investigations have been made. Neverthe-

less, those that have been made agree marvel-

lously in the results reached ; and we do not in

this country have to fight our way to the truth,

against the misrepresentations of statesinen and

economists.

The first of these investigations to which atten-

tion should be called, is that made hy the Massa-

chusetts Labor Bureau, and pul^lished
Massachu- . . « _, .•

setts Tax in its rcport for l87o. This investiga-

Returns. ^q^^ did uot iucludc tlic citics of the

State, but did cover more than half of its

population, as many good-sized manufacturing and
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suburban towns were still without city charters.

Tlie number of fumilies in these towns was ap-

proximately 100,000 as against 140,000 in the

cities. The aggregate amount of taxable property

in these towns was >5<534,000,000 as against 1,163,-

000,000 in the cities. In other words, the average

amount of taxable property returned in these

to^vns was less than half the average in the cities

of the State. The number of pei-sons paying taxes

upon property w^as nearly four-fifths the whole

number of families resident. Among those paying

such taxes, however, four-fifths held less than one-

fifth of the propert}-, while one-fiftieth held nearly

as much property as all the remainder. The clas-

sification was as follov.'s :
—

AMOrXT OF XO. OFTAX- AVF.RAfiK AMT. AOOREGATE AMT.
TAX. I'A VKKS. OK I'UOl'EKTV. OF I'UOl'EUTY.

Uuder S',0 . 81,574 $ 1,079.97 S 88,098,000

S50 to S-'>00 20,750 7,008.59 145,428,000

Over <?300

1

2,-2-2G 95,718.39 213,009,000

It is greatly to bo regretted that the retirement

of General Oliver, the head of the Massachusetts

Labor JJureau, in 187o, was followed by the aban-

donment of his plan to make a similar classifica-

1 It needs to be stated tliat the averajxo tax rate -was $1.43

per liuiidred. so tliat those taxed on more than .$.'500 included

practieally all who were as.scssed upon more than S21.000. In
Massachusetts, real estate is assessed at its ordinary selling value.

The table publishcil in the text is the commissioner's corrected

table, from wlii(di the returns for several towns are excluded

because of obvious errors. These exclusions made uo appreciable

change in the proportions.
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tion of tax-payers in the cities. The contrast

would doubtless have been a sharp one. Twenty

years later the assessing department of the city

of Boston made a return -which showed that the

whole number of property tax-payers Avas less than

one-fifth the number of families residing in Boston.

For the same year the list of property o^^'ners

taxed more than 81,000 showed them to possess

more than half the taxable property.

The next ^ important investigation to be consid-

1 With the investigations made by the Michigan Labor Bureau,

and publislied in the Reports for 1883 and 1892, it is unnecessary

to detain the general reader. The earlier Michigan investigation

was partisan on the side of radicalism. The conclusion reached

that " one two-hundredth " of the population owned sixty per cent

of the real estate was only obtained by selecting such covmties as

would include the city of Detroit in one part of the State, and one

of the great mining companies in another part. The distribution

of real estate in the agricultural districts did not differ materially

from that shown by the federal census of 1S50. The later Michi-

gan investigation, covering only the city of Detroit, seems to have
taken the immber of real-estate owners by districts so small as to

involve constant repetition of the same names. An aggregate of

tliirty-two thousand real-estate owners was reached among the

forty-two thousand families resident in the city. Judging from

the federal census of home ownership, the real number of real-

estate owners did not exceed twenty thousand, for very few fami-

lies own real estate who do not own tlieir homes. (In Boston

and New York the number of real-estate owners barely exceeds

the number of home owners.) The rejiorted tliirty-two thousand

were divided as follows :
—

VALUF OF noi DINGS NUMIiKE OF AnOBEOATEVALLh OI' IIOLDINUS. OW.NKKH. VALUKS.

Under $3,000 25,720 §28.800,000.

§3,000 to .?.30,000 5,.n94 43,000,000.

$30,000 and over 013 03,000,000.

31,927 813C,(XX),000.
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erecl is that made by the department of mort-

gages of the federal census, under the direction

of Mr. George K, Hohnes. No other°
.

The Federal

country has carried through so intel- census ot

ligrentlv or so honestly an investigation ^°™°
o J

^

J o Ownership.

throwing so much light upon the pres-

ent distribution of wealth. The number of farm

and home ownere for the entire country can be

set forth in a single paragraph, or even in an

eight-line table :
—

NUMBER.

Owned. Rented.

Homes in Cities above 100,000 444,879 1,503,955

Homes in Cities from 8.000 to 100,000 . . G29,0<)2 1,120,487

Homes outside such Cities 1,^^9,700 2,374,860

Farms 3,142,746 1,624,433

6,066,417 6,623,735

PERCEXTAGES. ~v

Oicned. Merited. \

Homes in Cities above 100,000 22.83 77.17 1

Homes in Cities from 8,000 to 100,000 . . 35.96 64.04 }

Homes outside such Cities 43.78 56.22 1

Farms 65.92 34.08

Average 47.80 52.20

In other words, nearly half the families in Amer-

ica own the real estate they occupy. The pro-

portion of owners, furthermore, is more than twice

as great upon the farms, where the average wealth

is least, as in the cities, w^liere the average wealth is

greatest. The wide distribution of property which

is the characteristic of America, as distinguislied

from England, is only characteristic of her smaller

'¥
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towns and her farming-districts. There, and there

alone, can the middle classes become dominant in

our political life ; because there, and there alone,

are the middle classes dominant in our industrial

life.i

But the census investigation did not stop here.

The values of all mortgaged farms and homes

were ascertained and classified ; and from the

mass of material thus obtained, Mr. George K.

Holmes, the head of the department, has prepared

a table setting forth the probable distribution of

the entire wealth of the nation. The fact that

Mr. Holmes is not a partisan, either of conserva-

tism or radicalism, gives to his estimates an un-

wonted value. Though they have already been

publislied in the Political Science Quarterly and in

the Journal of the Royal Statistical Society, a brief

summary is here adjoined :
—

MR. HOLMES'S TABLE.
FAMILIES. WEALTH.

1. Tenants of F.irms ami nomes . . 7,871,01)9 S 2,8;]7 ,049,500

2. Owners of Mortgaged Farms and
Homes worth less tlian 85,000 . 1,483,356 2,014,955,704

3. Owners of Free Farms and Homes
worth less than .1?5,000 . . . 3,078,077 10,940,010,952

4. Owners of Farms and Homes worth

$5,000 or over 1,257,020 48,000,000,000

1 It is perhaps worth noting that in England tlio relative dis-

trihution of wealth in city and country is exactly the reverse ; and
for that reason chiefly has ICnglish liheralism hecn stronger in tlio

cities. Tlio concentration of wealtli and tlie dominance of con-

servatism arc iiisei)urable.
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In other words, one-tenth of the families hold

about three times as much property as the other

nine-tenths.

The writer was led to similar conclusions by an

entirely different line of investigation. In 1892 the

New York legislature passed an Act^

requiring the surrogates to keep a pub- g„^„^^,^

lie record of all estates brought under court

their jurisdiction, whether real or per- NewYork.

sonal, with the estimated value of each.^

The year following, the writer, who was lecturing

upon this general subject in the School of Politi-

cal Science of Columbia College, secured from

the clerks of the Surrogate Courts in various parts

of the State copies of these records for the three

months ending December, 1892. These montlis

were selected because during their progress no

great estate was admitted to probate in New York

City ; and therefore a normal, or even a mini-

mum, concentration was likely to be shown. The

co-operation received from public officials was most

1 "An Act iu relation to taxable transfers of property." Ap-
proved April 30th. ("Laws of New York," 1892, chap. 399, pp.
814-822.)

2 Among the assets included as personalty are included:
" Goods, wares, merchandise, utensils, furniture, cattle, provis-

ions (moneys unpaid on contracts for the lease of land), and

every other species of property not hereafter specified." (Section

2713, as amended in 1893.) Tlie exemptions permitted in the mat-

ter of hooks, clothing, furniture, and the like, were trivial, though

they might have an aggregate value of a thousand dollars in the

case of a wealthy family.
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gratifying; and in the end returns were received

from a majority of the counties in the State, —
counties containing an aggregate population of

more than five million.

The returns received from New York City were

as follows :
—

ESTATES. NO. VALUE. AGGKEGATE.
EEAL. PEKSONAI,.

$50,000 and over . 53 $4,471,900 $7,965,611 $12,4.37,511

$50,000 to §5,000 212 1,600,833 1,867,480 3,538,313

Under $5,000 . . . 704 40,967 549,205 5i)0,172

969 $6,173,700 $10,382,296 $16,565,996

The fii"st important question to be determined

was the approximate number of the property-own-

ing classes. During these three months, twenty-

five hundred men over twenty-five years of age

died. If they owned any registered personalty,

even the smallest account in a savings-bank,

their estates had to pass through the Surrogate's

Court before reaching the heirs. Yet the whole

number of estates entered was less than one thou-

sand, and the whole number of estates left by

"males " was barely six hundred. In other words,

only about one-fourth of the men who died left

any property whatever, except their clothing and

household furniture.^ In the country at large the

1 For the entire year 1893, more exact statistics can be given.

The number of estates (testate and intestate) admitted to probate

was 4,892. Of these, 62^ per cent, or 3,047, belonged to men.

12,079 men over twenty-five died during tlie year. (Report of the

New York Board of Health for 1893.)
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number of men over twenty-five is identical with

the number of families. In New York City, how-

ever, this is not the case. This city contains a

vast population of unmarried men, — immigrants

from other countries and other parts of our own

country. The proportion of propertyless families

is therefore somewhat less than the proportion of

propertyless men. If the death rate was normal

during the period covered, the returns indicated

about one hundred and ten thousand property-

owning families.^ The whole number of families

in the city was three hundred and thirty thou-

sand. In other words, two-thirds of the families

are, in a strict sense of the word, propertyless.

This conclusion, though it is that which com-

mon observation has forced upon every one famil-

iar with the East side of New York,
' The

shows how utterly fallacious is the sav- savinKs-

ings-bank argument, so frequently em- ^^^^

ployed by conservative statesmen and

economists. In New York City the number of

savings-bank accounts is nearly twice as great

as the number of families. Generally speaking,

every savings-bank account must pass through

the Surrogate Court on the death of its owner.^

1 In this calculatiou the official figures for the entire year

1893 are followed.

2 There are joint accounts and trust accounts which do not,

and also, in some banks, certain small accounts are paid over to

the undertakers without the action of the Surrogate.
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Yet two-thirds of the families not only possess no

savings-bank account, but no registered property of

any description. The conclusions reached by the

Massachusetts Labor Bureau under General Oliver

are incontrovertible. Great as are the benefits

conferred by the savings-banks upon the more

thrifty wage-earners, the bulk of deposits belong to

a comparatively small class of well-to-do citizens.^

Respecting the distribution of wealth among the

propertied classes, the return for New York City

showed that the small estates outnumbered the

1 See the Reports of the Massachusetts Labor Bureau for 1872

and 1873. The conclusions especially indorsed are the following

(Report, 1873, p. 228) : 1. That persons not wage-laborers are de-

positors to at least one-half the total amount deposited. 2. Tliat,

as a rule, wage-labor deposits average under §50 at one time.

3. That manufacturers, traders, and lawyers use these banks in-

stead of banks of deposit. 4. That capitalists, persons living on
their incomes, use these banks to escape taxation and the care

necessitated by other investments.

The deposits made (at one time) in ninety savings-banks were
classified as follows :

—
NU.MBKK. AOfJREOATE.

Deposits xuider .?50 at one time . . . 1G7,G01 $3,375,379

Deposits between §50 and §300 at one

time 70,002 8,507,877

Deposits over §300 at cue time . . . 1C,4-'C 11,973,250

These Massachusetts reports speak of certain men making
deposits in all parts of the State, and otliers who deposit a good

many thousand dollars at a time in a single bank, depositing .^tKX)

to tliemselvcs individually, and then as much more to themselves

as trustees for each member of their family, and for A, 15, C, 1),

etc., in succession. In Baltimore, Md., also, where the number of

savings-bank deposits exceeds the number of families, the probate

records show that two-thinls of the families possess no registered

personalty. See Appendix IX.
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medium and large ones as much as the more schol-

arly opponents of social reform would have us be-

lieve. The ratio was nearly three to one in favor

of the estates less than >i<o,000. But in value, all

of these smaller estates combined represented but

four per cent of the property, while the compar-

atively few estates exceeding <*50,000 were three

times as valualjle as all the I'cmainder.

The principal criticism brought against these

conclusions when fii-st published^ was based on

the shortness of the period covered. This crit-

icism would have been valid, had it not come

from a conservative, and had not the three montlis

selected been taken with a view to avoid an

exaggerated statement of the present concentra-

tion of property. Partly to meet this criticism,

and partly to determine the normal number of

great estates admitted to probate, the investiga-

tion was continued so as to cover a period of two

yeare. The records for the first three months

had demonstrated — what, indeed, was inevitable

— that the average value of the estates less than

$50,000 was the same from month to montli.^ To

^ See The Outlook, Feb. 10, 189i.

2 NEW YORK CITY.

Surrogate Court Record, October, Xoremher, and December, 1892.

_„„. „„ OCTOBEK, ISIL'. NOVEMBEE, 1892. DKCEMBEK, 1892.
ESTATES.

NO. VAI.rK. NO. VAI.IE. NO. VALUE.

$50,000 and over . 12 83,441,OX) 20 S;i,2;5<>,250 21 S5,757,261

$50,000 to $5,000 . 77 l,34(;,aj9 82 1,29;5,173 o.*? 899,071

Under §5,000 . . 2G2 184,037 251 205,510 191 200,619
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determine their aggregate value it was only neces-

sary to know tlieir number. For the larger es-

tates the value of each had to be ascertained.

The record ran as follows :
—

Surrogate Court Record, New York City, during the Two
Years, October, 1892 — September, 1894.

Es:rATK.S OVEK
§50,000.

ESTATES rXDER
350,000.

KG. VALUE. >-o. VALUE.
1892 (Oct., Nov. , Dec), 53 $12,437,511 916 $4,128,485

1893 (Jan., Feb., Mar.), 78 97,358,4111 1,254 5,668,0802

(Apr., May,
,
June), 90 24,023,039 1,325 5,989,0052

(July, Aug.;,Sept.), 61 10,343,850 971 4,388,9202

(Oct., Nov. , Dec), 91 21,279,528 1,021 4,614,9202

189i(Jan., Feb., Mar.), 83 15,9G(>,.561 1,211 5,473,7202

(Apr., May,,
June), 95 14,857,015 1,119 5,057 ,8802

(July, Aug. , Sept.), 74 13,787,023 881 3,982,1202

Total . . . G31 $210,052,938 8,698 $39,303,1302

The estates over ^50,000 "were divided into

realty and pel'sonalty, as follows :
—

Realty, $48,056,562

Personalty, $161,996,376

The results reached were briefly as follows

:

Including the Gould estate, which was entered

during this period, the properties over

loj. $50,000 aggregated five times as mucli

New York ^s tliosc Smaller than that sum. Ex-
City.

eluding this estate, the large properties

aggregated three and a half times as much as the

smaller ones.^

1 The Gould estate was entered during this quarter. Realty,

$2,000,000; personalty, $70,000,000.

2 Estimated.

3 The latter method is the fairer; for even in New York City,
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The nunibei"S of the possessors of the hirge es-

tates was but six per cent of the property owiiei-s,

and represented but two per cent of the heads of

families dying during tliese two years. Tlie con-

centration of wealth in New York City, therefore,

follows substantially the same lines as the concen-

tration of wealth throughout Great Britain.

New York City, however, does not represent

the country at largo, nor even the great cities

of the country. The real estate within

it is more valuable than all the real es-
Nummary

lor

tate in New England, excluding the Brooklyn,

city of Boston, and more vahudjle than

all the real estate in the eight connnonwealths

between the Potomac and Texas, excluding noth-

ing. An abnormal concentration of both wealth

and poverty is everywhere known to exist within

its borders. Brooklyn is more fairly representa-

tive of the large cities throughout the country.

For Brooklyn, the records showed relatively three

times as many owners of real estate, and a con-

and even in a two-years' record, such an estate as ^Slr. Gould's is

exceptional. In an eight-year's record such an estate would he

normal.

Foreign statisticians have a disposition to exaggerate the size

of the great fortunes in America. Even so sensible a statistician

as M. de Foville follows Leroy-Beaulieu in quoting for whatever

it may be worth M. de Varigny's estimate respecting the wealth

of our richest citizens. It ran as follows: J. Gould. S'J'o.tTOO.OOO;

J. W. ]\Iackay, s<?-'50,000,0(.)0 ; C. Vanderbilt, §125,000,000; J. P.

Jones, §100,000,000.
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siderable increase in the value of the smaller hold-

ings. Nevertheless, even in Brooklyn the estates

worth over $50,000 contained over twice as much
property as all the remainder ; while the aggregate

holdings of the middle and poorer classes— those

owning less than $5,000— was but seven per cent

of the total.

1

When we turn, however, to the distinctively ag-

ricultural counties, there is the sharpest kind of a

contrast in the records. Unfortunately
Summary for there are comparatively few such coun-
Farming

Counties, tics iu Ncw York State, and the Surro-

gates' records in many of these are most

incomplete. Where every one knows to whom
real estate belongs, it is not so essential that es-

tates containing only realty shall pass through the

Probate Court in order that the title of the heirs

may be unquestioned. Furthermore, in some of

these counties it was found that no statement had

been required of the value of the realty in the

1 The iigures for Kings County ran as follows :
—

NUMllKK. REALTY. rEESONAI.TY. TOTAI,.

.550,000 and over . . . 27 §2,872,100 §4,101,000 §6,073,100

§.50,(K)0 to §5,000 ... 147 1,029,250 1,070,080 2,099,330

Under §5,000 .... 33G 135,330 370,700 512,030

510 §4,030,080 §5,547,780 §9,584,400

Tlie marked distinction between the New York and BrookljTi

records was, tliat tlie latter sliowed comparatively few estates con-

taining only personalty. The rcicords indicated that 20 jier cent

of tlie faniilies in New York, and 30 per cent of tlie families in

Brooklyn, lield over .'^500.
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estates wliicli were ])ronght into the courts. For-

tunately, however, in a few farming counties the

records were in good condition ; and the best

brought out clearly what the others indicated.

The returns were as follows for five typical coun-

ties, containing no city and no village of over

four thousand people :
—

Record for Madison, Herkimer, 'Wyoming, Chenango, and
Schoharie Counties, October to December, 1892.

>'u.Mi!i:u. lUOAI.TV. I'KItSOXAI.TY. Tf)TAL.

§50,000 and over .

§50,000 to $5,000 .

Under §5,000 . .

3

CO

149

203

$ 5(),(K)0

3;;4,475

243.525

s«l!)5,000

288,(iSS

221,7:!3

§705,421

§251,000

023,103

405,258

§(;34,000 §1,339,421

As the number of families in these counties was

but 38,000, the record showed that nearly three-

fourths of them owned registered property. J-^ven

that quarter of the families which might l)e classed

as propertyless, included a considerable number of

tenant farmei"S who owned some of the stock and

implements with which they cultivated their farms.

This extremely wide distriljution of ownership

was supplemented by the extremely small pro-

portion of wealth in the hands of the
Less Wealthwealthy class. Estates of -^50,000 and
but Greater

over aggregated less than one-fifth of the weu-bemg.

wealth, while estates less than -^5,000

aggregated more than one-third. The average

wealth of the whole population in these counties
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was small compared with the average wealth in

the cities ; but the average well-being was greater,

for the wealth ministered to the comfort and inde-

pendence of the great mass of the citizens.

The distribution of wealth in the whole State

of New York ^ is of less importance than the dis-

tribution in the district lying outside of

*- the two great cities. This district is

District, tj'pical of the country at large ; for if

the distribution of property is wider in

the distinctively agricultural States, it is much nar-

rower in the excluded metropolis. The table for

the State at large, outside of New York and Brook-

lyn, ran as follows :
—

ESTATES. >-UMI!EU. KEALTY. PERSONALTY. TOTAL.

550,0<X) and over, »J §2,188,540 S«,G0G,123 S8,794,6fi3

$^r)(),(XX) to r),rX)0 . 409 2,950,;525 2,2:33,871 5,184,liM5

Under 35,000 . . 1,427 989,(3()8 l,0;l.">,430 2,085,a)8

1,872 30,128,533 $9,935,424 31(5,003,957

Before applying these proportions to the nation at

large, it is perhaps well to state wherein this table

docs not represent the real distribution of property

in territory covered. (1) The small holdings of

1 The records received covered thirty-six counties, containing

4,025,000 people. The final table ran as follows :
—

ESTATKS. KUMBKII. REALTY. PEnSOXALTV. TOTAL.

SnO.OOO and over, IIG ?n,r,;!2,.'540 ?1S,G72,734 §28,215,274

S5(),0(X) to 5,(X)0 . . 708 5,040,408 5,171,437 10,811,^15

Under $5,000 . . . 2,407

3,351

1,105,005

§10,338,813

2,021,:«5

$25,865,506

3,187.300

$42,214,419
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real estate sliould be increased about one-half, be-

cause of the failure to record real estate in many
of the rural counties. It is chiefly the small hold-

ings of realty that fail to be recorded. (2) The

small holdings of pei-sonalty should be reduced

about one-half, because the returns cover the gross

possessions of the decedents. The small estates

are pre-eminently the estates of borrowing shop-

keepei-s and farmei-s. Often the payment of their

debts leaves no personalty whatever, and lessens

the amount of realty. Large holdings, on the other

hand, are returned as low as possible, in order to

avoid the inheritance tax on pereonal estates above

$10,000. All the surrogates' clerks reporting, state

that the small estates are somewhat smaller than

returned, and the large estates somewhat larger.

No correction, however, need be made in the aggre-

gate holdings of any class. It is only the relative

proportions of realty and personalty that need to

be changed. The corrected table would read :
—

Distribution of Realty and Personalty.

KEALTY.l PERSONALTY.

850,000 and over ?2,25n,000 §6 ,750,000

$50,000 to So.OOO 3,000,000 2,000,000

Under $5,000 1,500,000 500.000

§0,750,000 S'.),250,000

1 This division between realty and personaltj' would hold sub-

stantially trae tliroughout the country. Under personalty the

probate records, of course, include corporate holdings of real

estate and all evidences of indebtedness.
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Respecting the number of the property-owning

classes, there is one point of unity between the

table for this typical territory and those
Number of

' t \t ^
the Property- for the city of New York, on the one

Owning
side, and the farming-districts on the

Classes. °

other. The table for New York City

showed that one-eighth of all the families held

more than $5,000 worth of property. The census

investigation of mortgages showed that about one-

eighth^ of the farms of the country were worth

more than 85,000. With a normal death-rate the

table for New York outside of the two great cities

shows just the same proportion of well-to-do fami-

lies. We may therefore say with much precision

that approximately one-eighth of the families of the

nation, city, town, and country hold more than

15,000. The proportion holding over $50,000 is

exceptionally great in the large cities, and excep-

tionally small in the countiy districts ; but the pro-

portion in the intermediate territory selected may
be safely assumed for the entire nation. Tlie table

for the nation at large would therefore read :
—

^-0. OF AGGREGATE
FAMILIKS. WKALTII.

$50,000 and over .... 125,000 §3:5,000,000,000

$50,000 to S5,000 .... 1,375,000 l.'3,0<)0,000,000

Under $5,000 11,000,000 9,000,000,000 2

12,500,0(J0 3 S(i5,000,000,000

1 Extra Census Bulletin No. 98, pp. 15 luul l(j.

2 Nearly one billion dollars added for small estates containing

only household goods and the like.

8 By a family, tlirougliout this essay, is meant a family of five.
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The atteinpt to sepurato the families witli less

than $5,000 into small pro[)eity owners and prop-

ertyless lal)()rei-s brings out the encouraging fea-

ture of the situation in America, both as compared

with Great Britain and absolutely. A comparison

of tlie table above with that on page 22 brings

out the fact that, despite the difference

in population, the number of wealthy '"'®

Encouragrinff

families in the United States is but lit- Feature,

tie larger than the number in Great

Britain, and their aggregate wealth less.^ It also

makes apparent that the number of the well-to-do

class is three times as large in the United States

as in Great Britain. P)Ut the most striking con-

trast between the two countries lies in the greater

number of our independent small property owners.

The census investigation of mortgages brought

out clearly the great number of property-owning

families, and the investigation of the probate court

records supplements in a natural way the con-

clusions there reached. The census investigation

showed that in New York City but G^ per cent

of the families owned their homes. The probate

1 Despite the enormous fortunes of the Goukls, Eockefellers,

Vanderhilts, and Astors, which perliaps atrgregate St>00,000,000,

the writer believes that tlio aggregate wealtli of 4,047 millionnaires

given in the Tribune's list hardly exceeds ten billion dollars. It

is true that Mr. Holmes estimates their minimum possessions at

this sum and their maximum possessions at fifteen billions; but

the statistics which have come to the writer's attention indicate

that the minimum estimate is much the closer.
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court records showed that fully 20 per cent held

either realty or personalty to the value of f500.

The census investigation showed that 18^^ per cent

of the families in Brooklyn owned their homes.

The probate court records showed that fully 30

per cent owned either realty or personalty to the

value of $500. In the counties containing but a

small urban population, there were relatively few

estates that did not contain realty ; but in all the

counties there were some estates of this descrip-

tion. Altogether, the returns indicated that in

the cities of the country the number of families

owning over 8500 worth of property was perhaps

one-third greater than the number owning their

homes, while in the small towns and rural districts

it was perhaps one-sixth greater. As very few

holdings of real estate are valued at less than

$500,1 -^rg are led to the conclusion that in the

nation at large the number of families worth more

than 8500 is perhaps one million in excess of the

number owning their homes or farms.^ In other

words, there are about seven million property-

owning families, and only about five and a half

million who could justly be spoken of as prop-

ertyless. If, then, we assume that the latter, as a

1 Only five per cent of tlie mortgaj^ed homes and farms are

valued at loss than .$500. (Extra Census Bulletin 98.) In the

South many of the farms owned by negroes are worth less than

SoOO, but there are not one hundred thousand such farms.

2 See table on page 53.
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rule, have household property worth $150, the

final table stands jis follows :
—

THE UNITED STATES, 1890.

ESTATES.

The "Wealthy Classes, —
§50,000 and over . .

Tlie Well-to-do Classes,

-

$50,000 to $5,000 . .

The Middle Classes, —
$5,000 to S500 . . .

The Poorer Classes, —
Under 3500 ....

«iiut>o.i, AOCJREOATE AVEEAOK
> UMBER. WEALTU, WEALTH.

125,000 S3;5,000,000,000 3264,000

. 1,375,000 23,000,000,000 16,000

. 5,500,000 8,200,000,000 1,500

, 5,.')00,000 800,000,000 l.-)0

12,500,000 §65,000,000,000 $ 5,200

The conclusion reached, therefore, is as fol-

lows : Less than half the families in America \

are propertyless ; nevertheless, seven-
/

eighths of the families hold but one- ^^J^ /

eighth of the national wealth, while 1

one per cent of the families hold more than the
/

remaining ninety-nine.^

1 Since the completion of this study, a volume has appeared

that must set at rest all question as to extreme moderation of the

estimates reached. Part II. of the Report of the Massachusetts

Bureau of Labor Statistics for 1894 publishes the inventoried pro-

bates for the entire State of Massachusetts during the three years

1889, 1890, and 1891. Although the estates for which no invento-

ries are filed are, as a rule, the largest, the following concentra-

tion of property is exhibited :
—

INVENTORIED ESTATES IN MASSACHUSETTS, 1889-1891.

VALUE.

510,889,479

53,489,893

85,179,416

NUMBER.
Under §5,000 10,152

$5,000 to §50,000 3,947

J50,000, and over 509

14,6 §155,558,78

In other words, the estates of S50,000 and over aggregated 55

per cent of the total amount of property ; while estates less than
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$5,000 aggregated but 11 per cent of the total. Additional value
is given to this Massachusetts report by the fact that a similar

investigation was made of the probate records for the years 1879-

1881, 1859-18<il, and 182i)-1831, and the results published. A sum-
mary for all these periods may be found in Appendix X. The
most interesting period, of course, is that for the years 1829-1831.

For this the record in a condensed form ran as follows :
—

INVENTORIED ESTATES IN MASSACHUSETTS, 1829-1831.

NUSIBEE. VALUE.

Under §5,000 3,168 $3,626,810

$5,000 to §50,000 494 5,909,429

§50,000, aud over ...... 36 4,957,862

'

3,098
"

§14,494,107

In comparing these earlier returns with those for the present

time, the same caution must be used as in comparing those for the

agricultural counties in New York with those for the cities. In 1830

the greater part of Massachusetts was an agricultural section, and
small holdings of real estate were usually transferred to the heirs

without passing through the probate courts. Nevertheless, the

contrast exhibited by the records is striking enough. The larger

estates were almost exclusively in the city of Boston and tlie man-
ufacturing and shipping districts immediately about it. The record

for the western half of Massachusetts, whicli was a section indus-

trially typical of almost the entire North, ran as follows: —

INV'ENTORIED ESTATES IN WESTERN MASSACHUSETTS,
1829-1831.

NUMHEE. VALUE.

Under §5,000 1,142 §1,200,402

§5,000 to §50,000 124 1,202,411

§50,000, aud over 3 23S.4S6

1,209 §2,617,299

In other words, these Probate Court returns, which at least

register with much accuracy the distribution of personal property,

confirm the conclusion drawn from the distribution of real estate

in 18.50, — that prior to the Civil War the great bulk of tlio wealth

of the North was in relatively small estates.
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PART II.

THE DISTRIBUTION OF INCOMES.

CHAPTER IV.

EUROPEAN INCOMES.— SHARES OP LABOR AND
CAPITAL.

The forces which have determined the distribu-

tion of property are identical with those which

have determined the distribution of in-

comes. In fact, these forces as a rule ^°
1 1 T 1 1 T •! Forces In
have borne directly upon the distribu- control,

tion of incomes, and through this means

have changed the distribution of property. This

rule is likely to be maintained. The future laws

which shall make better or woi"se the distribution

of property are likely to accomplish their end, not

by the bodily transfer of property from one class

to another, but by making more equal or more

unequal the distribution of the future incomes

of the people.

In examining the question, how the incomes

of the people are at present distributed, we find

our work made easier instead of harder by what
73
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has been done by European statisticians. Indeed,

on tliis point it is the American statisticians who
have done the more careless work. The

Value of T i-
•

j^ 1 1 1

European abscncc 01 an income tax here has been
Tax chiefly responsible for this, while the

Returns. , „ ,
, ,

•

absence or a general property tax in

most countries in Europe has been partly respon-

sible for the unwarranted estimates of European

statisticians respecting the distribution of prop-

erty .^ The income tax statistics of England and

Switzerland,^ at least, make perfectly definite the

distribution of incomes in those countries, and

indicate the distribution in all countries where

industrial conditions are similar.

1 For example: M. Leroy-Beaulieu expresses the opinion—
and M. de Foville quotes it— that " three-fourths of the accumu-
lated fortunes . . . are in the hands of workmen, laborers, small

tradespeople, and the owners of small capitals."

2 The tax statistics of Switzerland— the one European coun-

try having the general property tax— are as conclusive as those of

the United States respecting the present concentration of prop-

erty. Those of the city of Basel can be given for two dates four

centuries and a half apart. The contrast between them throws

light upon the contention that inequalities of fortune have tended

to disappear in modern times.

PKOPERTY TAXES IN BASEL IN 1420.

(Populatiou about 10,000.)

NUMBER OF ^'^^ OKNT
SIZE OF HOLDINGS. TAX-rAYKBB. *"" TOTAL

I'BOI'EKTT.

Below 3,000 francs (150 gulden) 17G6 7

3,000 to 20,(XK) francs 552 20

20,000 to 100,000 francs 180 40

100,000 to 500,000 francs 30 33

Above 500,000 francs
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Fortunately tlie most searching and most widely

known examination into the distribution of in-

comes in the United Kingdom was not

made in a partisan spirit. The conclu- J'laQg.

sions reached by Dudley Baxter for the

year 1868 ran as follows: ^—
UXrrED KINGDOM IN 18C8 ; 6,200,000 families.

NfMnmi OK AOOREOATE
SIZE OK INCOMES. INCOMES. INCOMES.

£1,000 anil upwards .... 57,300 £209,481,000

£1,000 to £100 1,204,700 198,073,000

Under £100''i 12,458,000 405,9nr),000

13,720,000 £814,119,000

In brief, less than one per cent of those receiving

incomes received one-quarter of the nation's income,

while about ten per cent received as much as the

PROPERTY TAXES IN BASEL IN 1879.

(Population about 63,000.)

NITMBEE OF
6IZK or noLDINGS. n-.T- KAvifDO OF TAXKD

PER CINT

TAX-PAYEES.
PKOPEETT.

Below 3,000 francs Untaxed.

3,000 to 20,000 francs 2,078 3

20,000 to 100.000 francs 1,319 13

100,000 to 500,000 francs 504 24

Above 500,000 francs 212 60

The authority for the fifteenth century is Schonberg, " Finanz

Verhiiltnisso der Staat Basel im Fiinfzehten Jahrhundert," pp.

139-140, and table. That for the nineteenth, Schanz, "Die Steu-

em der Sclnveiz," vol. ii., p. 48. Schonberg's table in full, with

an estimate of the total possessions of each class, will be found in

Appendix VIII. The untaxed holdings in 1879 did not amount
to much more than one per cent of the total. The wealthy class

— paying on more than §100,000— owned 60.4 per cent of the

taxable property, and 60 per cent of all the property.

1 "Taxation of the United Kingdom," by R. D. Baxter, p. 64.

2 See note ou following page.
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remaining ninety. M. Leroy-Beaulieu, in his vol-

ume on the Distribution of Wealth,^ has had the

courage to say that the " English statisticians who
have treated this subject, as M. Dudley Baxter,

have done so in a superficial way." The humor of

this observation, when made by M. Leroy-Beaulieu,

will be apparent when we come to examine how
jDrofound were his own investigations. The point

to be considered here is the light which subse-

quent investigations have thrown upon Baxter's

conclusions. Within a very recent period we have

had Mr. Charles Booth's investigation of incomes

among the very poor in London. The conclu-

sion he reaches 2 is that thirty per cent of Lon-

don families receive at most <£54 a year
; yet

Baxter assumed that the poorest thirty per cent

of all families in the kingdom averaged .£50 a

year. Within the present year we have received

Note to Table on Page 75.— The incomes under £100 were

made up as follows :
—

NUMIIEB. AOGBEGATE.

"Middle Class "Incomes under £100 .... 1,497,000 £81,320,000

Higher Skilled Labor and Manufactures, 28 to

35 shillings weekly for Men I,ai5,000 06,353,000

Lower Skilled Labor and Manufactures, 21 to

25 shillings weekly for Men 5,087,000 100,652,000

Agriculture and Unskilled Labor, 12 to 20 shil-

lings weekly for Men 4,529,000 97,610,000

These are incomes for individual wage-receivers, not for fami-

lies. Family wages were more than double. In all the poorer

classes, there were on the average 2i wage-earners to each family

of five.

1 "De la Repartition des Richesses," p. 573.

» "Life and Labor of the People" (1891), p. 21.
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the Board of Trade Blue Book, giving the wages

of manual laborei-s in 188G. This return makes

the average wages of men in the skilled trades

to range from 25 to 32 shillings a week.^ Mr.

Baxter assumed that they ranged from 28 shillings

to 35 shillings. In other words, Baxter's estimate

of wages in 18G8 is higher than can be assumed

for English laborers at the present time.

On the other hand, respecting the income of

the capitalist class, INIr. Baxter merely assumed

the same concentration throughout the income-tax

schedules as exists in the incomes from "trades

and professions." But incomes from the trades

and professions are, to a large extent, incomes

from personal exertions. They are of necessity

less concentrated than incomes from capital. Lack-

ing the returns of the " New Domesday Book " to

tell of the distribution of land, and lacking the

classified returns now published respecting the

taxation of inheritances, it would have been

hazardous for Baxter to assume the concentration

of capital we know to exist.

If, therefore, we should construct a table show-

ing the present concentration of in-

comes in England, we could not assume England

In 1885.
greater average wages for the labor-

er than Baxter assumed ; and we should have

1 General Report on the Wages of the Manual Labour Classes

in the United Kingdom. 1893. C G889, pp. xiii., xxix., 470.
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to assume that the incomes from capital were dis-

tributed in about the same way that capital is

distributed.! The number of persons having in-

comes above XI,000 from all sources would be

1 Taking the year 1885 (see Appendix VI.), we find the na-

tional income to stand as follows :
—

I. IxcoME FROM Property alone. —
Schedule A, Lands, Houses, etc £194,000,000

Schedule C. Public Funds 41,000,000

Schedule D. Public Companies 112,000,000

Foreign investments not returned 50,000,000

i;397,000,000
II. Business and Professional Incomes—

Schedule B. Trades and Professions .... £180,000,000

Schedule E. Public Officers' Salaries, etc. . . 38,820,000

Schedule B. Farmers' Profits 65,230,000

Incomes between £150 and £100 29,000,000

£313,050,000
III. Incomes Below £100.—

(Baxter's basis) (Population, 1885, 36,000,000) . £470,000,000

Total income £1,180,450,000

The division into classes would be about as follows :
—

Incomes over £1,000.—

From property, £300,000,000, or 75 per cent of the incomes assessed.

(See page 22.)

From business and professions.

Schedule D, £100,000,000, or 50 per cent of the incomes assessed.

(See official returns, Appendix VII.)

Schedule E, £10,000,000, or 20 per cent of the incomes assessed.

(See official returns. Appendix VII.)

Schedule B, £10,000,000 (estimate).

Total, £420,000,000.

Incomes, £1,000 to £100.—
From property, £97,000,000, or remainder of the incomes assessed.

From business and professions, £193,000,000, or remainder of 8uch
incomes.

Total, £290,000,000.

Incomes iselow £100.—
From property and labor, £470,000,

Total, £1,180,000,000.
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proportionately about twice as great as in Baxter's

estimate, while the number in the two other classes

would only increase in proportion to the popula-

tion. The minimum concentration would be as

follows :
—

United Kingdom in 1885.

INCOMES.

£1,000 and over

£1,000 to £100 .

Below £100 . .

NUMBER. AGOREOATE.

130,000 £4'_'0,(X)0,000

1,400,000 ;2'.K),00(),()00

i4,r)00,ooo 47(),0()0,(MX) 1

10,030,000 £1,1S0,(XK),000

In brief, about one per cent of those having

incomes receive over thirty-five per cent of the

national income, while about ten per cent receive

half as much again as the remaining ninety.

This conclusion may seem striking to those who
have followed the literature on this subject since

the distribution of wealth became a

serious question. Leroy-Beaulieu, the Parisian

PIT 1 1 • 1
Incomes

author or the largest work on this sub- m ists.

ject, has reached a conclusion very diiTer-

ent. If, however, we examine the evidence he

submits, we find the situation in Paris strikingly

similar to that in Great Britain. In the absence

of an income tax, he sensibly and conscientiously

constructs the following table from the statistics

of the tax on rents :
—

1 This figure would, of course, be much less if based on income

tax returns instead of liberal estimates as to real wages.
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Parisian Incomes, 1878. (By Numbeb.)

Leroy-Beaulieu's Table.

NO. OF PEK CENT
APAET- OF (ASSE.SSED RENT INCOME OF
MEXTS. NUMBER. 3-4 REAL RENT). OCCUPANT.

468,641 68.4 Below 300 francs Below 2,400 francs

74,360 10.8 300 to 500 2,400 to 4,000

61,083 8.9 500 to 750 4,000 to 6,000

21,147 3.1 750 to 1,000 6,000 to 7,500

17,202 2.5 1,000 to 1,250 7,500 to 10,000

6,198 .9 1,250 to 1,500 10,000 to 12,000

21,453 3.1 1,500 to 3,000 12,000 to 32,000

9,985 1.5 3,000 to 6,000 32,000 to 70,000

3,049 .5 6,000 to 10,000 70,000 to 133,000

1,413 .235 10,000 to 20,000 133,000 to 266,000

421 .065 Exceeding 20,000 Exceeding 266,000

684,952

This table is open to criticism only at the begin-

ning and at the end. The assumption that the

very poor pay no larger proportion of their incomes

for rent than do the classes above them violates

common observation, not only in America, but

in France. The Constituent Assembly, as Leroy-

Beaulieu states in another volume,^ when it at-

tempted to tax every citizen in proportion to his

income, assumed that a rent of 100 francs indi-

cated an income of double this sum ; that rents

from 101 to 500 francs indicated an income treble ;

that rents from 501 to 1,000 francs indicated an

income four times as great ; and so on, until rents

of 12,000 francs and upward were assumed to indi-

cate an income twelve times as great. This scale

1 " Traite de la Science des Finances," vol. i., p. 382.
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was indeed too strongly progressive ; Init every one

familiar with working-elass families in our great

cities knows that the poorer of these families

usually pay one-quarter of their incomes for the

rent of an iniheated apartment, while the poor-

est often pay one-third. At the other end of its

scale the Constituent Assembly did not exagger-

ate the proportion which incomes bear to rents.

It is the exception when the rental value of the

houses of the rich equals one-twelfth of their

aggregate incomes.^

Nevertheless, the table is a conscientious one

;

and the important point is, what does it show?

Leroy-Beaulieu claims that the extreme fewness

of the great incomes demonstrates the fallacy of

the popular notions respecting the concentration

of wealth. If, however, the aggregate of these in-

comes be estimated upon the basis he himself lays

down, it will again be found that common observa-

tion is more trustworthy concerning matters within

its field than the conclusions of experts who scorn it.

AVhen completed, the estimate stands as follows :
—

1 In New York City, according to a recent investigation of tlio

tax reconls, under the direction of Mr. Edmund Kelley, the as-

sessed value of the residences of the richest men in tlie district

•overed ran as follows :
—

Estate of Jay Gould .?2-r.,000

J. "d. Rookefoller 105,000

Mrs. W. 11. Vamlerbilt 550.000

Uiissell Sago 70,000

The average was about one per cent of the value of their

proi)erty.
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In a condensed form the table stands thus :
—

NUMIIKR CI.ASSKS AMOtTNT TER- PER-
OK OK OK CE>rA<iK CENTAliK

INCOMKS. I.NCUMKS. INCUMKH. OK SO. OF A.\IT.

4()8,(M1 Below 2,400 f. 750,000,0(X) {. 08.4 24

10<),r)'.lO 2, 100-7,500 f. 040,000,000 f. 22.8 20.40

44,803 7,50<>-:52,0O0 f. 010,000,000 f. 0.5 19.54

14,808 Above 32,000 f. 1,125,000,000 f. 2.3 30

084,052 3,125,000,000 f. 100 100

In brief, the incomes above <^G,000, tliough num-

bering h'ss than t\vo and a lialf per cent of all,

aggregated more tlian one-third of the total in-

come of the city : "while incomes above -^1,500,

though numbering less than ten per cent of

all, aggregated more than one-half of the total

income. The situation -is thus veiy similar to

that found in Great I5ritain.

In Germany the degree of concentration is less

than in Great r)ritain or Paris, though
Increase

each decade and each reform in the of Large

method of assessing the income tax re-

veals greater concentration. A dispa.s-

sionate statement of the change that has been

going on was made by the late Professor Roscher.^

lU'tween lSr)2 and I8T0 tlie number of incomes

in Prussia assessed between 8300 and 8T50 in-

creased 175.5 per cent ; the number assessed be-

tween 89,000 and 818,000 increased 470.6 per

cent ; while the number assessed at more than

1 " Political Economy," ISook III., cliap. vii., sec. ccv.

Incomes in

Germany.
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$40,000 increased 2,200 per cent. This dispro-

portionate increase of large incomes continues to

the present day. Soetbeer's table of Prussian

incomes for 1890 is shown to be obsolete, or

worse, by the assessments for 1892-1893. His

estimates for the large incomes must be doubled

to conform with the newer tax lists. From these

it appears that a little over 1 per cent of those

receiving incomes hold more than 20 per cent of

the income of the kingdom, while 10 jjer cent

hold nearly one-half of it.^

From the German tax lists, however, less exact

conclusions can be drawn than from those of

England and Switzerland, where the in-
The Swiss . in j i

Returns, comcs taxcs are more loyally accepted

and more effectively administered. It

is the returns from Switzerland, perhaps, which

have the greatest value to American students ; for

1 The returns for the year 1892-1893 published in tlie " Bulle-

tin de Statisque et Legislation Comiiaree," issued hy the French

Ministry of Finance for 1892 (p. 521, et. seq.), shows the following

division of the taxable income in Prussia:—
INCOMES. NtTMREE. AGORKOATE INCOME.

Above 6,000 marks . 112,125 (about) 1,900,000,000

Above 3,000 marks . 316,889 2,812,000,000

3,000-900 marks . . 2,118,966 2,912,000,000

2,43.5,855 5,724,000,000

There remain about 4,000,000 families (or 7,800,000 incomes) not

reached by the income tax. Tlie average assessable income of

these families could not exceed 800 marks. On a tax basis, there-

fore, the income of I'russia would not exceed 8,900,000,000 marks
(about .52,200,000,000).
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Switzerland is almost as pre-eminent in Europo

for the wide distribution of her wealth as for the

radical democracy of her people.

In the city of Basel the distribution of incomes

is less wide than in the Swiss nation at large ; but

it is the only canton— or Kither half canton—
that taxes each citizen's income from property

along with his income from pereonal services.

For this reason the tax records there reveal the

distribution of incomes with exceptional clearness.

That tlie distribution of property in tliis city, as we

have seen, follows almost exactly the same lines

as the distribution of property in the United

States makes the situation there especially inter-

estinef here. The records run as shown in table

on page 86.

^

Before determining the percentage of the whole

income possessed by each class in Basel, it is neces-

sary to remember that over six thousand families

were untaxed because the incomes of their heads

were less than 1,200 francs. Assuming that the

incomes of these families averaged nearly 1,000

francs, the assessable income of the whole city

was an even 50,000,000 francs. The wealthiest

classes, therefore, held approximately 53 per cent

of the city's income.

When, however, every possible deduction has

been made, the results reached most strikingly

1 G. Schaiiz, " Die Steiicni der Schweiz," vol. ii., p. GG, et seq.
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confirm tlio conclusions indicated ])y the returns

for the United Kingdom and Paris. In this Swiss

city, wliere all but the very small in-

comes are given oilieially, the wealth- fjl's^^.

iest 5 i)er cent of the families held more

than half of the income, and the wealthiest 10 per

cent fully three-fifths of it. The similarity, how-

ever, between this result and that reached for

the United Kingdom and for Paris does not indi-

cate that incomes are as concentrated in Basel as

in Paris or England, l^ut merely demonstrates that

the estimates previously given respecting the con-

centration of incomes were mininuim estimates.

Before leaving the official statistics of Europe,

it is worth while to determine as nearly as possible

what proportion of the aggregate in-

come goes as a return to capital and The share

. -. ot Capital
what proportion as a return to labor. in Basel.

The income from capital, it must l)e no-

ticed at the outset, is much less than the income

of the capitalists. Particularly in commercial and

manufacturing enterprises a large share of the

})r()fits is merely the return for the labor of the

manager. In the city of Basel, how^ever, it is

comparatively easy to separate the two elements,

because of the completeness of the returns for

property as well as incomes. The amount of

property taxed in 18791 was 114,000,000 francs,

1 G. Scliauz, " Die Stoueru der Schweiz," ii., p. 48.
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though holdings valued at less than 3,000 francs

were untaxed. On a 5 per cent basis, the income

from this property was about 20,000,000 francs

;

the aggregate income of the city, as we have

seen, was about 50,000,000 francs. Capital, there-

fore, received approximately 40 per cent of the

total ; and labor, including that of professional

men and managers, approximately 60 per cent.

This division is the one to which the data for

other countries generally point. For France, the

most authoritative estimate of the na-
Shares of . . . p-nrTT-i-ni
Capital and tioual lucomc IS that 01 JM. de r oville,^

Labor in ^yj^ich placcs it at 85,000,000,000, or
France.

twenty-five milliard francs. Respecting

the income from property, he says : " We can

be tolerably certain that the landed revenue is

about five milliards of francs, and that pereonal

property produces at the present moment an in-

come not merely equal, but superior, to that of

real property. This gives a minimum of ten mil-

liard francs for the income from wealth already

acquired." ^ Here, again, we have exactly 40 per

cent of the national income reckoned as the share

of capital, and 60 per cent accredited to "wages "

and other "personal gains in agriculture industry,

arts, and commerce."

1 Journal Boyal Statistical Society, December, 1895, pp. 612, filS.

2 10,000,000,000 francs is not quite 5 per cent upon the esti-

mated value of the private property in France, after household

furniture is excluded. Cit. supra, p. G08.
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For Germany wo have no generally accepted

estimate as to the amount of property,

and therefore the income from property capital and

can only bo conjectured. In Saxony ^^^'^ '°

, . aermany.
the income-tax returns are made out so

as to show the source of the revenues. Those for

1888 run as follows :^—
From Lands and ITouses 247,452,000 marks.

From Stocks and Nosotiable Securities . . l()7,84<i,(X)0 "

From Salaries and Wa^es 58:5,812,000 "

From Prolits in Trade and Industry . . . 44.'?,775,0<X) "

1,442,885,000 marks.

Deduct Interest on Debts 105,261,000 "

1,337 ,(;24,000 marks.

If the incomes from land, houses, and negotiable

securities be placed to the credit of capital, and

if one-half the profits from trade and industry are

reckoned with salaries and wages to the credit of

labor, we should again make labor's share 60 per

cent of the aggregate income, and capital's share

40 per cent. The returns, however, are not trust-

worthy enough to furnish any basis for exact

estimates. The returned incomes from securities

and business profits should perhaps be doubled

;

even wages are returned at much less than their

actual amount.

In the United Kingdom capital's share of the

aggregate income is greater than on the Couti-

1 V. Bohmert, in " Der Arbiterfreuud," 1890, p. 307.
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nent, because of the large revenues received from

foreign investments. On the basis of the income-

tax returns, the national income cannot

capitililnd ^e estimated as high as Xl,200,000,000.i

Labor la 'pj^g iucome froui property, however,
England.

^^^^^^^ .£500,000,000.2 ^he share of

capital is considerably in excess of 40 per cent.

It is true that a different conclusion has been

reached by Mr. Giffen in liis widely read essay on

the progress of the working-classes in

positioT
^ ^^^^ ^'"^^^ half-century. Mr. Giffen seems

to accept the conclusion that the share

of capital was formerly nearly 40 per cent of the

national income, but he vehemently urges that

it is now much less. His argument is briefly

as follows :
—

1. He publishes statistics indicating that, during

during the last half-century, weekly wages have

increased about Go per cent. 2. He states that

the hours of labor have generally been reduced.

3. He concludes that yearly wages have been

increased 100 per cent. Just how a reduction

in the houi-s of labor should increase tlie yearly

wages, without increasing tlie weekly Avages, he

does not explain. Having reached his remarkable

1 See table, p. 78.

2 See Appendix VIII. Subtract one-lialf from farmers' i)rofit.s

and income from projjerty of poorer classes, but double Scbedule C
to include national debt.
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conclusion, liovvcver, lie presents the following

tiibles :
—

I.— Incomes assessed for Income Tax.

1881. 1843.

FKO-M FROM BAL- rsoM FBOM 8A I.-

<'AITrAI_ AUIK8, ET<;. CAl'lTAI,. ABIES, ETC.

Sehcilulo A — X, X, £ £
Keal esstato .... 187,000,000 nil 03,000,000 nil

Sohodule B—
Oooupation of liiiinl . 'i->,000,000 44,000,000 20,000,000 30,000,000

Si-hoiluloC—
rublic I-oaiis . . . 40,000,000 nil 29,000,000 nil

SclK'.lult! D —
I'art I., Trades and
Professions . . . (U .000,000 100,000,000 29,500,000 46,500,000

Tart 11., Ccirporations, 91,000,000 nil 12,000,000 nil

Schedule K—
Salaries, eti" nil 33,000,000 nil

188,5»J0,000

11,000,0<X)

93,500,000407,000,000 177,000,000

II. — National Income.

1881.

Capitalist cl.asses from capital .-£400,000,000

AVurking incomes in income-ta.x: returns . . 180,000,000

\Vorkiiig income uut iu income-tax returns, CJO.OOOiOOO

1843.

£190.000,000

90,000,000

235,00<J,000

£1,200,000,000 .£515,000,000

The estimates in the firet table are judicial; and,

fortunately, the striking erroi-s in the second table

are confined to the estimates for 1881, regarding

which we have abundant evidence.

In the first place Mr. Giffen omits the untaxed

income of the capitalist class from foreign invest-

ments. This, in liis essay on the national w^ealth
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in 1885, he estimates at X50,000,000,i and the

figure ought not to be reduced. In the second

phxce, he omits the untaxed income of small prop-

erty owners from their property. This, in the

essay referred to, he estimates at .£67,000,000,

and the figure ought not to be reduced much
more than a half. In the third place, he assumes

that the income of working-class families from

labor averages XI00 a year. Upon this point

the recently published report of the Board of

Trade upon wages in 1886 shows that the com-

bined wages of a man and a boy averaged but

<£73 a year in the leading urban industries, and

only about two-thirds as much in agriculture.

Seventy pounds a year would be an absurdly high

general average of the real wages of working-class

families, and we may omit from consideration the

lower figure at which they would be returned for

taxation. Making only the more obvious correc-

tions in Mr. Giffen's table, the figures stand as

follows :
—

1881.

Capitalist classes from capital £450,000,000

Working classes from capital 30,000,000

All £480,000,000

Capitalist classes from work 180,000,000

Working classes from work 420.000,000

AH £(300,000,000

Aggregate income £1,080,000,000

Income from capital 44 per cent

Income from work 5G per cent

1 See Appendix VI.
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Before leaving English income-tax statistics,

there is perhaps one other question whicii should

receive a word. It luis been strenu-
The

ously urged that these statistics show Tendency

a tendency toward greater eciuality of
^

'' *=" 1 ^ Inequality.

conditions. The argument is almost

always the same, and does not demand much
space. It consists in a comparison l)etween tlie

number of pei-sons taxed at different periods for

specified incomes in the trades and professions.

It was effectively used by Mr. Porter in 1851,

and still more effectively by i\Ir. Goschen in 1887.

Probably the fairest statement of it is that made

by Mr. Giffen.^ Tlie comparison to which he calls

attention runs as follows :
—

Incomes from Trades and Professions Assessed Under
Part I of Schedule D.

INCOMES. 1843. 1879-80.

£ 150 ami umler £ 200 39,3(Kj i;«),ioi

200 " " 500 48,580 144, K42

500 " " 1,000 11,602 27,2.50

1.000 " " 10,000 G,821 17,110

10,000 and upwards 208 &53

Total £10(5,037 £320,102

In case " Part I of Schedule D " gave all the

incomes from manufacture and commerce, this

table would not only demonstrate a gratifying in-

crease in the number of moderate incomes, but

1 See Appendix III.
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indicate a slightly disproportionate increase. Un-

fortunately for the argument, however, the salient

feature of English industry during the present

century has been the evolution of large private

firms into public companies, and their consequent

transfer from Part I of Schedule D to Part II.

In Part I the incomes from capital, like the in-

comes from labor, but little more than doubled

during this period; in the whole schedule the

incomes from capital almost quadrupled.^ The

disproportionate increase in incomes from capital

is synonymous with the disproportionate increase

in large incomes. The concentration of incomes

has kept pace with the concentration of fortunes.

1 See statistics on page 91. As tlie larger salaries paid by the

constantly organized public companies are taxed under Schedule

E, the two schedules ought to be combined for the purpose of a

fair comparison. Tliis done, it will be seen that the estimated

labor income of the well-to-do classes from urban industries in-

creased from £57,500,000 in 1843 to £133,000,000 in 1881, or 131 per

cent ; while the income from capital of the same classes in the

same industries increased from £41,500,000 to £155,000,000, or 273

per cent.
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CHAPTER V.

THE NATION'S INCOME.— RECENT HISTORY OP
WAGES.

In tho United States, despite the absence of

inconie-tax returns, we find perliaps the most

complete and satisfactory statistics in

the world respecting the aggregate wealth of

of the national income. Unfortunately ^ata.

the last census is not so satisfactory

in this regard as its predecessor, because the

statistics of manufactures were collected in a

much less scientific spirit. But even upon this

point we have so much contributory evidence

from the reports of the State and National

Labor Bureaus that serious erroi-s arc easily

avoided.

Tlie most important industry to be considered

is agriculture, and here the census estimates may
be accepted without cliange. The total

value of the product for 1889 is esti-

mated at !3!2,460,000,000. A consideration of the

various items, as returned by the Department of

Agriculture, will show that the net product of

the farming industries is not far from this sum.
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The table for farm products will run substantially

as follows :
—

Estimate Department of Agriculture for 1889—
Wheat $ 342,000,000

Corn 597,000,000

Oats 172,000,000

Cotton. (Product of 1888.) 292,000,000

Hay. «' " " 408,000,000

Potatoes " " " 81,000,000

Tobacco " " " 44,000,000

Minor Produce. (Product of 1888.) . About 125,000,000

Estimate at three-fourths export price—
Butter and Cheese 180,000,000

Based on Senate Report 98G for 1892, page xlii. —
Meat products. (Including exports.) .... 600,000,000

Milk. (Farm value at 60 per cent retail price.) 120,000,000

Fruit and Vegetables. (Farm value at 60 per

cent retail price.) 150,000,000

Poultry and Eggs. (Farm value at GO per cent

retail price.) 90,000,000

$3,201,000,000

Deduct value of corn, oats, and hay fed to stock

(three-fourths crop) 881,000,000

82,320,000,000

Add increase in farm stock (average for decade i)
. 84,000,000

Aggregate $2,404,000,000

When to this aggregate is added the value of the

lum1)er sold from the farming-districts,^ the sum

total is in the neighborhood of -$2,460,000,000. To

1 The Department of Agriculture's report for 1889 estimates

that the value of farm animals during the census year did not

increase at all, but instead fell .S88,000,000. During the decade,

however, the average yearly increase was §84,000,000.

2 The Census returns 100,000 lumbermen, woodchoppers, etc.
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this, must 1)0 added the rental value of the houses

occupied hy the fannere. This sum Ls a little less

than $150,000,000.1 The real income, therefore,

from the capital and labor engag(;d in farming is

thus, in round num])ei-s, >^2,G00,000,000.

Respecting the net product of the manufac-

turing industry, the Massachusetts reports fur-

nish the safest guide. The report of

the Bureau of Labor Statistics for 1890
tures.

gives the returns of over ten thousand

establishments respecting net profits, and the re-

turns of over twenty thousand esta1)lishments

respecting average wages. The average yearly

earnings returned for employees of both sexes and

all ages were nearly $360.^ This sum— ecpiiva-

lent to nearly $700 a family— will doubtless seem

extremely high to those familiar only Avith Euro-

pean wages, or with the wages customary in our

own farming districts. Yet the ^Massachusetts re-

turns are among the lowest, as well as the most

complete, published in this country. In the South-

ern States, indeed, wages are nuich lower; but

these States import nearly all their manufactures

' In the typical State of Ohio, the apsrc'Sato vahie of all huild-

injjs on farms is about 14 per cent of the a.i^,i^res;:ate value of the

farms. (See State Board of Equalization Kejiorts, 1880 and 1890.)

On this basis tlie total value of farmhouses in the country is less

tlian §1,500,000,000.

2 Average yearly eariiiiiiis, '.'.")1. (;">(; ciniildvees of private firms, $362.23

Average yearly earnings, 102,310 eniployees of corporations, 333.22
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from the North, where wages are generally upon

the Massachusetts level.^

The profits of manufacturers, according to the

same Massachusetts report, including interest,

rent, taxes, and earnings from superintendence,

were approximately two-thirds of the wages of

the employees.^

Respecting the wages and profits from the rail-

roads, we may safely accept the proportions given

^ Wages in Massachusetts in tlie year of the State census

(1885) were about 5 per cent lower than in the year of tlie

national census. For this reason, in the estimate that follows,

no deduction is made for i)ersons wholly out of employment.

Unfortunately, the INLassachusetts report covering the year ISiX)

gives wages on the basis of continuous employment during the

running of the factories.

PEK CENT PEB CENT
SELLING PRICE. BELLING PKKE.

* Stock used 58.91 Freight 1.27

Salaries 1.73 Kew Equipment 24

Wages 22.3-i Kepairs 81

Rent 73 Other exi)enses 13

Taxes ....... X>G Excess of selling price

Insurance 33 over cost of production, 12.93

100

Statistics of Massachusetts Bureau of Labor, 1890, p. 319.

The above proportions are reasonable, and reflect great credit

upon the Massachusetts manufacturers making the returns. The
Connecticut Labor Bureau the succeeding year investigated the

same subject, reaching similar results. For 791 establishments

the final summary stood :
—

Wages S39,5G2,000 Kent, interest and taxes, 83,177,000

Superintendence . . . 5,800,0(X)

>:et profits 13,71(;,000

§22,093,000

Connecticut Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1891, p. 23.
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by tlio consus of 1.S80. In that year the net earn-

ings— interest and dividends—were !t^24r),000,000,

and wages and sahiries were ''i'221,000,-

000.1 The Iniei^tate Connneree Com- ^T^^^'and Mines.

mission l{e})()rt for 1890 sliows that

net earnings liad risen to )5^;>8],000,000. Wages
and sahnies, therefore, had aggregated approxi-

mately ;if300,000,000, and the aggregate net in-

come from the indnstry was ahont 8030,000,000.

Respeeting wages and profits from mines, we have

simihir guidance from the previous census.^

For A\ages and profits in stores we are com-

pelled to rely, in the main, upon the returns for

the factories. Weekly wages are in-

deed lower, esiiecially in the poorer ^°
, , ,

Remaining
quartei-s of the cities and in the rural industries,

districts ; but the employment is steadier,

and the annual wages about the same. Profits

also are similar ; the two industries are similarly

located, require similar amounts of capital, and

similar talent. The average income in the one

does not differ materially from the average income

in the otlier. The remaining industries employ

next to no capital. Respecting earnings in the

])rofessions, we are guided by the ollicial returns

for tcachei'S and ministei-s ; while respecting domes-

tic servants, every one's connnon observation may

1 Tenth Census, vol. iv.. pp. r_>, 1.3.

2 Tenth Census Cinnpendiuni, p. l'2o9.
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be trusted, provided he remembers tliat wages in

the North are much higher than in the South,

and that wages among well-to-do families in the

cities are very exceptionally high. Respecting

unclassified laborers, official statistics are not

wanting; but here, again, there is little danger

of serious disagreement, provided it is borne in

mind that the daily and weekly wages to which

we are accustomed are not received during fifty-

two weeks of the year.

Nearly all the confusion respecting the earnings

of laborers has come from the supposition of

steady employment. During the last

ployed"^"
few years, however, the well-to-do pub-

lic has begun to appreciate that at all

times a great many working-people are out of

work. The Massachusetts Labor Report of 1887

showed that in 1885, Avhen the State census was

taken, the average loss from this source was one

and one-sixth months, or five weelvS, for all the

employees in the State. This loss was, perhaps,

exceptionally high, for 1885 was not a prosperous

year. But even in the years that are most pros-

perous, when the number altogether out of em-

ployment is much less, the total loss of time on

the part of the wage-earnei-s is much greater.

There are, every year, for Avorkmen never off the

pay-rolls, holidays and days the factory stops for

repairs, and days that work is slack in certain
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departments, jukI days of sickness, and days lost

through dissipation, and fnially, in certain impor-

tant trades, tliere are days, and even whole sea-

sons, in which work is practi(!ally suspended. It

is a prosperous year indeed when the average

wage-receiver aggregates forty-four fidl weeks'

employment.

The Illinois Lahor lleport for 1S8() pnhlished

returns upon this point from representatives of

eighty thousand wage-camel's. The linal sum-

mary was as follows :
—

40,'2S1 Trades Unionists

;

Aver., 35.5 Wooks, or CA (/a full tiino.

7,0;!() Coal Minors; Aver., 2;>.4 "Weeks, or 45 % full time.

5,5(17 Railroad Men
;

Aver., 4t;.l Weeks, or S8 (/c full time.

32,445 Knights of Labor; Aver., 41.5 W\'eks, or 80 % full time.

85,32*) Workmen; Aver., 37.1 Wrecks, or 71.3'/c full time.

" If," says the Commissioner, " it be considered

necessary to make some allowance for any sup-

posed disposition to exaggerate the case on the

j)art of those who have stated it, or for error in

judgment on the part of those stating it, the con-

clusion might be somewhat modified and still

show the average working time to be 75 per

cent."

This, of course, is labor's statement of the case.

In the ]\Iassachusetts report for 1870 the em-

ployers return that 203,000 pereons engaged in

mechanical industries averaged 200.6 days' work,

or approximately 44 weeks. The ^Massachusetts
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Manufacturers' Report for 1891 shows that the

factories ran an average of 49|- weeks, and that

the average number employed was one-tentli less

than the greatest number employed. Among un-

skilled w^orkmen the amount of time lost, accord-

ing to all reports, is much greater. This is largely

due to the moral inefficiency of this class of work-

men. According to Baxter's classic estimates for

England, the great body of Avorking-people are

employed from 41 to 44 full weeks a year, the

more skilled factory hands reaching the higher

figure. From this it is clear that the one dollar

a day so frequently paid in agricultural districts

in the North means not to exceed 8260 a year,

and the eight dollars a week so commonly paid in

factories means not to exceed $360.^

Upon the bases outlined above, the table for the

net product of all industries in 1890 stands as

given on pages 104-105.

t

1 The assumption of continuous employment so generally

found in our labor reports was justly coudcmned in one of the

first of these publislied. In the Massachusetts Ileport of IS".!,

tlie Commissioner, General Oliver, said: "The usual method of

computing wages is by taking the so-called average wages, and

multii)lying by the number of days in which tlie factory is in

actual oijcration. l>y this process the total amount paid for

wages for tlie census year in the occiipations enumerated would

have been $151,18(J,7f;4.;!G, or $33,724, 8;;0.GO over that actually

paid. Under this i)rocess," he continued, " tlio average Avages

of men would have been §689 a year, instead of S"''>G ; tliat of

women, $o07, instead of §'J37 ; tliat of youths, §188, instead of

§154."
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Wlinn the difTercncc between day's wages and

year's wages is borne in mind, it will Ije found

that all tlie carefully collected evidence

on tlie Kubiect of wati'cs in tliis country ^°
• '^ -^ Aldrlch

is in agreement -with the iVIa.ssachusetts Report,

returns used as the Ijasis for tlie most

important of the preceding estimates. This prop-

osition even holds true of the Aldrich report from

the Senate Finance Connnittee in 1803,^ though

tliat report Avas prepared by men \vho Avished to

show the highest possible level of wages. In

nearly all the industries covered the average wage

reported, multiplied by the nundjer of days the

ordinary employee is at work, is l)ut little higher

than in the estimate in the table. That this

re})ort should have become the basis for exagger-

ated notions respecting the progress of the work-

ing-classes was in no sense due to the returns

made by tlie employers. The employci's seem

to liave thrown open their Ijooks without reser-

vation, and tlie data furnislied cover the wages

iictually paid in nearly one hundred establish-

ments for more than thirty years.

That the data thus furnished sliould have led

to conclusions respecting tlic course of wages

^^•hieh are out of harmony A\lt]i seientitic research

1 "Wholesale Prices, Wajjes, riiid Traiisjiortatioii, Uejiort by

Mr. Alilrieli from the Semite Connnittee on Finaiiee. Miireli 3,

l.S'.ia. (Senate lleport No. l.'iOi, Fiuiiuco Committee, Sceoiul Ses-

sion, Fifty-seeond Congress.)
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abroad and common observation at Lome is due

chiefly to two things :
—

(1.) The industries covered were the urban

industries ; and the establishments reporting were

naturally among the oldest and largest, wliich, as

a rule, pay the highest rate of wages. The course

of wages in growing establishments in growing

cities does not accurately reflect the course of

wages in the country at large. During the period

from 1860 to 1891, for which the committee suc-

ceeded in reporting a rise of nearly TO per cent

in wages in the urban industries covered, it

will be shown later that the rise of wages in

agriculture did not exceed 15 per cent.^

(2.) The statisticians employed to summarize

the returns were to a hurtful extent in sympathy

with the political aim of the investigation. Tliis

criticism in no degree applies to ]Mr. Joseph D.

Weeks, whose work is in the highest degree con-

1 Even in the " urban " industries there is a marked difference

between wages in tlie cities and wages in the country villages.

Wages in the latter have ajiproximated closely to farm wages.

An illustration of the difference between city and village wages
in manufactories may be found in the Ohio Labor Bureau Report

for 1889, where the returns are by counties. The following returns

are typical :
—

RURAL AVERAGE URBAN AVERAGE
COUNTIES. WAGES. COUNTIES. WAGES.
Allen .... §310 Cuyahoga . . $430

Ashland . . 313 Clark .... 410

Even in cities tlie difference in wages in tlie same industry

is very marked. Foremen in large establishments doing the

best grade of work often receive nearly as large incomes as
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scicntioiis iiud intelligont. But Mr. Weeks's con-

clusions aro not cniLodicd in the connnitteo's

comprehensive sunnniiry for " all " occuj)citions.

It is this sunnnary that has spread so much niis-

informati(Mi throughout the country. Some of the

more serious erroi-s in tlie report are apparent

upon a casual examination. AVHuin any one at

all familiar Avith the coui-se of wages in recent

yeai-s takes up the report, he is astonished to see

that the wages of clerks in stores liave risen out

of all proportion to wages in other industries. In

the metal works, as he would expect, currency

wages are reported to have fallen since 1873 ; so,

too, in the cotton factories ; but in stores, where

the invasion of women and girls is believed to

have depressed wages to an luiusual extent, he

finds it reported that an advance of nearly 40

per cent has taken place. If, to undei-stand the

anomalv, he takes the trouble to consult the orig'i-

tho managers of small establishments doin^ more ordinary work.

This point is commonly forgotten hy those who present contrasts

between waj;es to-day and wages a generation or more ago. Tho
best paid employees in the great establishments of to-day do as

high a grade of work as the managers of tho small establishments

in which tho bulk of tho mechanical work of tho country was
formerly performed. As to the frequent contrast in wages between

different establishments in the same industry, the following table

from the recent report of tho English lioard of Trade (1.S93 C.

C8S9, p. xiii.) furnishes an uimsually comprehensive illustration :
—

VBINTING ANI> KNC.KAVINO TRADES. AVEEAGE WAGES (52 WEEK6J.

A. Large Works £52 11«.

B. Siiuill Wcrk.s 43 8s.

C. Newspaper Works 77 3s.
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nal (lata, he discovers that for the metal works

and cotton factories the returns covered many
establishments and many hundred employees, while

for stores the returns covered but one dry-goods

store and one grocery, employing together less

than thirty clerks. Yet the committee, in its table

of " simple averages for all industries," made the

uninvestigated industry count as much as either

of the thoroughly investigated ones. And the com-

mittee did not stop here. Despite this assumed

rise of nearly 40 per cent in the wages of clerks,

the table of "simple averages" still showed that

currency wages had fallen 4 per cent since

1873. Thereupon the committee proceeded to

make a table of " weighted averages," assuming

that the incredible advance of 40 per cent in

wages had been received by all the clerks in the

country, and that, since these outnumbered the

employees in metal works and cotton mills put

together, therefore the returns for less than thirty

clerks ought to outweigh those for more than

fifteen hundred metal workers and more than

three thousand cotton operatives. By this means

currency wages in 1891 were made to rise 1 per

cent above the level in 1873.

To cut short the criticism, in order to get at

the facts rej)orted, it is necessary to throw away

the work done by the committee's experts, and

return to the original reports made by the em-
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ployers, ascertaining from them tlie aggregate and

average wages paid at the dates of greatest i)ublic

interest. The employers' returns are

as shown on pages 110 and 111.
wa^es m

^ " Urban Eb-

The wages given in the table are cur- tabushments.

rency wages. In the year 1873, how-

ever, currency was worth 11 per cent less than

gold. The comparative wages in gold were there-

fore as follows :
—

DATE. DAILY WAOIiS IX COLD.

January, 18G0 $1.18

January, 1873 1.81

January, 1891 I.(i9

In other words, wages in gold in the urban

establishments reporting advanced oo.^ per cent

during the thirteen years between 18G0 and 1873
;

but during the succeeding eighteen years, despite

the continued advance in the productiveness of

labor, they lost enough to reduce the net gain to

43 per cent.

If the couree of wages in these industries be

examined more narrowly, it will be found that

during the war, when the government was creat-

ing an almost insatiable demand for money at

high rates of interest, and the capital borrowed

was being destroyed in military operations, the

wages of labor ra[)idly fell. ^Measured even in

currency, Avages rose only about one-cpiarter, and

measured in gold thev fell about one-third. After
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tlie wiir Avas over, wages ad-

vanced rapidly until 1873.

From that time until 1879 raj)-

idly falling [)rices and Lank-

rnpteies in the eonnnctrcial

world were accompanied Ijy

rapidly falling wages and com-

pulsory idleness in the labor

world. With the resum[)tion

of specie payments and silver

coinage, prices became compar-

atively stable, and the wages of

labor increased pretty steadily

until 1803. In the middle of

that year, however, the closing

of the Indian mints to silver

soon led to a corresponding

contraction of the currency

here. Since that time the

value of money has again rap-

idly risen, and prices and wages

have again rapidly fallen. Ac-

cording to the latest volumes

of the Connecticut Labor lie-

port, and the Massachusetts

" Statistics of ^Manufactures,"

the nominal rate of wages in

189-t had declined about 7 per

cent below the level of 1892,
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while the yearly incomes of laborers had been still

further reduced by the lack of employment. The

Connecticut report covers nearly half the manufac-

turing labor in that State. Directly from the books

of the employing establishments were taken the

numbei-s of employees, hours of labor, and wages

for 1892, and for the period between June, 1893,

and August, 1894, in which the fall of prices was

most rapid and the stoppage of production great-

est. It was found that a little over half of the

establishments had reduced wages, and that the

usual cut had been 10 per cent. The heavy losses

of the wage-earners, however, came, not from

reduced pay during employment, but from re-

duced employment. The average number on the

pay-rolls had been cut down 15 per cent, and

many of those nominally retained received work

irregularly. All of these reductions reflected

themselves in the total wage payments. These

had decreased 25 per cent. If these firms were

typical of the State at large, the great mass of

families in Connecticut had had their incomes

reduced one fourth. The Massachusetts reports

are for the calendar yeai-s, and the changes are

registered in the following tabular statement :
—

1892. 1893. 1894.

Total value of product 100 92 83

Average wages when employed . . . 100 96 93

Total wages for year 100 92 84
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In other words, manufacturing laborera liavc borne

a heavy share of the losses mflicted on all pro-

ducers by tlie fall in prices.

So far, however, we have only considered the

course of wages in the urban industries covered

by the Senate report. The same report

devotes several pacfcs to the waires in ^f^I O & Mining.

mines ; and here we have an industry

strongly affected by agricultural conditions. The
returns for miners were fortunatcl}- pi-epared by

Mr. Joseph D. Weeks, and are singularly impar-

tial. For the yeare selected for comparison, they

run as follows :
—

Anthracite coal (Pa.) . .

Iron ore (New Jer.sey) . .

Iron ore (Cornwall, Pa.) .

Iron ore (Xew York) . .

Iron ore (Oxford, N.J.)

Rough average iu currency

Rough average in gold

So few returns would indeed furni.sh an unsafe

basis for generalization, were it not for the vast

amount of hibor Mi-. Weeks has devotinl to the

question of miners' wages. The returns give

average wages in wliat he believed to be typical

mines. Since ISi'l, as is Avidely known, mind's'

wages have again suffered reductions, eomparal)le

oidy with those that liave taken pku-e in the earn-

ings of farmers. The Micliigan Labor Keport of

I860. 1873. 1891.

$1.08 82.^,1 §1.01

l.O) l.iM 1.31

.85 1.85 1.83

1 .25 2.30 l.()5

1.00 2.12 1.20

S1.05 $27u §1.58

l.Oo 1.00 1.58
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1894 published wage returns for two of the princi-

pal iron mines, following the same lines as were

pursued by Mr. Weeks. In both of these mines

the reduction in wages since 1890 had been more

than 20 per cent.^ The fall in the wages of coal-

miners has indeed been less, but only because the

recent partial recovery in the price of coal has

been accompanied by a proportionate recovery in

the rate of wages.^ Among all miners the fall

in wages has uniformly kept step with the fall in

prices.

1 For one of these mines tho returns "vrent back to the period

before the war ; for the other, only to the year 1884. In brief, the

tables run as follows :
—

?-IR9T MINE. RKCONI) MINK,
subfa<;e men. MINERS. CONTBACT MEN

1860 . . . §1.25 §1.35

1862 . . . .90 1.10

1870 . . . 1.75 2.25

1873 . . . 2.00 2.75

1875 . . . 1.35 1.50

1880 . . . 1.55 1.75

1885 . . . 1.55 1.90 ^2.22

1890 . . . 1.50 1.75 2.58

1893 . . . 1.00 1.50 1.54

2 The general course of wages among coal minors is indicated

by the following table of rates paid by the largest mining com-
panies in the Pittsburg district: —

PKICES FOR MINIXO IX THE riTTSBURG DISTEICT,

1880 January 1 92 cents per ton.

1885 . ... 79

1890 . ... 79

1893 . ... 79

1894 . . . . 53

1895 . ... CD

1896 . . . . frl

1896 March " . . .... 70
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There renuiiiis to be considered tlie great in-

diistiy of a<,friculturc, in which nearly half of

our people are engaged. For this we

have no returns jrivinrj the waws paid ^^^^ *°

by the same eni[)loyei"S from year to

year, but we have reliable olhcial statistics gath-

ered by the same methods in different yeare for

nearly a half-century. Though exact compari-

sons cannot be made \\\)o\\ the basis of these

returns, yet the general course of wages in agri-

culture can be described with more confidence

for a longer period than the general coui"se of

wages in any other industry. Fortunately one

of the yeara for which returns were gathered

from all over the nation was 18G0.^ Another

was 1890,2 -\vben wages and prices were almost

at their highest recent level. A comparison of

the two reports shows tliat even in 1890 farm

wages were but little higher than in 18G0. In-

deed, on the surface of the returns, there had

bt'cn in tlie meantime an actual fall in wages.

The census of 1800 reported the average wages

of a farmhand with board to be 814.75 a month;

v.liilo tlie l)ei)artment of Agriculture report for

lS90 gave them as 612.45. The cause of this

apparent fall, however, was the emancipation of

the negroes, who had not tigured in the return

1 Census. ISCO, Tifortality ami Misrcllaiioous Statistics, p. 512.

- lloport .if the !v^ii::rtiiic!it of A-ri(.'iilture, IS'.X).
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for 1860.^ In most of the Northern States the

advance in wages had been in the neighborhood

of 15 per cent. Unfortunately we have no na-

tional returns for farm wages for the years in

which the prices of agricultural products and the

general level of wages throughout the country

were at their highest. Xevertheless, upon this

point the Massachusetts Labor Keport for 1872

publishes returns for that State gathered in the

same way, and furnishing a fairlj- safe basis for

comparison. Using these returns, and the Massa-

chusetts statistics in the national reports men-

tioned, the course of agricultural wages has been

as follows :
—

I860. 1872. 1890.

Farm laborer with board . . $15.34 $27.52 $18.50

Farm laborer, without board, 26.22 2 44.82 30.00

Reducing the wages for 1872 to a gold basis

(824.46 and 139.84), it is seen that the advance

in wages in agriculture during the period of ris-

ing prices was about 50 per cent, and the fall

in wages during the years of falling prices was

over 20 per cent. Just what the fall in fann

wages since 1890 has been cannot be shown by

official statistics. These, however, make clear

^ In California alone, anion,!? the free States, had wages mate,

rially declined. Here they had fallen from .533.28 a month to

$22.40.

2 In the census of 18(50 tlio price of board to a day laborer in

Massachusetts was estimated at §2.51 a week.
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that the total earnings of American farmers liave

again fallen over 20 per cent.^ This reduction

has applied to all farm owners and farm tenants,

who are each more important bodies of laborers

than the hired hands they employ. In sliort, we
fmd historically in every branch of industry, tliat

the money wage of laborere has uniforndy de-

pended upon the money value of the product of

their labor. There is no falser doctrine than

that wages can be artiiicially raised by the lower-

ing of prices. By so much as falling prices in-

crease the possessions of creditoi-s, by so much
they diminish the returns of those engaged in pro-

duction. In many cases the employei-s are bank-

rupted, and all the laborei-s turned adrift; in

many more production is diminished, and most

of the lal)orers are but partially employed. Even

where neither of these tilings happens, the labor

market is tilled with men seeking work, and dis-

organized labor is unable to resist unreasonable

demands for lower wages and harder conditions.

Cairnes was not far wrong when he looked upon

the unprecedented rise in wages as the happiest

result of the increase of the currency that fol-

lowed the gold discoveries of 1848.^ Certainly

1 Tlie value of the great cereal crops (wheat, corn, and oats)

in 18'JO was S1,;510,(KX).(KW; in IMio it liad fallen to .S970,CXX»,0(X).

See " Rejiort No. l.S:?," New Series, Dei)artniei'.t of Ajrriculture.

2 Cairnes's " Essays in Political Economy." \>. I't'l. I^eroy-

Beaulioii estimates the increase oi wages in England between tho
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the fall of wages, next to tlie impoverishment of

debtors, is the saddest result of the contraction

of the currency that has followed the legislation

against silver in 1873 and 1893.

middle of the century and 1875 as high as from GO to 70 per cent.

Between 1875 and 1887 he admits a decline of from 10 to 20 or

25 percent. "Repartition des liichesses," p. 442.
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CHAFTER YI.

THE PRESENT SITUATION. — DISTRIBUTION OP
INCOMES BY CLASSES.

Thk niitioiuil income estimated in the preceding

cluipter was, of course, tlie income from property,

snperintendcnce, and labor combined.

Its aggregate was about one-sixth of "^^^ shares

, , ,, , PI • °' Capital
the vauie oi the property ot the nation. ^^^ Labor.

In or(k>r to determine the relative shares

of labor and capital, it is oidy necessary to remem-

ber that the ordinary rate of interest is neither the

low rate customary upon railway bonds instantly

convertiljle into cash, uor the high rate custom-

ary in active business. It is most conservatively

measured by the average rate of interest upon real-

estate mortgages. The usual rate of interest is

somewhat higlier tlian this. In many parts of the

country the borrower frequently receives less than

the amount of the mortgage, in order to cover the

illegal rate of interest paid ; and throughout the

country purchase-money mortgages bear low rates.

The average recorded rate, however, for the na-

tion at large is Crl per cent.^ As the mortgagor

1 Extra Census IJiilletin 71. p. '-^'l: Mortjr;\<rPs recorded in

1889, ().75 per cent ; 18SS, (J.81 per cent; 1887, t).'J3 per cent; 188G,

6.91 per cent.
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usually pays the taxes upon the property mort-

gaged, it is obvious that the ordinary income from

capital prior to taxation is over 7 per cent. This

rate, however, must not be reckoned upon the en-

tire sixty-five billions of national wealth. Nearly

four billions of this is in the form of household

furniture ; ^ and the ownership of household furni-

ture is never reckoned as a source of income,

though the ownership of a home always is. Seven

per cent interest upon the remaining property is

barely 40 per cent of the aggregate income. As
the labor incomes were more strictly estimated

in the American table than in those for England

and France, it is evident that capital's share in

the aggregate product is somewhat less than in

either of those older countries. The difference,

however, is not great, and the same generalization

may be retained. Capital receives two-fifths of the

national income ; while the labor of all classes, in-

cluding that of the capitalists, receives three-fifths.

Respecting the distribution of incomes by classes,

our safest guide is the ascertained dis-

Distribution tributiou of property, and common ol)-

°' servation respecting the professional and
Rentals. . . p i i i i

business incomes oi the wealthy and

well-to-do classes. There is, however, one Ameri-

1 See Report on Valuation, Pennsylvania Tax Conference,

1892. Also M. de Foville's estimates, Journal of the Statistical

Society, l.SO."?, p. G08. Upon the basis of M. de Foville's estimate,

only three billions should be subtracted.
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can city for which the distribution of rents can

be given with considerable accuracy, and the

general distribution of urban incomes indicated

thereby.

Each year the assessing department of the city

of Boston reports at length upon the valuation

of all dwelling-houses. This rei)ort alone indi-

cates the general distribution of rentals ; and it

has been sup})lemented b}' an elaborate report of

the Bureau of Labor Statistics, giving the exact

rents paid in all houses not occupied exclusively

by their owners. The table for the valuation of

dwellings in 1891 ran as follows: —
nOCSES ASSESSED. KO. TOTAL ASSESSMENT.

Under S^.OOO 30,52.3 $ 91,000,000

$.5,000 to $1.5,000 1.3,790 112,000,000

§15,000 and over 1 4,9.37 1.5.3,000,000

54,242 S35C,000,000

Even from thixj table it was obvious that one-

tenth of the dwellings wxn-e worth nearly as much
as all the remainder ; and common observation told

that the one-tenth consisted almost exclusively

of residences - occupied by a single family, while

the nine-tenths embraced nearly all the tenement-

NCMnER. ASSEBSMENT.

» S15,000 to .?C5,nO0 2,a)3 §49,000,000

§20,000 and over 2,334 101,000,000

See city document No. 3, 1S!)3. The tables are so full that tho

aggregate assessment is praotieally ottioial.

^ Hotels and family hotels are excluded from the lists above.
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houses. It was obvious, therefore, that one-tenth

of the families occupied premises worth fully as

much as the remaining nine-tenths. But the La-

bor Report upon rents, fortunately, made common
observation upon this point almost unnecessary.

In the fii-st place, it showed (in its returns by pre-

cincts) that fully four-fifths of the costliest houses

were occupied exclusively by their owners, so that

the 4,937 houses, worth over 815,000, represented

the homes of hardly more than six thousand fami-

lies; and in the second place, it showed that the

aggregate rental paid by sixty thousand families

was hardly 10 per cent on the assessed value

of the cheapest 35,523 houses. In short, while

six thousand families occupied dwellings worth

$150,000,000, sixty thousand families occu^Died

dwellings worth but 890,000,000.1 On Leroy-

Beaulieu's basis, that the poorer and middle

classes devote one-sixth of their incomes to their

dwellings, and the wealthiest class one-ninth, this

signifies that in Boston, as in the foreign cities,

1 Massachusetts Labor Report, 1891, p. 490.

MONTHLY RENTAI
KKTIMATKD
AVEKAGE. NU.MIiER.

TOTAL MONTHLY
RENTAL.

Under $5 . . S 4 1,175 S 4,700

$5 to? 10 . . . . 8 10,933 130,000

S10to.?l.j. . . . 1*4 22,441 255,500

S15 to §20 . . . . 1G3 13,733 228,900

S20 to §25 . . . . 22 5,473 120,30G

Total yearly rent : §745,400 X 12 = §8,944,800.
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7 per cent of the families have one-half of the

aggregate income.^

liut this conclusion, however demonstrable its

justice may be for the city of Boston, would not

hold good for the country at large. In the agri-

cultural districts the families owning more than

live thousand dollars, though constituting fully

twelve per cent of the population, receive but little

more than one-third of the aggregate income ; and

were it not that the total income of American farm-

ers has become so disastrously small, America

would still present a most marked contrast with

the countries of Europe respecting the distribution

of incomes. As it is, it appears that the wealth-

iest ten per cent of American families receive ap-

proximately the same income as the remaining

ninety per cent. But of this the only comprehen-

sive evidence lies in the distribution of property

1 The rentals and incomes of the 85,000 families in Boston
would stand as follows :

—
ASSKS8ED VALUE OP
rKOl'EETY OCCUriED.

APARTMENTS.

Pentul

Under 5300 . . . 00,000 S 91,000,000 (at 10^«g).? 9.000,000 §54.000.000

S300 to S'XK) . . . 19.000 112.0fHXnOO(at 9;??) 10,000.000 00.000.000

Above §900 . . . 0,000 153,000,000 (at 8^) 12,400,000 ll.!,000,000

85,000 5i2-_>7,000,000

The rental of the wealthiest twenty-three hundred families

(note 1, page 121) would he .S8,000,000 (8 per cent on an as.sess-

ment of 8104,000,000), and tlieir incomes about §75,000,000. As
they pay local taxes on S300,(XK),000 of real estate, an income of

875,000,000 would he about 7 per cent on their probable wealth.

It is certain that these families receive at least one-third of the

aggregate inconio.
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and common observation respecting the incomes

from labor of the well-to-do and wealthy classes.

Nearly every family possessing $50,000 worth

of property receives an aggregate family income

of 85,000.1 Likewise most families pos-
Theciassi-

ggggij^g qyqj. ^5,000 reccivc an aggre-

incomes. gate incomc exceeding $1,200. There

are many exceptions to this rule, partic-

ularly in the rural districts ; but these exceptions

are practically offset by the families who receive

the income specified without possessing the speci-

fied amount of property. The well-to-do class, as

respects incomes, will not differ materially in num-

bers from the well-to-do class as respects property.

The wealthy class, however, will be considerably

recruited when extended to embrace all families

with an aggregate income of $5,000.
The Number 'p|^g numbcr of families having over
of the Laree

Incomes. $50,000 wortli of property is less than

three per cent of all in most of our

largest cities ; yet in Boston, as we have just

seen, the number of families occupying houses

worth a thousand a year is about six per cent

of all. These families, with few exceptions, have

^ It will be recalled that the distribution of property in the

United States is approximately as follows :
—

NUMBER OF AGOREOATK
FAMILIES. WEALTU.

$50,000 and over . . 125,000 §33,000,000,000

950,000 to $5,000 . . 1,375,000 23,000,000,000

Under ?5,000 . . . 11,000,000 9,000,000,000
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over 'i'OiOOO a year income. In New York com-

mon observation would indicate that tliere were

approximately as many families with •**<'),000 in-

come as with ><80,000 property. Judging from

these indications, the class with an aggregate fam-

ily income of 6'r),000 would exceed two hundred

thousand. Any material addition to that number,

however, would be unsafe ; for only in the cities

and towns are large incomes from pei"sonal exer-

tions possible.

The seventy-five thousand families thus added

to the class that was wealthy by reason of its prop-

erty does not add greatly to its aggre-

gate capital. Two and a half billion The size of

the Lar^e
dollai's would cover the entire addition incomes.

to its property, and from the new aggre-

jxate one billion dollars must be subtracted for

household goods. ^ The income from the balance,

prior to taxation, may be taken at tlie average rate

of interest upon mortgages, plus the average rate

of taxation levied upon pro})erty,2— or about

seven per cent in all. Respecting the labor in-

1 S"),000 per family for two luiiulreil thousand families.

- The average rate of interest upon real estate mortgages re-

corded in 188'.) was ti.73 per cent. Tlie rate, however, was less in

the cities than in the rural districts. The average rate for mort-

gages ujion lots was ().37 i)er cent; the average rate for mortgages

upon acres was 7.5'J y)er cent (Extra Census Bulletin, No. 71).

The average rate of taxation resting directly ujton jiroperty was

ahout two-thirds of one per cent of its estimated true value.

See page 157.
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comes of the wealthy class, "\ve know that they

range all the way from nothmg to $50,000, and

even larger sums. The number of very large ii;-

comes, however, whether from business manage-

ment or professional success, is so small that the

average incomes of these families over and above

the mortgage rate of interest on their property

should hardly be placed above $5,000.^ It is

placed at ^'SjSOO in order to present the minimum
concentration of incomes.

Both the number of the well-to-do class and its

aggregate property have been diminished by the

families of medium estates transferred

^^ to the wealthiest class. The amount
Moderate . . . . • r i i

Incomes. 01 Capital remaining to it alter deduct-

ing for household goods is less than

twenty billions. The average rate of interest

realized, prior to taxation, is unquestionably about

seven per cent. The average labor income of

this class is more difficult to reckon. Rarely do

such families receive from their labor less than

1 The writer believes that the number of large professional

incomes is commonly over estimated. It is doubtful if one pro-

fessional man in a hundred receives §5,000 a year from his pro-

fession. The families not possessing §50,000, but receiving an

aggregate income of §5,000, are, in the main, families iiossessing

upwards of §25,000 worth of property. See the Forum articles of

Dr. Carroll and Dr. Shrady, previously referred to. Only about

one minister in a hundred receives as much as §3,000. Dr.

Shrady's estimate that five hundred physicians in New York

City receive upwards of §5,(X)0 does not imply that the number
for the entire country would reacli live thousand.
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eiglit hundred doUai-s a year, and not infre([ucntly

they receive above three thousand. The average

must certainly he phieed as high as twelve hun-

dred dollai-s.

The incoincs less than twelve hundred dollai-s

arc chiefly, hut not entirely, from labor. The
amount of pro[)erty lu'longing to the

poorer seven-eighths of our people, as ^«
,

T
• 1 -ll-

Smaller
we have seen, may ivacli nine billions

; incomes,

hut the aggregate of household goods

will exceed one billion. The labor incomes will

generally range from two hundred dollars a fam-

ily, on the Southern farms, to a thousand dollars

among the most skilled workmen in the Northern

cities. The most poorl}' paid classes, however, are

by far the largest ; and the average family income

from labor should not be put higher than 8500

in the towns and 8o00 in the rural districts. As
three-fifths of the families live in the rural districts ^

the averaofe would be 8^80 for all. The table

showing the distribution of the national income

from both property^ and labor stands therefore

as follows :
—

1 Oil farms or in villajjcs of loss than ono IhousaTul people.

2 It should perhaps ho reealled at this point that tho private

property in the country, thou>;li similar in amount, is not identi-

cal witli the tan!j;ihle property covered hy the census estimate.

The latter inchnles puhlic property, and property helonsiiiijr to

church and charitahle corixirations, hut does not includo tho

public debt uor tho intangible proi)erty of business firms.
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Income of the United States.

(PKIOR TO TAXATIOK.)

Distribution by Classes.

FAMILY NUMBER OF AVERAGE AGGREGATE
INCOME. FAMILIES. INCOME INCOME

FROM FROM
LABOR. LABOR.

$5,000 and over . . . 200,000 $3,500 $ 700,000,000

5?."J,000 to $1,200 . . . 1,300,000 1,200 1,560,000,000

Under $1,200 . . . . 11,000,000 380 4,200,000,000 1

12,500,000 $6,460,000,000

FAMILY CAPITAL AVERAGE AGGREGATE TOTAL
IXCOME. 1(millions). INCOME INCOME INCOME.

FROM FROM
CAPITAL. CAPITAL.

$5,000 and over, $34,500 7 per cent $2,410,000,0001 $3,110,000,000

$5,000 to $1,200, 19,000 7 per cent 1,330,000,000 2,8i)0,000,000

Under $1,200 . 7,500 8 per cent GOO,000,0(X) 4,800,0<X),0(10

$61,000 $4,340,000,000 $10,800,000,000

If we cany our classification farther, we find

that more tlian five-sixtlis of the income of tlie

wealthiest class is received by the 125,000 richest

families, while less than one-half of the income of

the working-classes is received by the poorest

6,500,000 families.^ In other words, one per cent

of our families receive nearly one-fourth of the

national income, while fifty per cent receive barely

one-fifth.

1 Cliiefly for the sake of round totals, $20,000,000 is added to

the labor incomes of the working-classes, and $5,0(X),000 subtracted

from the income from property of the wealtliiest class.

2 No precise line can be drawn, but there are abundant data to

prove that tlic better-to-do two-fifths of tlie working-classes re-

ceive a larger income than the remaining three-fifths. See the

schedule of weekly wages in the Massachusetts Labor Report of

1889, and the schedule of daily wages in the Missouri Labor

lleport of 1890.
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To sum up the whole situation, therefore, it ap-

peal's that the general distribution of incomes in

the United States is wider and better
Summary

than in most of the countries of western for

Europe. Despite this fact, however, "'g^°"^'*

one-eighth of the families in America

receive more than half of the aggregate income,

and the richest one per cent receives a larger in-

come than the poorest fifty per cent. In fact, this

small class of wealthy property ownere receives

from property alone as large an income as half of

our people receive from property and labor.
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THE DISTRIBUTION OF TAXES.

CHAPTER VII.

NATIONAL TAXATION.— INJUSTICE OF rNDIRECT
TAXES.

The incomes described in the preceding cliapter

were incomes prior to taxation. It remains, there-

fore, to determine what part of tlie income of each

class is taken by the public to defray public ex-

penses.

It is beyond the scope of this essay to discuss

the question how the burdens of taxation should

be distributed. It is, however, within

its province to note how little differ- ^° Accepted

standards
ence there is in essence between tlie oi justice,

principle of the property tax commonly

accepted in this countiy and the i)rinciple of the

income tax as advocated by the more progressive

economists and statesmen of Europe. The doc-

trine that the veiy poorest classes should be de-

prived of needed food and shelter in order to pay
133
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the same percentage of their incomes to the state

as the very rich, has now as little standing before

the intellect of Eurojie as it had before the heart

of this country when the greater justice of the

property tax was recognized. The proportional

income tax as now advocated by most European

thinkers concedes that an "existence minimum"
should be exempted, and only the excess of in-

comes above this minimum be taxed proportion-

ately.^ The principle that permanent incomes

from property should be taxed more heavily than

life annuities, which have but half their selling

value, and much more heavily than labor incomes,

which have no selling value at all, is rapidly being

recognized as self-evident, not only among thinkers,

but among statesmen,— and among statesmen out-

side of democratic Switzerland. It was in recog-

nition of this principle that the Dutch Minister

of Finance, M. Pierson, secured the introduction

of a general property tax in 1891, to supplement

the income tax ; ^ and it was in recognition of this

principle that the Prussian ministry urged the

same measure in 1802. The proportional income

tax thus modified would distribute the burdens of

taxation among the various classes, along almost

the same lines as the equal taxation of property so

long demanded by the general public in America.

1 E.g., Mill, Rau, and Schaefflo.

2 See article by M. Greven in Economic Journal, 1892.
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For example, were a proportional income tax

of this rational sort to be suljstituted for existing

taxes, the publie conscience would not

tolerate the taxation of family incomes
Rationalized

below !r<3o0, and would exempt this income tox
. .

, 1 • p c Essentially a
amount irom the income oi every lam- property Tax.

ily before taxing the balance as heavily

as the largest incomes are taxed. On this basis

the property and taxal)le incomes of the tlu'ee

great chisses would stand as follows :
—
I'FAi CENT

INCOMES TOTAL T.V.XAIil.E OF TOTAL OF TAX.

I"KOri;i£TV.l INCOME.

1

I'ROl'. ISC.

S5,000 aiul over, S;!'.,r)()O,000,(¥)O 8.^,O40,()OC),0O0 55 47

S5,000 to 81,200, 20,50(),(mt,fKX) 2,4:r),000,fK)0 31 38

Below .?1,200 . 9,000,000,000 050,000,000 14 15

Did we further allow for the fact that the in-

comes of the two poorer classes are chiefly from

labor, and therefore should be taxed at a lighter

rate than incomes from property, the assessment

of each class would be almost precisely the same,

no matter which method was used to determine

its tax-paying abilit}-. There is no greater mis-

take than the assumption that the American doc-

trine of the e([ual taxation of property and the

non-taxation of labor rests upon any peculiar

philosophy respecting the obligations of citizens.

1 See talilc on pa.i^o 128. To (•:ipil;il of ouch cl.iss add value of

lionseliold funiituic ; from income of each cla.ss subtract S350 for

each family therein.
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Public conceptions of justice do not rest upon

political philosophies. At the basis of every

system of taxation approved by the public con-

science is the same instinctive conception that

all classes should be taxed in proportion to their

respective abilities. The doctrine so long ac-

cepted in America, that each class should be taxed

in proportion to its property, indicates substan-

tially the same sense of social justice as the new
European doctrine, that each class should be taxed

in proportion to its income over and above an ex-

istence minimum, and the property-owning classes

pay an additional tax on their incomes from prop-

erty. Whatever system of taxation the public

sense of justice may require in the future, that

sense of. justice at present, not only in America,

but among the awakened peoples of Europe,

demands that each class should be taxed sub-

stantially in proportion to its property. To what

extent do our present taxes conform with this

demand ?

In answering this question, the sharpest pos-

sible distinction must be made between national

and local taxation. Our local taxes are almost

wholly direct. The public knows how it is taxed,

and the public sense of justice is kept awake

regarding the distribution of these taxes. Our

national taxes are wholly indirect. Tlie general

public does not see how it is taxed ; and the whole
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subject is thus tiikcn out of the control of the

public conscience, and jjlaced under the control of

powerful private interests.

Our system of national taxation was copied

directly from that in vogue in Eur()j)e at the

time of the formation of our govcrn-^ The Growth
ment, and is now oidy less burdensome oj our

than the European systems because National
'^ ' Tax System.

fewer oi our public expenses are borne

by the national government. Our school system

is entirely sup[)ortcd by local Uixes ; our police

system is entirely supported by local tiixes ; and

even our military expenditures, including tlie enor-

mous pension appropriations, are relatively less

than the military expenditures in Europe. But if

the amount of national taxation is less, the system

by whicli it is raised is woi'se.

In the beginning it was not so. Public sen-

timent in this country against indirect taxation,

and in favor of unrestricted commerce, was far in

advance of public sentiment in pAirope. Frank-

lin and JefTei"son and Madison would gladly have

negotiated a reciprocity treaty with England, but

Pitt found that he could not persuade the Eng-

lish Parliament to ratify such a treaty. When
the Constitution was adopted containing the

clause requiring " direct taxes " to be apportioned

among the States according to their represen-

tation, it was not understood to preclude the
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levying of such taxes. Not only was a direct tax

aj^portioned in 1798,^ but tliis tax, in one of its

schedules, was made as sharply progressive as the

great body of anti-monopolists would now demand.

The dwelling-houses 2 of the entire country were

divided into ten classes ; those worth under ^100

were exempt from taxation ; those worth between

that sum and $500 were taxed one-fifth of one

per cent ; and those worth higher sums were taxed

at rates gradually rising to one per cent where the

dwelling was worth $30,000. Even at this time,

however, the value of property in the several

States did not correspond with the voting pop-

ulation ; and the portion of the direct tax not col-

lected from dwellings had to be levied at different

rates in different States. When a direct tax was

apportioned in 1813, these inequalities had be-

come more marked. In Connecticut and Rhode

Island, for example, the amount of property for

each family had become almost twice as great as

in Vermont and New Hampshire ;
^ while in ]Mass-

achusetts, where the tax was apportioned among

the counties according to population, the rate Avas

more than twice as heavy in some counties as in

1 Act of July 14.

2 Including lots not exceeding two acres.

8 In New Hampshire the value of real estate had risen from

S132 per capita in 1798 to $165 in 1813 ; in Connecticut it had risen

from SIM to ^326.
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others.^ The toleration of such inequalities was,

of coui'se, impossible ; and the apportionment of

direct taxes was abandoned with practically univer-

sal consent. Down to the time of the Civil War,

however, our system of national taxation com-

pared favorably with that of any country in Eu-

rope, as regarcLs the method of its levies lus well as

their amount. With the war, however, the situa-

tion changed. The thought of this nation became

absorbed with other questions, at the time that the

European nations began to reform their systems

of taxation. Democratic Switzerland, which had

never completely lost the medi;eval system of tax-

ing property, took the lead in the revolt against

indirect taxation, reducing it to an insignificant

role, and practically displacing it with propor-

tional and even progressive taxes upon property

and incomes. England has not gone so far in

this democratic direction ; but her income tax,

which was introduced as a temporary expedient on

the repeal of the corn-laws, has now become a

permanent part of tlie national budget, yielding

$80,000,000 a year, while the progressive inheri-

tance tax yields 870,000,000 more. Germany has

followed in England's footsteps; and Prussia now
collects 820,000,000 a year from a progressive

income tax, besides levying a small tax on inheri-

1 Soaniuii's " Proj^ress of Nations," (>0."). Pitkin's "Statistical

View of tho Commerce of the U. S. of A.," p. 3'Ji).
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tances. Even in France, where the income tax

is only now being estabhshed, the taxation of in-

heritances places an annual burden of f40,000,000

upon the property owners.^ In fact, inheritance

taxes have almost reached into Africa, Spain levy-

ing such a tax. In our nation alone do the na-

tional taxes remain exclusively upon consumption,

and thus burden the poorer classes out of all pro-

portion to their abilities to pay.

The manner in which indirect taxation inevi-

tably overburdens the poorer classes has been the

theme of too many essays to require treatment in

a statistical chapter ^ on the present distribution

of taxes. It only remains, therefore, to state very

briefly the chief sources of national revenue, and

the probable proportion of each important tax that

falls upon each of the three great classes of incomes.

Our national revenues have for several years

aggregated a little less than four hundred million

dollars.^ All but twenty millions of this sum is

raised by customs and internal revenue duties,^

1 " The Inheritance Tax," by M. West, p. 20. The tax on suc-

cessions in 1892 was 209,859,500 francs; the tax on gifts, 22,551,500

francs more. Tlie figures for Germany are for the fiscal year

1892-1893. Those for England are for the fiscal year ending

with March, 1896.

2 The writer had occasion to discuss this subject in a paper

on The Taxation of Labor, in the Political Science Quarterly,

September, 1886.

8 In 18<tO tlie figure was .$403,000,000.

< Tlie receipts from customs are now but little in excess of the

receipts from internal revenue. Were the customs duties on
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and nearly three-quartcra of it from t<axes resting

upon liquor, tobacco, sugar, and clothing. The

distribution of these taxes is fairly typical of the

distribution of all.

The tax upon li(juor is practically the same per

gallon upon the consumption of all classes. It

is absolutely the same so far as the

internal revenue duties are concerned, incidence

and the i)ubhc revenue from tlie more on Liquor,

heavily taxed imported liciuore is a mere

bagatelle. The quantity of li(|uor consumed by

the ordinary family Avith tjr),000 a 3ear and n^)-

wards is certainly not more than doul)le that con-

sumed by a family of the well-to-do class, or more

than quadruple that consumed by a family with

less than $1,200 a year. But assiuuing that the

wealthiest class consumes all of the imported wines,

and this disproportionate share of the remaining

liquoi-s in addition, it still pays but one-twelfth of

the aggregate tax, while the well-to-do class pays

a sixth, and the remaining class three-quartei-s.

The tax upon tobacco is relatively a more seri-

ous item to families with large incomes.

It is true that the internal revenue incidence

, . ... ,
of the Tax

duties are m the mam so much per on Tobacco.

pound on the quantity consumed, but

the government receipts from imported tobacco

liquor and tobacco classed with tho iutenial revenue duties there-

on, the aggregate would be more than one-half the total revenue.
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constitute about one-fourth of its revenue from

this source. The tax on imported tobacco falls

almost exclusively on the wealthy and well-to-do

classes. Assuming that the wealthier families pay

three times as much for tobacco as the well-to-do,

and that the two classes consume all the imported

tobacco, and their per capita share of the domestic

product, the wealthiest class still pays but one-

tenth of the total tax, the well-to-do class but one-

quarter, and the remaining class two-thirds.

The tax upon sugar is little better than a per

capita tax upon all classes. The tax upon cloth-

ing, however, from one point of view,
Incidence

of the Taxes falls uiorc licavily upon the wealthier
on Sugar and classcs tliau auv other of these indirect

Clothing.
"^

taxes. Making all allowance for cloth-

ing purchased abroad by the wealthier classes, it

remains possible that a family with over $5,000 a

year usually pays as much for cloth as three fam-

ilies of the well-to-do class, or twelve families

with less than 81,200 a year. Upon this basis

the wealthy class would pay one-eighth of this

tax, the well-to-do class over one-quarter, and the

remaining class three-fifths. From another point

of view, the wealthy class, or rather a part of it,

is really enriched instead of burdened by the

taxes on sugar and clothing, both of which are

framed so as to increase the revenues of American

manufacturers.
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This phase of the question, Ijowever, may Ik;

ignored.^ Wlien we consider only the revenues

actually received by the government the
1 • • • 1 , 1 -1 • 1

ConcluBlon.
conclusion inevitably reached is that

the wealthy class pays less tiian one-tenth of the

indirect taxes, the well-to-do class less than one-

quarter, and the relatively poorer classes more

than two-thirds. The table summing up the in-

cidence of these taxes in 1890 would stiind as

follows :
—

CLASS OF TOTAL TOTAL NATIONAL TAXATION TO
INCOMKS. INCOMK. PUorKKTV. TAXKS. Income. Property.

S S 8
85,000 and)q^ 35,500,000,000 35,000,000 .01 .001
over . . )

*^'^'*^*"
[ 2,890,000,000 21,500,000,000 85,000,000 .03 .001

?f 1,-00 . )

Under
U,800,000,000 9,000,000,000 200,000,000 .05 .028

81,200 . j

...
. .

In the domain of direct taxation such injustice

would not be tolerated one month ; but in the

domain of indirect tiixation, it is endured year

after year.

The situation, as presented above, has not been

1 Tlie writer is convinced that the amount of the taxes paid

by one class to another is commonly exasruerated hy those who
appreciate the iniquity of not only exempting certain industries

from taxation, but making them the recipients of taxes paid by

others. The gains of the tax-receivers are much le.ss than the

losses of the tax-payers. After the English tisli bounty had re-

sulted in the fitting out of vessels, not to catch tish, but to " catch

bounties," exceptional profits were at au cud. Most bounty

systems end in this way.
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materially changed by the passage of the Wilson

Bill. The only important feature of that measure

which ran the gantlet of the Senate and
Recent TariH

^j^^ courts, was the abolition of the one
Changes.

protective tax ^ whose proceeds went

to members of the middle class. The one fea-

ture of the bill that struck at the roots of existing

iniquities has been overthrown by the Supreme

Court. Reversing its earlier unanimous decisions,

that body has declared that the clause in the Con-

stitution relating to " direct taxes " meant to the

Constitutional convention what such a clause

would mean to-day. Under this decision our

system of national taxation remains in propor-

tion to its weight the most unjust to poorer

classes of any now tolerated in a popularly gov-

erned country. There was, however, one redeem-

ing feature to this decision ; and that was the

manner in which the court finally took the ex-

treme ground that no national taxes resting upon

property could be imposed under the present Con-

stitution, unless they were so apportioned tluit

property in the poorest States should be taxed

four times as heavily as property in the richest.^

Without this final decision an unsatisfactory in-

come tax would, in any emergency, have been pos-

1 The duty on raw wool.
I'OVITLATION. VALUE OV KEAL ESTATE,

» Connecticut 745,000 ?543,000,000

South Carolina . . . 1,147,000 170,000,000
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sible without amending the Constitution, With it,

all who believe that the nation sliould have com-

mand of its resourees, and all who ])elieve that

taxation should be controlled by the public sense

of justice, are bound to support an amendment to

the Constitution, which shall make possible a

system of tjixation thoroughly in conformity with

the present needs of the nation.
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CHAPTER VIII.

LOCAL TAXATION.— JUSTICE OP THE PROPERTY
TAX.

TuEismsTG from the national government to the

State and local governments, we enter the field

where the burdens of taxation are more
Democracy

in
fairly distributed than in any other

Taxation, couutry in the world, Switzerland not

excepted. Local taxation in America

is direct, and had been for two generations when
Thierre complacently declared that indirect taxa-

tion was the " system of the most advanced na-

tions, while direct taxation belonged to barbarous

peoples." From the time the New England

system became the American system, the dis-

cussion of local taxation has been almost uninter-

rupted among the mass of the people ; and the

theory of the general property tax lias become so

thoroughly imbedded in the public consciousness,

that violations of it are everywhere felt to be an

abuse demanding a remedy. There have, indeed,

been times when the corporations have succeeded

in evading the laws, until the whole system

seemed imperilled. But except in a few com-

monwealths, the unanimous protests of the middle
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classes have everywhere forced tlie legislatures to

frame new laws, giving greater practical effect to

the principle that all property should be taxed

alike.

The opinion so commonly expressed in some of

our Eastern cities, that personal property more and

more hugely escapes taxation witli each

succeeding year, is unwarranted. I am criucisma

of the

aware that this opinion has been ex- property Tax.

pressed as late as 1891 l)y so broad a

scholar as Professor Seligman ;
^ but his argument

does not sustain his position. '» The Tenth Cen-

sus," he urges, "asserts that from 18G0 to 1880 the

assessed valuation of real estate increased from

i?G,973,00G,000 to ;i^l3,036,707,000, while that of

pei-sonal property decreased from 85,111,554,000

to 83,800,227,000." Upon the face of it, this

evidence looks conclusive; but in 1800 three-

fifths of the pei-sonal property was in the slave

St;ites, and consisted chiefly of slaves. "In

California," his argument goes on, " pereonal

property was assessed in 1872 at 8220,000,000; in

1880 at 8174,000,000 ; in 1887 at 8104,000,000 ;

a net decrease in fifteen yeai-s of 850,000,000.

Real estate increased in the same period from

8417,000,000 to 8791,000,000." Again the evi-

deuce looks convincing merely upon its surface.

1 Essay on Tho General Property Law, Maich, 1S91, roUticoh

l^cience Qiiartcrh/.
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The assessment of personalty in California in the

early seventies ran as follows :
—

1871 $ 86,000,000

1872 220,000,000

1873 118,000,000

It was only by taking unconsciously the year

1872, in which a systematic attempt was made

to tax mortgages as personalty, that Professor

Seligman's generalization even seemed to be sus-

tained. This taxation of mortgages Avas that

year overthrown by the State Supreme Court, on

the ground that to tax both the mortgage and

the property mortgaged violated the clause of the

Constitution requiring the equal taxation of prop-

erty. In 1879 the people of the State adopted a

new constitution, which carried out logically the

principle of the property tax by taxing mortgages

as a part interest in the real estate mortgaged.

In 1887, under this provision, over a hundred mil-

lion dollars worth of mortgages were taxed as real

estate, and the $164,000,000 of personalty taxed as

such by local assessors was additional thereto. So

also were the $47,000,000 of railroad property as-

sessed by the State Board. The aggregate amount

of personalty taxed in 1887 was far greater than

in 1872, anomalous as that year's assessment was.^

1 The amount of personalty taxed in the Northern States in

1890 was nearly twice as great as in 1880 or 1870, nearly three

times as great as in LStX), anil over six times as great as in 1850.

The ratio of taxed realty to taxed personalty was the same in

1890 as in 1850.
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The chief ground for most of the sweeping

assertions made Ly scholarly writers concerning

the exemption of personal property, lies

in a totally mistaken notion concern- „
'"'°

,

•^ Proportion

ing the extent of such property. It of Personal

is observed everywhere that when the
°^eax.

commonwealth wai> a mere territory,

the amount of pei-sonalty nearly equalled the

amount of real cstiite ;
^ and it is assumed that

the proportion of p(>i-sonalty ought to increase

when the State becomes settled. It is forgotten

that in a newly settled territory unimproved land

is worth practically nothing. The wealth of the

farmer in the firet instance consists chiefly in the

stock he brings upon the laud. His real estate is

relatively unimportant. As time goes on, and

improvements, public and private, are made, his

real estate rises in value and his j)ei"sonalty be-

comes relatively unimportant. At present the

tiingible personal property in the country, includ-

ing the entire value of railroads and

mines, is estimated by the census at "^^ Relative

Proportions

825,000,000,000; the real estate at Taxed.

840,000,000,000. These figures indi-

cate roughly the proportions in which personalty

and realty should be taxed.

1 In Montana ttvilay tlie anionnt of personalty fully equals the

amount of real estate. Tlie auditor's and ticasurer'.s report of

1891 retunis realty at j:(;;t,(HK),0(K), and personalty at §72,000,000.
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The proportions in which they are taxed is

approximately shown by the following table :
^—

GEOGRAPHICAL DIVISIONS. KEALTY. TEltSOXALTV.

New England
Middle

Southern

Western

3 2,593,000,000

6,071,000,000

3,199,000,000

7,093,000,000

31,266,000,000

1,334,000,0(X)-!

1,556,000,000

2,663,000,000

Total §18,956,000,000 36,819,000,000

During the last decade the amount of per-

sonalty taxed has increased much more rapidly

than the amount of real estate. Personal property

now pays two-thirds of its proportion of the local

taxes outside of two commonwealths. The con-

trast between these and the rest of the country is

as follows :
—

1 The figures are those of the census, except in a few States

where these did not include corporate property assessed by State

Boards. The additions made on this account were as follows:

Massachusetts, 3213,000,000; Connecticut, 377,000,000; and Loui-

siana, 313,000,000. According to the Report of the Massachusetts

Tax Commissioners for tlie year 1891, nearly 3i00,000,(KX) more

might be added to the amount of taxed personalty in that com-

monwealth; but the Commissioners' figures include savings-bank

deposits and other property taxed at much less than the local rate

on realty.

2 The proportion of taxation borne by personalty in two of the

Middle States— New Jersey and Pennsylvania— is even less than

the census figures indicate, since personalty taxed at a light rate

is included in the returns. In Delaware and New York the

exemption of personalty is soinewliat less marked than would

appear. Nevertheless, these two States, in the order named, are

altogether pre-eminent for the injustice of their local tax systems

toward the owners of real estate.
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UKAI.TY. I'KRflONALTT. PEtt CENT.

New York ... 8 .3,404,000,000 8 :582,()0O,O0O 11

Pennsylvania . . 2,or_',00(),000 (il8,0<K),flOO 30

Other States. . . 13,510,000,000 6,819,000,000 43

Unfortunately it is the New York figures that

have been continually paraded before the world.

Regarding Pennsylvania, it should be said tliut

this commonwealth has never yet completely

adopted the genei'al property tax theory, though

it has moved steadily in that direction. During

the last few yeai-s, especially, has pcreonal prop-

erty been made to bear more nearly its just share

of fixation. The gross failure of New York to

conform with the obvious demands of justice is

due to the influence of New York City, whose

middle classes are weak, and whose immigrant

poor are indifferent to questions of taxation, local

as well as national.

Serious efforts to tax personal property fail

only where they ought to fail, — only A\hcre the

principle of equal taxation is abandoned,
"Where the

and the attempt made to tax personalty Taxation of

twice. To tax both the mortf?afre and Pe"°°'^'y

the property mortgaged, both the cor-

poration and the stockholder, both the property

within the taxing district belonging to pereons

outside of it and the property outside the taxing

district belonging to pei-sons within it, is double

taxation. If accomplished, it would violate the
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fundamental principle of the property tax. Mort-

gages are simply certificates of part ownership

in the property mortgaged. Where the principle

of the property tax is applied, as by the English

income-tax law,^ and by the measures the farmers

are urging American legislatures to accept, the

owner of the mortgage pays his proportionate

share of the tax on the property .^ Shares in cor-

porations are simply certificates of part ownership

in the property of the corporations. Where the

principle of the property tax is applied, the cor-

poration is taxed upon its property in the same

way and at the same rate as an individual. Per-

sonal property lying in one taxing district, but

owned in another, should be taxed once, and

once only. Where the principle of the property

tax is applied, it is taxed like real estate where

1 See Dowell's " History of Taxation and Taxes in England,"

vol. iii., pp. 114, 115.

2 This principle should be applied to railroad mortgages as

well as those resting upon individual real estate. Only in tliis

way can bondholders— especially foreign bondholders— be made
to bear their share of local taxation. The taxation of mortgages,

though the same thing in reality as tlie taxation of bonds, is not

surrounded by the same legal difficulties. The mortgage has a

situs in the State where it is recorded. The decision of a bare

majority of the Federal Supreme Court, that a State could not tax

foreign-lield bonds in its corporations (R. R. v. Pa., 15 Wall. 323),

rested on the legal fiction respecting the situs of a bond. Where
the law makes the mortgage a part interest in the estate mort-

gaged, the foreign owner may be taxed. See the unanimous

decision of the Supreme Court of Oregon in Mumford v. Sewall,

11 Oregon, C7, 72.
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it is located, without reference to the residence

of its owner.

As time goes on, the equal taxation of personal

property steadily l)ecomes easier. As firms change

into corporations, the value of their
.

The Taxation
property becomes ascertainable to a de- of personalty

gree never reached by real estate. Fif- Bec"™'"*
'^ '' Easier.

teen yeai-s ago the woi-st abuse in the

local tax system in this country was the systematic

exemption of railroad property. But the common-

wealths which have set to work to tax railroads

as they tax real estate, have found railroad pro[>-

crty b}^ far the easier to value. Connecticut, for

example, has now for yeai-s assessed its railroads at

the value of their stocks and bonds,— taking the

proportion thereof fixed by Connecticut mileage

in the case of intei"state roads. The stocks and

the bonds obviously represent the whole property,

and their value can be found from the news-

papei-s. In Indiana, where a similar system has

been in force since 1801, 6,202 miles of rail-

roads of very ordinary value are now taxed upon

8157,000,000, or sOfj.OOO a mile. The railroads

are assessed at as high a rate as the farms and

homes. The same system is being applied to

other corporations ; through it, and through it

alone, can all corporations doing an intei'state

business be justly taxed. No State has the riglit

or the power to tax such corporations upon the
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whole of their property. But every State has the

right and the power to tax them upon the pro-

portion of their total property corresponding with

their business within the State.^

This discussion of local taxation in the United

States has seemed necessary because of the wide-

spread opinion that nearly all local taxes in

America fall upon real estate, and thus greatly

overburden the poorer classes of property owners.

It is true that over one-third of the personal prop-

erty still escapes taxation. Nevertheless, the rapid

abandonment, during the past decade, of the legal

fiction respecting the situs of personalty, and the

wider application of the principle that all property

should be taxed at the same rate, and at the place

where it produces its revenue, have made this abuse

much less flagrant than formerly. The personal

property that escapes taxation is indeed pre-emi-

nently the property of the rich; the homes and

1 In order to be just, such taxes should be upon the capital, or

capitalized net earnings of the corporations, and not on the gross

receipts; for it is only tlie tax on capital that cannot be sliifted

in some degree upon the public For the incidence of various

taxes the reader is cordially recommended to consult Professor

Seligman's admirable essay on the Incidence of Taxation. Pro-

fessor Seligman criticises the generalization that the taxation of

property is the taxation of tlie property owners; hut he himself

holds that the tax upon land cannot bo shifted from the land-

owner, that the tax upon net earnings cannot be shifted from tlie

Stockholders in corporations, and that the taxes ou other proi)-

erty cannot be shifted in case they are general.
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farms ^ wliich are ovorhnrdencd are pre-eminently

the property of tlie smaller holders. Nevertheless,

the line between the classes as to the form of pro{)-

erty owned is not a sharp one, and the average

rate of taxation on the property of the rich is but

little greater than the average rate paid by the

relatively poor.^

The percentage of the property tiix that is

shifted upon the shoulders of the propertyless

is relatively small. It is, of coui-se, greatest in

1 The writer knows no better example of tho comnion-senso

of American farmers respecting their own interest, ami tho folly

of city experts who think them fools, than the way in which tho

former have clunj; to tho taxation of personal property. Ono of

the most hrilliant attorneys in New York, Mr. Thomas G. Shear-

man, has written at length to show that everywhere it is tho

farmers who pay the bulk of tho taxes on personal property. But
everywhere he loses sight of the fact that the personal property

returned in the rural counties is almost exclusively returned in

the towns and villages of those counties. In Ohio, where he finds

several illustrations, tho value of farm-land equals that of urban

realty, yet tho aggregate value of farmers' personalty— includ-

ing as such all the live stock, and all tho carriages, wagons,

watches, and pianos in tho State— is but S'-*t\000,00(>, while tho

value of merchants' and manufacturers' stock, money, credits,

etc., is Sl.'-j;5,000,000, and that of banks, railroads, etc., another

SliSL',000,()(X). These are about tho proportions in most States

with fairly g<x>d tax systems, and tho farmers know it without

statistics.

2 Even tho taxation of mortgaged jirojierty entirely to tho

mortgagor does not result in tho exemption of tho richer class.

Tho mortgagor pays less for tho possession of the property, bocau.so

he pays tho tax. However, California's experience in taxing

mortgages to the real owners, and New England's experience in

taxing savings-banks and public bonds, entirely run counter to tho

claim of the creditors that tho direct taxation of their loans

increases tho rato of interest to the full amount of the tax.
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the large cities, where personal property in the

largest measure escapes taxation, and property

owners refuse to erect new buildings
Theshutins ^^^^i ^j^Q rentals will yield them as
ol Evaded

,

"^

Taxes. much as tax-free investments. But the

field of tax-free investments has become

a limited and overcrowded one. In only a small

degree, therefore, does the exceptionally heavy

taxation of real estate direct inve^ments to other

channels. Even in this degree it is the rental

of buildings alone that is affected. The excep-

tionally heavy taxation of land does not lessen

the supply of land, nor increase its rental ; and

in the largest cities the value of the land, even in

the tenement-house districts, approximately equals

the value of the buildings .^

Were it not for the poll-taxes and the license-

taxes still employed by local governments, it

would be difficult to defend the proposition that

the small property owners pay a much heavier

percentage on their property than the larger. The

property tax averages about three-fourths of one

per cent upon the actual value of all property ; and

it is doubtful if it falls below three-fifths of one

per cent for the wealthiest class, or rises as high

as one per cent for the great body of the people.

However, about »|50,000,000 a year is collected

from poll-taxes, liquor licenses, etc. ; and three-

1 See Boston Assessors' Report for the year 18M, x'-
33.
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quarters of these taxes fall upon the relatively

poorer classes. The final table for the distribu-

tion of local taxation would therefore stand a]^>-

proximately as follows :
—

Distribution of Local Taxation.

CLASS OK NO. OK TOTAL TOTAL LOCAL
INCO.MES. FAMILIES. I'ROP. IXC. TA.XES.

(Millloii8.)(Mllllon8.) (Millions.)

?rj,000 and over, 200,000 $;r>,r>00 $ 3,110 5?220

^5,000 to ,<? 1,200, 1,.'?00,000 20,500 2,81)0 170

Under $1,200 . 11,000,000 9,000 4,800 VIT,

12,500,000 865,000 $10,800 §5151

In other words, our system of local taxation is

the most just in the world to the poorer classes.

In proportion to incomes, the taxation
.

Summary.
IS progressive, rrom the incomes less

than $1,200, less than three per cent is taken

;

from the incomes above $^5,000, seven per cent is

taken. Nevertheless, even those relatively hu-

mane burdens rest twice as heavily upon the prop-

erty of the poorer classes as upon the property

of the rich. When these local taxes are joined

with the national, the aggregate tax is one-twelfth

of tlie income of every class. There is no exem2>

tion of wages. Thejwealthiest classis taxed less

than one per cent on its property, while the mass

1 EXTRA C?:XSrS BULLKTIN KO. 70.

Taxes on property, inoluding corporatious . §405,000,000

Licenses, poll-taxes, etc. (about) 50.000,000

$515,000,000
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ofjttLe.pecple are taxed more than four^er^cent

oil theii'S. In this way the separation of classes is

accelerated by the hand of the state.

The investigation of the present distribution

of wealth is now complete. "We found in the

English retrospect that the concentra-
Conclusion.

tion of wealth has been gomg on rapidly

despite the reforms of the present century. In

our own country the Civil War overthrew the

once dominant cause of the separation of classes,

but called into activity new forces working to the

same end. The dominant forces to-day are all

working toward the concentration of wealth in

the cities, and the impoverishment of the country

districts. In the cities these forces are working

toward a yet narrower concentration. The wealth

of the cities is as much more concentrated as it

is greater than the wealth of the rural districts.

Taking city and country together, we found that

the great body of small property owners now hold

barely one-eighth of the national Avealth ; and that

one family out of every one hundred owns as

much as all the remainder. Turning to the in-

comes of families, we found that in this country,

as well as in Europe, two-fifths of the product of

industry goes as the share of capital, quite apart

from the earnings of tlie capitalist classes from

personal exertions. One-tenth of the families

have the same aggregate income as the remaining
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iiine-tentlis, while the one per cent at the top liavo

us inueli as the fifty per cent at the bottom. Turn-

ing finally to the licld of taxation, we found that

the public is taking lus large a percenttige from the

incomes insnflicient for healthful and decent living

as from the incomes morally perilous to their pos-

sessora, and is ])[acing upontlie property of those

struggling for an independence bui'dens fourfold

heavier than n^ion the property of those already

rich. Such a review cannot be concluded with

the mere recommendation that taxation shall 1)0

changed so as to rest equally upon the property

of the rich and poor. The equal taxation of

property Avill not restore substantial equality of

opportunities. It will not even stop the separa-

tion of classes now going on. To accomplish

these ends will require radical measures along

many lines. For the moment, the reform of the

currency and the control of the railroads seem

destined to have the iii'st place in the hearts and

consciences of those who desire a better social

condition. But when these reforms are accom-

plished, and the nation sees that the gulf between

the classes is still widening, and that the in-

comes from great properties, instead of })romotr

ing energy and thrift, are promoting idleness and

waste, there is bound to be a further change in

the canons of taxation. In Europe during the

present generation we have witnessed the de-
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mand of liberals for a proportional income tax

change into a demand for a progressive income

tax. In this country during the coming gene-

ration we are likely to see the public demand for

the proportional property tax change into an

equally vehement demand for a progressive prop-

erty tax. The great principles of taxation will

not be changed. Taxation will still be distrib-

uted according to the ability of each class to

bear, according to the public sense of social jus-

tice, according to the obvious demands of the

public welfare. But the public will recognize

that the ability to pay taxes increases faster than

the private fortune; the public will feel that the

sacrifice becomes less as the size of the fortune

grows greater ; and the public will know that the

well-being of the nation will be increased by a

distribution of public burdens, which will enable

the small property owners to gain a competency,

even if it seriously reduces the incomes in excess

of the demands of comfort or culture or character.

The public welfare is the supreme law, and the

heart and conscience of the nation are bound to

give effect to measures which shall make the

wealth of the nation synonymous with the national

well-being.
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Distribution of Incomes in England and Wales. 1688.

From " Tlie Political Conclusions of Grctjory King."
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Table 1.— Retxims in New Domesday Book for the Holdings
of Real Estate both in Town and Country in England and
Wales in 1874-1875. London is not included.

SIZE OF HOLDINGS.
NO. OF
OWNEIIS.

ACREAGE
OF LANDS.

GROSS
EST. RENTAL.

Less than 1 acre .... 703,289 151,171 £29,127,679

Ijetweeu

1 and 10 acres . 121,983 478,(i79 6,438,324

10 and 50 acres , 72,640 1,750,079 6,509,289

50 and 100 acres . 25,839 1,791,605 4,302,002

100 and 500 acres . 32,317 6,827,346 13,680,759

500 and 1,000 acres . 4,799 3,317,678 6,427,552

1,000 and 2,000 acres . 2,719 3,799,307 7,914,371

2,000 and 5,000 acres . 1,815 5,529,190 9,579,311

5,000 and 10,000 acres . 581 3,974,724 5,522,610

10,000 and 20,000 acres . 223 3,098,674 4,337,023

20,000 and 50,000 acres . m 1,917,076 2,331, .302

50,000 and 100,000 acres . 3 194,938 188,746

100,000 acres and upwards . 1 181,616 161,874

No areas 6,448 2,831,452

No rentals 113 1,423

Table 2.— Analysis of the above returns in John Bateman's
" Great Landowners of Great Britain and Ireland." .

400 Peers and Peeresses Acres, 5,728,979

1,288 Great Landowners (minimum estate 3,000 acres,

or £3,000) 8,497,699

2,529 Squires (1,000 acres and upwards to £3,000 rental), 4,319,271

9,585 Greater Yeomen (.'lOO acres to 1 ,OCX) acres) . . .

24,412 Lesser Yeomen (100 acres to 300 acres) ....
217,049 Small Projjrietors (1 acre to 100 acres) ....
703,289 Cottagers (less than 1 acre)

14,459 Public Bodies —
The Crown-barracks, convict prisons, lijjht-

liouses, etc

Religious, educational, j)liilaiitliropic, etc. . .

Commercial and miscellaneous 330,466

Waste ],524,()24

4,782,627

4,144,272

3,9;U,806

151,148

165,427

947,655

973,011 owners. Acres, 34,523,974
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Mk. Giffen's Auoxtmknt, Journal Statistical

SociKTv, 1883.

TiiK first evidence I refer to is that of the probate

duty returns. Througli the kindness of the Commis-

sioners of Inhind llevenue, I am able to put before

you a statement of tlie number of probates granted

in 1881, and of tlie amounts of property " proved,"

with wliieli we will compare similar ligures published

by ]Mr. Porter in his " I'rogress of the Nation " for

1838. . . .

Statement of Number of Probates granted in 1882, with Amounts
of Propci'ty proved, and Average per Probate [from figures

supplied by the Commissioners of Inland Eevenue] ; and Com-
parison vi^ith a Similar Statement for 1838. [From Torter'a

"Progi-oss of the Nation," p. OiKJ. d .vc'/.]
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In spite of the enormous increase of property pass-

ing at deatli, amounting to over 150 per cent, which,

is more than the increase in the income-tax income,

the amount of property per estate has not sensibly

increased. The increase of the number of estates

is more than double, and greater, therefore, than

the increase of population ; but the increase of cap-

ital per head of the capitalist classes is in England

only 19 per cent, and in the United Kingdom only

15 per cent. Curiously enough, I may state, it is

hardly correct to speak of the capitalist classes as

holding this property, as the figures include a small

per cent of insolvent estates ; but allowing all the

property to belong to the capitalist classes, still we
have the fact that these classes are themselves in-

creasing. They may be only a minority of the nation,

though I think a considerable minority, as 55,000

estates passing in a year represent from 1,500,000

to 2,000,000 persons as possessing property subject

to probate duty; and these figures, it must be remem-

bered, do not include real property at all. Still, small

or large as the minority may be, the fact we have

before us is that in the last fifty years it has been

an increasing minority, and a minority increasing at

a greater rate than the increase of general population.

Wealth, to a certain extent, is more diffused than it

was.

If I had been able to obtain more details, it would

have been possible to specify the different sizes of

estates, and the different percentages of increase,

from which it would not only have appeared whether
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the owners of personal property were increasing in

number, but whether the very rich were atlding to

their wealth more than the moderately rich, or vice

versa. But it is something to know, at least, that

there are more owners. I trust the Commissioners

of Inland Kevenuo will sec their way in their next

report to give more detail on this very interesting

point.'' . . .

The next piece of statistics I have to refer to is

the number of separate assessments in that part of

Schedule 1) known as Part I., viz., Trades and Pro-

fessions, wliich excludes piiblic companies and their

sources of income, where tliere is no reason to believe

that the number of separate assessments corresponds

in any way to the number of individual incomes.

Even in Part I. tliore can be no exact correspondence,

as partnerships make only one return ; but, in compar-

ing distant periods, it seems not unfair to assume

that the increase or decrease of assessments would

correspond to the increase or decrease of individual

incomes. Tliis must be tlie case, unless we assume

that in the interval material dilfercnces were likely

to arise from the chantjjes in the number of partner-

ships to which individuals belonged, or from part-

nerships as a rule comprising a greater or less

number of individuals. Using the figures with all

1 It appears that tho increase in the nuinher of prohates for less

than £1,000 is from 1S.4<K) to 41,278. or .iboiit 1'20 percent, the

average vahie per probate heinj; much the same; wliile tlio in-

crease of tlie number of probates for more th.m £1,0<.X) is from

6,878 to l'_',()2fl, or over Mt per cent, and the average value per

probate has increased from ;t;7,loO to £9,'J0(J.
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these qualifications, we get the following compari-

sons :
—

Number of persons at different amounts of income charged

under Schedule D in 1843 and 1879-1880 compared [in

England]. 1

j

1843. 1.S79-1S80.

£ 150 and under £ 200 .

200 and under 300 .

300 and under 400 .

400 and under 500 .

500 and under GOO .

GOO and under 700 ,

700 and under 800 .

800 and under 900 .

900 and under 1,000 .

1,000 and under 2,000 .

2,000 and under 3,000 .

3,000 and under 4,000 ,

4,000 and under 5,000 .

5,000 and under 10,000 .

10,000 and under 50,000 .

50,000 and upwards . . .

39,3(J6

28,370

13,429

6,781

4,780

2,G72

1,874

1,442

894

4,228

1,235

52(5

339

493

200

8

130,101

88,445

39,890

10,501

11,317

G,894

4,054

3,595

1,3!X)

10,352

3,131

1,430

758

1,439

785

G8

TOTAD 1 0(5,037 ;i20,lG2

1 The figures for 1843 cannot be given for either Scotland or Irolaud.

Here the increase in all classes, from the lowest to

the highest, is between two and three times, or rather

more than three times, with the exception of the

highest class of all, where the numbers, however, are

quite inconsiderable ; again a proof, I think, of the

greater diffusion of wealth, so far as the assessment

of income to income tax under Schedule 1) may be

taken as a sign of the person assessed having wealth

of some kind, which I fear is not always the case.
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If the owners of tliis income, at least of the smaller

incomes, are to be considered as not among the capi-

talists, but among the working classes,— a very ar-

guable proposition,— then the increase of the number

of incomes froni £150 up to, say, £1,000 a year, is a

sign of the increased earnings of the working classes,

which are not usually thought of l)y that name. The
increase, in this instance, is out of all proportion to

the increase of population.
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The MiniTTmm Debt of the United States, 1890.

Estimate of Mr. George K. Holmes, the head of

the Bureau of Mortgages, Political Science Quarterly,

1893:—
Railroad companies (funded debt) $4,631,473,184

Street railway companies (funded debt) .... 151,872,289

Telephone companies (funded debt) 4,992,565

Telegraph, public water, gas, electric lighting
and j)ower companies (estimated) .... 200,000,000

Other quasi-public corporations (to make round
total) 11,601,962

Total debt of quasi-public corporations . $5,000,000,000

Real-estate mortgages (estimated) $6,000,000,000

Crop liens in the South (estimated) 350,000,000

Chattel mortgages (estimated) 300,000,000

National banks (loans and overdrafts) .... 1,986,058,320

Other banks (loans and overdrafts, not including
real-estate mortgages) 1 ,172,918,415

Other private debts (to make round total) . . . 1,191,023,265

Total debt of other private corporations

and individuals $11,000,000,000

Total private debt $16,000,000.000

United States $891,9()0,104

States 228,997,389

Counties 145,048,045

Municipalities 724,463,060

School districts 36,701,948

Total public debt (less sinking-fund) . . $2,027,170,546

Grand total $18,027,170,546
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APPENDIX V.

Foreign Holdings of American 'Wealth.

Respecting the foreign holdings of American

wealth, the most careful estimate, i)erhaps, is that

made by M. Georges !^[artin, and published in the

Journal, of the Statist leal Socictij of Paris, April,

1891. It relates only to the securities quoted on

European exchanges ; but such securities represent

the great body of American property held abroad.

The estimate is briefly as follows :
—

222 SECURITIES QIOTED EXCLi:SIVELY IN' EUROPE.

EfKoI-K'S SHAKE OF EfROI'F.'S SHARK
AGGREGATE VALUK.

l'KIN<ll-AI.. Of INTEKKST.

§094,000,000 $(;'J4,0tK),000 $:i4,700,000

267 SECURITIES QUOTED ALSO IN' AMERICA. STOCKS AND BONDS,
IN'CLUDINU STATE UONDS.

EUBOrE'8 SHARE OF KUROI'E'S SHARK
AGGREGATE VAUE. 1-Rl.SClrAL. OK I.NTEREST.

( sSl,07!),000,000 (mill.) $54,000,000

§3,238,000,000 < to to
'

1,610,000,000 (max.) 81,000,000

FEDERAL BONDS.

KUROI'E'S SHARK OF EUBOI'E'S SHARE
AOOEEGATIS VALUE. I'Rl.NCIl'AL. OK INTEREST.

$735,000,000 S73,500,000 §3,000,000

AGGREGATE PRINCIPAL. AGGREGATE INTEREST.

From Sl,84fi,000,0<X) From s*? 91,700,000

To 2,380,000,000 To 118,700,000
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APPENDIX VI.

Income of the United Kingdom, 1885.

Mr. Giffen's Table.

(" The Growth of Capital," page 11.)

incomes.
years'

purchase.
CAPITAL.

Under Schedule A—
Lands
Houses

Other Profits ....
Schedule B —
(Farmers' Profits) . . .

Schedule C—
(Public Funds less Home
Funds)

£
05,039,000

128,459,000

877,000

65,233,000

21,090,000

26

15

30

8

25

4

4

4

25

20

20

20

20

20

20

28

20

£
1 1,091,313,000

1,920,885,000

20,310,000

521,864,000

527,400,000

3,732,000

30,412,000

9,060,000

125,650,000

&^j,200,000

70,920,000

12,300,000

11,800,000

695,780,000

197,180,000

931,500,000

76,100,000

Under Schedule D —
Quarries

Mines
Iron Works
Gas Works
Waterworks . . . .

Canals, etc

Fishing

IMarket Tolls, etc. . . .

Other Public Companies,

Foreign and Colonial Se-

curities, etc

Kailways in United
Kingdom

Railways out of United

Kingdom

933,000

7,003,000

2,205,000

5,020,000

3,200,000

3,54(5,000

018,000

590,000

34,789,000

9,859,000

33,270,000

3,808,000

Fonuard ;')8() 271 000 6,923,586,000
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Income of the United Kingdom, 1886 (C<mtintud).

INCOMKS.
VKAHS'

rri{( iiASK.
CAI'ITAI..

Fonoard
Interest i)ai(l out of

£
.!S(;,271,0()()

£ £
(),923,58r),000

Rates, etc 5,041,000 0-, 120,025,000

Other Profits .... l,4;i,-.,0(X» 20 28,700,000

Trades and rrofessions,

onc-lifth of Total Iii-

coiao of £1SO,0()0,(X)0 . .T.,0!)r,,000 15 541,440,000

Total under Income-tax, 4'_'8,84;;,000 7,010,751,000

Trades and Professions A

omitted, 20 per cent of

Amount assessed, or

£;!{;,000,000, of which

[ 7,219,000

- 900,000

15

15

108,28.5,000

14,400,000

one-fifth is J

Income of non-Income
Tax-paying Classes de-

rived from Capital . . 07,000,000 5 335,000,000

Foreign Investments,

not in Schedules C
and D 50,000,000 10 500,000,000

Movable Property not

yielding Income; e.g..

Furniture of Houses,

Works of Art, etc. . . . . . 000,000,000

Government and Local

Property, say . . . 500,000.000

5.-.4,022,000 10,ft'?7,4.".C.,000

1 This is the result of capitalizing lands, in Ireland at 15 year.-*' pur-

chase, and in England and Scotland :it 'J8 years' puroh:i.«o.

5 Estimate of incomo escaping assessment by raising of limit of

exemption iu 187G.
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APPENDIX VIII.

Taxation in Basel in 1429.

SIZE OF ESTATE
IN GULDEN.

NUMIIEU
TAX-

PAYKUS.

AVERAGE
ESTATE.

(ESTIMATED.)

AGGKEGATE
ESTATE.

(ESTIMATED.)

Oto 10 ... . G49 5 3,000

10 to 50 . 593 25 16,000

50 to 100 . 354 CA] 23,000

100 to 150 . 170 120 20,000

150 to 300 . 267 200 53,000

300 to 500 , 146 366 53,000

500 to 750 , 79 COO 47,000

750 to 1,000 . 60 850 51,000

1,000 to 1,500 . 60 1,166 70,000

1,500 to 2,000 . 32 1,GGG 54,000

2,000 to 2,500 . 21 2,200 46,000

2,500 to 3,000 . 25 2,700 67,000

3,000 to 3,500 . 14 3,200 45,000

3,500 to 4,000 . 13 3,700 48,000

4,000 to 4,500 . 10 4,200 42,000

4,500 to 5,000 . 5 4,700 23,000

5,000 to 5,500 . 2 5,200 10,000

5,500 to 6,000 . 3 5,700 17,000

0,000 to «i,500 . 4 6,200 25,000

6,500 to 7,000 . 3 6,700 20,000

7,000 to 7,500 , 5 7,200 36,000

7,500 to 8,000 . 5 7,700 38,000

8,000 to 8,500 . 3 8,200 25,000

9,000 and upward s 13 12,000 160,000

2,536 9<)2,000

ropulatioii about 10,0(X) ; families about 2,000.

992,000 guldeu is about $4,000,000, or au average of $2,000 per family.
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Personal Estates in Baltimore.

Estates probated in tlie Oii)haiis' Court of lialti-

more City, from 1888 to 1893, inclusive. (Third

Annual Report, Maryland Bureau of Industrial Sta-

tistics.)

j

yn. VAi.t i:.

Under $ 500 Personalty .... 1,;!59 sS ;V}.-i,225

8 500 to 1,000 " 058 (»;,a'w

1,000 to 2,500 " i,a>s 2,l(h^,r,94

2,500 to 5,000 7112 2,77(i,S2y

5,000 to 10,000 578 4,00<),751

10,000 to 25,000 " 4,j2 7,12;?.912

25,000 to 50,000 1!)9 (;,«t(;,o«;.'5

60,000 to 100,000 129 9,157,922

Over 100,000 89 25,8;3(;,i40

Totals
1

5,914 $59,055,5(;S

In a condensed form the table -would stand

NO. VAi.t i;.

Under S 5,000 I'ersonalty .

S5,000 to .50,000 "

Over 50,000 "

4,4r.7

1,229

218

S 5,9:!1,7.S0

18,129,72tJ

34,9<M,0«;2

Totals 5,914 S.59,a55,.''xW

Were realty as well as personalty returned, the

number and value of large estates ^vould greatly

increase.
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